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A B S T R A C T

A compact, high-energy, tunable, ultra-short pulse duration, narrowband X-ray source

with high brilliance could unlock novel developments in a wide range of scientific

and medical X-ray applications, such as X-ray Fluorescence Imaging (XFI) with gold

nanoparticles (GNPs). Compared to light sources driven by large-scale radiofrequency-

based accelerators, Thomson Scattering (TS) sources based on electrons from a com-

pact laser-plasma accelerator are a promising alternative for providing high-energy

and high-quality X-ray beams. These could provide the necessary compactness for a

future transition into clinical environments for many applications relying on X-ray ra-

diation. Even though X-ray sources based on the combination of TS and Laser-Plasma

Acceleration (LPA) have been demonstrated before, the X-ray spectral bandwidth was

insufficiently narrow for XFI. LPAs driven by 10-TW class lasers typically produce

electron bunches with multi-percent-level bandwidths and milliradians divergences.

As a result, Thomson X-ray beam generation suffers from severe spectral broadening,

resulting in X-ray beams with many tens of percent bandwidths that are impractical

for most X-ray applications.

In a proof-of-principle experiment designed to mitigate these restriction, an Active

Plasma Lens (APL) was utilised for focusing of the electron beam, allowing for tunable

X-ray beams with reduced bandwidths to be produced. Without any changes to the

electron bunch properties, only the focusing strength of the APL was varied to tune the

X-ray beam energy between 34 keV and 81 keV. Beam imaging reduced the electron

beam divergence and acted as a chromatic filter for the electron beam. Although an

electron bunch with an initial FWHM energy spread of more than 100% was used in

the TS interaction, the average FWHM bandwidth of the generated X-ray beam was

measured to be (25.6± 2.5)%. While the total bandwidth measured in this proof-of-

principle experiment exceeds the typical requirements for novel X-ray applications,

this bandwidth is no longer dominated by electron beam properties, as is usually the

case for LPA-based TS sources. With further optimisation of the scattering laser in the

TS interaction, the total bandwidth can be significantly reduced. The demonstrated

bandwidth filtering Thomson source based on a laser-plasma accelerator with APL

focusing is a key development that has the potential to be beneficial in a variety of

compact X-ray applications and to enable their implementation outside of research

environments.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Kompakte, durchstimmbare Schmalband-Röntgenquellen, die hochenergetische und

ultrakurze optische Pulse erzeugen, können neue Entwicklungen in wissenschaftli-

chen und medizinischen Röntgenanwendungen vorantreiben. Ein Beispiel für eine

solche medizinische Anwendung ist die Bildgebung im menschlichen Körper mittels

Röntgenfluoreszenz von Gold-Nanopartikeln. Typischerweise basieren die benötigten

Röntgenquellen auf großflächigen Hochfrequenzbeschleunigern, was sie für me-

dizinische Anwendungen in Krankenhäusern uninteressant macht. Im Gegensatz

dazu sind Thomson-Röntgenquellen, die Elektronen aus kompakten Laser-Plasma-

Beschleunigern verwenden, eine vielversprechende Alternative für die Bereitstellung

hochenergetischer und qualitativ hochwertiger Röntgenstrahlen. Diese können die

notwendige Kompaktheit für den Übergang vieler Anwendungen, die auf brillante

Röntgenstrahlung angewiesen sind, in das klinische Umfeld bieten. Obwohl Röntgen-

quellen basierend auf der Kombination von Thomson-Streuung und Laser-Plasma-

Beschleunigung bereits realisiert wurden, war die Bandbreite der resultierenden

Röntgenstrahlenspektren nicht schmal genug für eine Anwendung wie die Rönt-

genfluoreszenz. Laser-Plasma-Beschleuniger, die von 10-TW Lasersystemen ange-

trieben werden, erzeugen typischerweise Elektronenstrahlen mit Energiebreiten im

Prozentbereich und Divergenzen von einigen Milliradian. Infolgedessen leidet die

Thomson-Röntgenstrahlerzeugung unter einer starken spektralen Verbreiterung, was

zu Röntgenstrahlen mit Bandbreiten von mehreren zehn Prozent führt, die für viele

Röntgenanwendungen unbrauchbar sind.

Um diese Einschränkungen zu beseitigen, wurde zum ersten Mal eine aktive

Plasmalinse verwendet, um den Elektronenstrahl zu fokussieren, was zu einem durch-

stimmbaren Röntgenstrahl mit reduzierter Bandbreite führt. Ohne Veränderung an

den Eigenschaften der Elektronenpakete wurde lediglich die Fokussierstärke der

Plasmalinse variiert, um die Röntgenstrahlenergie zwischen 34 keV und 81 keV einzu-

stellen. Die Fokussierung reduziert die Elektronenstrahldivergenz und wirkt als Ener-

giefilter für den Elektronenstrahl. Obwohl die Thomson-Streuung unter Verwendung

von Elektronenstrahlen mit FWHM-Energiebreiten von mehr als 100% durchgeführt

wurde, wurde die durchschnittliche FWHM-Bandbreite des resultierenden Röntgen-

strahls mit (25.6± 2.5)% gemessen. Während die in diesem Experiment gemesse-

ne Gesamtbandbreite typische Anforderungen für neuartige Röntgenanwendungen
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übersteigt, wird die Bandbreite nicht mehr von den Elektronenstrahleigenschaften

dominiert, wie dies häufig bei derartigen Röntgenquellen der Fall ist. Durch eine

weitere Optimierung des gestreuten Laserstrahls kann die Gesamtbandbreite deutlich

reduziert werden. Die demonstrierte bandbreitengefilterte Thomson-Röntgenquellen

auf Basis von Laser-Plasma-Beschleunigern mit Plasmalinsen-Fokussierung ist eine

entscheidende Entwickelung, die das Potenzial hat, für eine Vielzahl kompakter

Röntgenanwendungen nützlich zu sein und ihren Einsatz außerhalb von Forschungs-

umgebungen ermöglicht.
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

This story began when Heinrich Geissler invented the first gas discharge tube more

than 150 years ago [1]. These early tubes paved the way for the development of

products such as cathode ray tubes and X-ray sources. In particular, the discovery

of X-ray radiation by W. C. Röntgen in 1895 [2] was followed by the development

of first X-ray sources with clinical applications only one year later. Because of their

short wavelengths, X-ray radiation can resolve structures at the atomic level and

penetrate deep into or through materials, providing insight into opaque systems such

as the human body. The development of powerful pulsed X-ray sources has attracted

considerable attention in recent years due to the vast range of potential applications

[3]. Novel applications for bright X-ray beams that require or benefit greatly from

a narrow spectral bandwidth and tunable energies include radiation therapy [4],

crystallographical applications [5], and advanced imaging modalities such as X-ray

absorptiometry [6], fluorescence tomography [7], and K-edge imaging [8].

Another example of a novel medical X-ray application is the non-invasive method

of X-ray Fluorescence Imaging (XFI) [9]. In XFI, small amounts of elements can be

detected in a dedicated sample by observing the emitted characteristic X-ray photons

after being excited with a suitable incident photon energy. To study samples in the

human body, chemical elements with a high atomic number are functionalised with

specific peptides and injected into an organism. These nanoparticles (NPs) follow

the natural behaviour of the peptides and accumulate in certain regions of interest.

After external irradiation, element-characteristic X-ray photons are emitted and can

be detected to localise and quantify the NP concentration. The detection quality is

highly dependent on the X-ray source used to excite the NPs. A suitable element for

XFI is the noble metal gold [10–13], as it is non-toxic, chemically inert, and usually not

present in the human body.

To perform XFI using gold nanoparticles (GNPs) in the human body, an X-ray beam

with an incident energy of 90 keV and a Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) spectral

bandwidth of less than 15% is required [14, 15]. As conventional X-ray tubes cannot

provide X-ray beams with such narrow bandwidths and sufficient photon flux at

these high energies, XFI is currently being investigated using large synchrotrons

where the energy of the incident radiation can be precisely tuned [16]. However,

1
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because these machines span hundreds of metres or more in circumference, they

are unsuitable for use in a medical environment. The combination of Laser-Plasma

Acceleration (LPA) and Thomson Scattering (TS) is a possible solution, as it allows for

the generation of high-energy, high-quality X-ray beams while significantly reducing

their size compared to conventional accelerator-based X-ray sources.

TS describes the scattering of laser light and relativistic electrons to produce X-ray

photons [17–19]. Such a type of light source is also driven by relativistic electron beams,

which are typically provided by large-scale particle accelerators. As the maximum

acceleration gradient achievable using radio-frequency technology is currently limited

to about 100MV/m [20], any reduction in size requires the use of novel acceleration

techniques. Tajima and Dawson proposed the concept of LPA in 1979 [21], predicting

acceleration gradients in excess of 100GV/m. With developments in accelerator

and laser technologies, LPA became experimentally accessible with high-power laser

pulses of sufficiently short pulse duration using a technique known as Chirped Pulse

Amplification (CPA) [22]. Using LPA, electron beams with GeV energies can now be

produced in cm-scale plasma structures, matching the compactness required for an

X-ray source in a medical environment.

Even though X-ray sources based on the combination of TS and LPA have been

demonstrated before [23–28], they have lacked sufficiently narrowband spectra for XFI

with GNPs. While LPA has the potential to generate high-quality electron beams, energy

spreads of several percent and beam divergences of the order of a few milliradians

are typically reported when using 10-TW class lasers [29–36]. The extent of this beam

divergence, as well as the large energy spread compared to radio-frequency-based

accelerators, are the primary causes of broad Thomson X-ray spectra on the order of

tens of percent. In the context of this thesis, an Active Plasma Lens (APL) has been

utilised to gain control over the radiated X-ray beam energies, reduce its spectral

bandwidth and relax the requirements on the electron bunch parameters. APLs were

first recognised by Panofsky and Baker in 1950 [37] and were demonstrated on ion

beams in 1991 [38]. They were proposed by Tilborg et al. in 2015 for focusing LPA

electron beams [39] and have attracted more interest in modern particle acceleration

owing to their unique advantages. An APL is able to provide azimuthally symmetric

focusing for charged particle beams with magnetic field gradients on the order of

kT/m, setting them apart from conventional beam-optic elements such as quadrupole

magnets and solenoid magnets. Therefore, it allows for compact beamline designs

and is well suited for independently controlling the electron bunch properties in a

scattering interaction.
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Following the theoretical work of [40, 41], a tunable Thomson source based on

a laser-plasma accelerator has been set up as a proof-of-principle experiment. The

structure of the thesis is as follows: Pt. I discusses the concepts of LPA as well as

the experimental structures used to generate the electron beams required for the

subsequent Thomson source. The electron beams are characterised in terms of their

beam profile and beam divergence. Another feature that indicates the quality of an

electron beam is the beam emittance, which refers to the volume occupied by the

beam in the space spanned by the electrons’ position and momentum. Modern light

sources require sub-µm normalised electron emittances, and their measurement is

crucial for the successful development and optimisation of the Thomson source. Part

II introduces the APL, which is used to study the beam emittance and measure the

electron energy spectrum. Furthermore, it is an essential component of the TS setup.

Part III explains the principles of TS and describes the development of the tunable

Thomson source. The mean X-ray energy and spectral bandwidth contributions of the

X-ray source are investigated. Finally, Sec. 11 provides a summary of the work as well

as an outlook for future experiments based on the results.





Part I

L A S E R - D R I V E N E L E C T R O N B E A M S O U R C E

X-ray light sources, such as synchrotrons or Free-electron Lasers (FELs),

are driven by relativistic electron beams with energies in the GeV range.

Usually, the electron beams are generated in conventional accelerators

based on radio-frequency microwave cavities, which have acceleration

gradients of up to 100MV/m limited by structural breakdowns [20]. As a

result, such machines require tens of meters of accelerating structures in

order to achieve GeV-scale electron beam energies. Plasma-based accelera-

tors, on the other hand, are of great interest due to their ability to sustain

extremely large acceleration gradients and currents. They can support

fields in excess of 100GV/m and thus provide a method for producing

GeV energy gain in cm-scale plasma structures [42]. The possibility to

construct such electron beam sources in a compact manner allows for the

compactness of the proposed Thomson source for X-ray generation.

The purpose of this part is to present the experimental structures and

fundamentals used to generate electron beams for the subsequent realisa-

tion of a Thomson source. For that, the theoretical basics of plasmas and

plasma acceleration are described in Sec. 2. Section 3 describes the laser

system used in the experiments as well as the experimental laboratory,

where the Laser-Plasma Acceleration (LPA) experiments were carried out.

Finally, Sec. 4 discusses the electron generation from the LPA source.





2 P L A S M A S A N D A C C E L E R AT I O N

2.1 properties of plasmas

A plasma is a state of matter in which charged particles remain in an unbound state

but for which they cannot be referred to as free particles. However, not any ionised

gas can be called a plasma. For the use of plasmas for a plasma accelerator, it is

practical to define plasma as a quasi-neutral gas of charged and neutral particles

which exhibits collective behaviour [43]. These collective effects, which underlie the

following definition, ultimately allow for electron acceleration in a plasma-based

accelerator. On the basis of [43–45], the defining properties of plasmas are explained

below.

2.1.1 Debye Shielding

Free charge carriers can shield the electric fields from other charged particles in a

plasma, making it appear electrically neutral on large scales. The Debye length is a

measure of length at which charges shield each other and the electric potential drops

to 1/e. It is defined as [45]

λD =

√√√√ε0kB
e2

(
ne

Te
+

N∑
i

Zini
Ti

)−1

, (2.1)

with the vacuum permittivity ε0, the elementary charge e and the Boltzmann constant

kB. ne and Te specify the electron density and temperature, respectively. Similarly,

ni and Ti describe the ions’ density and temperature. N represents the number of

ion types, with each ion having a charge of Zi. Due to shielding, the plasma appears

quasi-neutral on scales where L � λD. This also implies that the total size of an

ionised gas must be larger than its Debye length in order for it to behave collectively

and be treated as a plasma.

A measure for the number of particles of species x with density nx in a Debye

sphere with radius λD is given by [43]

Λ =
4π

3
nxλ

3
D. (2.2)
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The plasma parameter Λ allows us to distinguish between two cases. Λ � 1 corre-

sponds to a barely populated Debye sphere, where particles couple strongly and

there is no collective behaviour because scattering dominates their motion. A plasma

with Λ� 1, on the other hand, is called weakly coupled because the Debye sphere is

densely populated and collective behaviour outweighs scattering processes. Only the

second, weakly coupled, case is considered to be a plasma [44, 46].

2.1.2 Plasma Frequency

As previously stated, there is no electric screening effect on length scales less than

λD. As a consequence, an infinitesimal displacement δx of an electron results in a

restoring force from the ion background. According to [44], the electric field inside

the plasma is calculated using the Poisson equation and is represented by

E0 =
e

ε0
ne δx. (2.3)

Owing to this field, the displaced electron tends to its equilibrium state as its motion

is described by

me
d2

dt2
δx = −eE0, (2.4)

where me is the rest mass of an electron. By inserting Eq. 2.3 into Eq. 2.4 the equation

of motion reads as

d2

dt2
δx+

e2ne

meε0
δx = 0. (2.5)

Therefore the electrons follow the differential equation of a harmonic oscillator. The

solution to this is a harmonic oscillation with the natural frequency

ωp =

√
e2ne

meε0
, (2.6)

which is referred to as plasma frequency. The fundamental time scale on which

collective plasma effects occur is defined by the inverse plasma frequency. The plasma

wavenumber defined by kp = ωp/c is a commonly used quantity in this context.

2.1.3 Criteria for Plasmas

To summarise the above-mentioned plasma concepts, an ionised gas must meet the

three following conditions in order to be considered a plasma [43]:
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1. Quasi-neutrality, which means that the Debye screening length must be greater

than the plasma’s length scale (λD � L).

2. Collective interactions must dominate over single-scattering events (Λ� 1).

3. The frequency of typical collective plasma behaviour must dominate over the

mean time τ between collisions with neutral atoms (ωpτ > 1).

2.2 plasma acceleration basics

When an intense laser beam interacts with plasma, extremely high electric fields

can be generated, which can be used to accelerate electrons. Tajima and Dawson

proposed this concept of LPA in 1979 [21], and it became experimentally accessible

with high-power laser pulses of sufficiently short pulse duration using a technique

known as Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) [22]. The theory of LPA will be presented

below. For a more detailed introduction on the subject refer to standard literature

such as [21, 47, 48].

Modern laser pulses exceed intensities of 1018W/cm2 when focused down to spot

sizes of tens of µm. When such an intense laser pulse passes through a plasma,

the ponderomotive force Fp on the plasma electrons is non-negligible and displaces

them along the negative intensity gradient. For an electron with rest mass me the

ponderomotive force is given by [47]

Fp = −mec
2∇a2/2, (2.7)

where c denotes the speed of light and a describes the normalised vector potential of

the laser pulse averaged over one laser cycle. The normalised vector potential peak a0
is also known as laser strength parameter, and it relates to the peak laser intensity as

a0 ' 0.85 · λ(µm)
√

I0(1018W/cm2), (2.8)

where λ is the laser wavelength. While the plasma electrons are pushed away from

the propagation axis of the laser pulse, the plasma ions remain stationary on the

relevant time scale due to their much higher mass. When the laser pulse has passed,

the electrons will be pulled back by the Coulomb force. This causes electrons to

oscillate with the plasma frequency from Eq. 2.6. A plasma wave is formed by the

charge separation and subsequent oscillation that occurs behind the laser pulse. The

fields carried by this plasma wave are termed wakefields. The length of the cavity
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thus formed is described by the plasma wavelength λp = 2πc/ωp and depends on

the plasma density as

λp(µm) ' 33/
√
ne(1018 cm−3). (2.9)

Due to the charge separation, high electric fields are generated. The electric field that a

plasma can sustain before it breaks down can be described in the cold non-relativistic

wave-breaking limit as [47]

E0(V/m) =
cmeωp

e
' 96

√
ne(cm−3). (2.10)

For example, an electron density of ne = 1018 cm−3 results in an accelerating field

of E0 ' 96GV/m, which is approximately three orders of magnitude greater than

what is obtained in conventional accelerators. In addition, Eq. 2.9 results in a plasma

wavelength of about 33µm. Therefore, an electron bunch accelerated in such a wake-

field has an intrinsic pulse duration on the fs-level. The electric fields described so far

serve to accelerate electrons when they are in the correct phase.

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 depict examples of generated electron densities with their

corresponding electric fields driven by a laser pulse, which were calculated using a

Particle-in-cell (PIC) code. PIC codes can be used to simulate the interaction of charged

particles and electromagnetic fields, making them a powerful tool of studying plasma-

based acceleration. In this case, Fourier-Bessel Particle-In-Cell (FBPIC) [49, 50] is used

to simulate a laser pulse with a normalised vector potential of a0 = 0.5 driving a

linear plasma wave, resulting in the electron density shown in Fig. 2.1a. For more

informations about FBPIC refer to Sec. 10.1.2. In a flat plasma density the plasma

electrons are pushed away from the axis directly behind the laser pulse, resulting in a

positive longitudinal electric field that is decelerating for electrons (see Fig. 2.1b). As

the electron density increases further behind, the longitudinal field becomes negative,

implying that the wake is accelerating. In the linear regime (a0 < 1), a sinusoidal

shape can be used to estimate the longitudinal wave. In addition, as shown in Fig. 2.1c,

transversely focusing fields occur in regions with low electron density. Only in regions

with both accelerating and focusing fields can an electron bunch be accelerated while

being tightly focused. The simulation reveals longitudinal accelerating fields of up to

8GV/m for a0 = 0.5. However, when the laser pulse has a normalised vector potential

of a0 = 2, stronger density perturbations occur, and a non-linear plasma wave with

accelerating fields of up to 100GV/m forms (see Fig. 2.2). Since nearly all electrons

are pushed away from the axis, this non-linear regime (a0 � 1) is also known as the

bubble regime [51].

Electrons can be accelerated to energies in the GeV range in cm-scale plasma

structures using such LPA techniques. However, several mechanisms, including laser
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Figure 2.1: FBPIC is used to simulate a laser pulse with a normalised vector potential of

a0 = 0.5 driving a linear wakefield in a plasma with a density of 3× 1018 cm−3. (a)

depicts the resulting electron density in the plasma as well as the on-axis intensity

of the laser pulse (red line). The charge separation produces a longitudinal electric

field, shown in (b) with the on-axis lineout (red line). The resulting transversal

electric field is shown in (c).

diffraction, electron dephasing, pump depletion, and laser-plasma instabilities, can

limit the energy gain [47]. The dominant effects for LPA are energy depletion and

dephasing. Energy depletion means that the laser pulse loses energy when driving

the wakefield, and this leads to a weaker wakefield due to the weaker laser pulse.

Dephasing comprises the fact that the accelerated particles are relativistic and hence

travel at the speed of light c, but the driving laser pulse holds a phase velocity

smaller than c while penetrating the plasma. Over time, the particles leave the desired

phase for acceleration and might even get decelerated in the worst case. For more

information on the limiting factors in LPA refer to the aforementioned literature.
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Figure 2.2: FBPIC is used to simulate a laser pulse with a normalised vector potential of a0 = 2

driving a non-linear wakefield in a plasma with a density of 3× 1018 cm−3. (a)

depicts the resulting electron density in the plasma as well as the on-axis intensity

of the laser pulse (red line). The charge separation produces a longitudinal electric

field, shown in (b) with the on-axis lineout (red line). The resulting transversal

electric field is shown in (c).

2.3 ionisation injection

Section 2.2 explains the acceleration, but an electron initially at rest might just get

passed by the plasma wave and not necessarily get dragged along. In order to

accelerate an electron bunch, it needs to be injected into the wakefield. Electrons are

considered injected in a flat plasma density when they are situated at the accelerating

phase of the wakefield and their longitudinal velocity matches the phase-velocity of

the wakefield, which is defined by the laser pulse’s group-velocity. In an experiment,

a bunch can either be externally [52] or internally injected into the plasma wakefield.

For example, plasma electrons at the bubble’s end can collide and scatter into the
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cavity, allowing them to be trapped. This is known as self-injection and occurs in

the highly non-linear regime where a0 � 1. It is a highly statistically dominated

mechanism that typically results in unstable electron beam properties [53, 54].

A controlled injection is required for a reliable electron beam source. The electron

beam source discussed in Sec. 4 is based on an injection technique called ionisation in-

jection [55–57]. A low atomic-number gas, such as hydrogen or helium, is doped with

a higher atomic-number gas, such as nitrogen. The low-atomic-number gas has a low

ionization threshold and is fully ionised even at moderate laser intensities, forming

background plasma. Meanwhile, the inner-shell electrons of the higher-atomic-number

gas species require higher laser intensities to ionise, which are only present near

the laser pulse’s peak intensity. Since the ponderomotive force is proportional to the

gradient of the laser intensity, electrons ionised around the intensity peak experience

a weaker transverse kick. These inner-shell electrons are ionised directly on the laser

axis where they fall back into the accelerating phase and can become trapped in the

plasma cavity. However, the inner-shell electrons are passing through the laser-field

and gain additional transverse momentum. As a result, ionization injection typically

results in higher beam emittances [58]. This effect is particularly noticeable in the

laser’s polarisation axis, leading to elliptical beam profiles of the electron bunch.

Another characteristic of this injection scheme is that it continues as long as the laser

peak intensity is sufficient to ionise the required higher ionization states. This results

in a higher bunch charge but also a broad electron energy spectrum originating from

the difference in the total accelerating length depending on the position of injection.

Controlling the injection duration is required for the generation of narrower electron

energy spectra. A more localised injection can be achieved by using using two stages

[34] or using multiple laser pulses [59, 60]. Other examples of schemes with localised

injection are self-truncated ionisation injection [61, 62] and shock-front injection[35,

63, 64].

In general, electron injection for acceleration in a plasma cavity is considered

complex because it relies on non-linear mechanisms. Even minor changes in the laser

pulse or plasma parameters can cause instabilities in the electron beam parameters.

The laser intensity, for example, influences both electron injection and the electric

fields in the plasma cavity. As a result, shot-to-shot fluctuations or use of a decreased

laser intensity can degrade the electron beam quality.





3 E X P E R I M E N TA L O V E R V I E W

The theoretical and experimental studies were performed at Deutsches Elektronen-

Synchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg, Germany. Two laboratories were available for this

purpose, namely a laser laboratory and an acceleration laboratory, called Beam

Optimisation and Novel Diagnostic (BOND) laboratory. A floor plan of both laborato-

ries together with the control room is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Layout of the laser laboratory housing the laser system and the BOND laboratory

where the LPA and X-ray generation studies were set up. The laser beam path

of the main laser beam is indicated by the red line, and the green line shows

an additional probe laser beam. The experiments in the BOND laboratory were

monitored and conducted from the control room. The drawing is adapted from

[65]

The experiment’s laser system is situated in the laser laboratory and can be used

in the BOND laboratory for LPA experiments. It is shared with the Future-ORiented

Wakefield Accelerator Research and Development at FLASH (FLASHForward) exper-

iment. FLASHForward focuses primarily on studies involving beam-driven plasma-

wakefield acceleration [66, 67]. Despite the author’s contribution to various exper-

iments of FLASHForward [66, 68, 69], these will not be elaborated on since they are

beyond the scope of this thesis. The objective of this thesis is to describe work on

15
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a proof-of-principle X-ray source for X-ray Fluorescence Imaging (XFI) within the

PLASMED-X collaboration [14–16]. The experiment relied on various experimental

components and diagnostics to run and set up. This section provides an overview of

the key components for comprehending and carrying out the experiment.

3.1 laser system

To drive an LPA electron source, laser systems with intensities of 1018W/cm2 or

higher are vital. Only after the advances in laser technologies in recent decades have

these intensities become available. Particularly important is the method of generating

high-intensity, ultra-short optical pulses with a technique called CPA. It was first

introduced by Strickland and Mourou in 1985 [22] and they were awarded the Nobel

Prize in 2018 in Physics.

Such high intensities cannot be produced directly by laser beam sources because

non-linear optical effects would first destroy the laser beam quality and, eventually,

the laser’s amplifying medium. Since the temporal and spectral profiles of the laser

pulse are related to each other through Fourier transformations, the bandwidth and

pulse duration are linked to each other, so that a short pulse requires a large spectral

bandwidth and vice versa [70]. The minimal Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)

bandwidth of a Gaussian laser pulse with a FWHM pulse duration of 25 fs and

800nm is 38nm. Because the pulse cannot be compressed temporally further without

increasing its bandwidth, this minimal bandwidth is referred to as Fourier-limited.

CPA works by reducing the peak power of a spectrally broad laser pulse before

further amplifying it. To reduce the peak power, a short laser pulse is stretched by

several orders of magnitude using dispersive elements, such as a grating pair. The

stretched laser pulse can then be amplified without causing non-linear optical effects

that degrade the laser beam quality. Following the final amplification, the pulse is

recompressed, e.g. by another grating pair, resulting in a short pulse with a high peak

power. For more details on ultra-short laser pulses refer to [70–72].

The laser laboratory is shown in Fig. 3.1. It houses a 25TW, 800nm Titanium:Sapphire

laser system from Amplitude Technologies, which employs the CPA scheme. The main

components are encased on a 2m by 10m optical table. Within the laser system,

gratings are used to stretch the initially spectrally broad laser pulses before they pass

through multiple amplification stages. Before the final amplification stage, a beam

splitter divides the laser beam into a main laser beam and a secondary laser beam.

The secondary laser beam, also known as the probe laser beam, contains 20% of the
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original pulse and is compressed in air by its separate grating pair, yielding a 3.5mJ

pulse with a FWHM duration of 25 fs. The remaining 80% of the main laser beam is

amplified by the final amplification unit, resulting in a pulse energy of up to 900mJ.

Because of the resulting high peak power, it is then compressed by gratings in a

vacuum chamber. Both, the main- and the secondary laser beams can be sent into the

BOND laboratory separately for experiments. The main laser beam is used to drive

the LPA as well as as a scattering laser beam for the targeted all-optical driven X-ray

source.

3.2 the laser-plasma acceleration chamber

Each LPA experiment takes place in the chamber illustrated in detail in Fig. 3.2. Here,

it is a 1.4m diameter vacuum chamber that houses the setup for the electron source.

It includes a focusing Off-Axis Parabolic mirror (OAP), a plasma target and several

diagnostic facilities, motors and stages for alignment. In addition, all key components

of the X-ray source from Pt. III are located within.

After final compression, the main laser beam, also known as the LPA laser beam,

is transported into the experimental chamber and then focused by a 3" OAP with

a focal length of 500mm onto a 1mm-diameter gas-jet nozzle [74]. The pulse front

of the high-intensity laser pulse will generate plasma in the gas stream. Electrons

can be injected and accelerated to travel in the same direction as the laser beam if

done correctly. After a drift of 7.4 cm, an Active Plasma Lens (APL) [39, 75] can be

driven into the beamline to capture and image the electron bunch. It is mounted on

a vacuum-compatible hexapod, which allows for alignment and positioning in all

three translational and rotational directions. The APL’s High Voltage (HV) discharge

cables are fed into the vacuum chamber via a dedicated APL HV feedthrough. Among

other things, the APL can be used for emittance measurements [76] (see Sec. 7) and

is a key component of the X-ray source [14, 77] (see Pt. III). Section 6 contains more

information on the setup with the APL and its principles.

The gas load from the gas-jet was initially a limiting factor on the repetition rate of

the LPA source in this setup. The ambient pressure in the compressor chamber must be

kept below 10−4mbar to protect the gratings and mirrors in the vacuum compressor

from damage caused by the high-intensity laser beam. The APL, in addition to the

gas-jet, contributes to the total gas load because it operates with a continuous gas flow.

Therefore, a differential pumping system was installed in the chamber for both the

gas-jet and the APL. The gas-jet is contained in a differential pumping cube, the top of
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of the LPA chamber housing the beam paths of three laser beams. The LPA

laser beam (red) is focused onto the gas jet labelled as GJ to create a plasma and

drive the electron source. There, the probe laser beam (purple) passes transversely

through the plasma channel as a part of the plasma density measurement. The

active plasma lens is situated on the edge of a Hexapod next to the electron source.

It is a key component for both the emittance measurement and the TS experiment,

and will be discussed further in Pt. II. The beam splitter in the path of the LPA

laser beam allows a part of its laser power to be split into the scattering laser beam

(pink) which can be focused onto the Thomson interaction point (green disc). The

vacuum-compatible cameras CAM1 and CAM2 can be used to image the focal

spots of the LPA and scattering laser beam respectively. Camera CAM3 is mounted

together with the spatial and temporal diagnostics to overlap the scattering laser

beam with the electron beam. Part III discusses the scattering laser beam and its

diagnostics, which are used to drive the TS process. Drawing adapted from [73].
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which is connected to a large external pump. The cube has a 4mm diameter entrance

hole to in-couple the laser beam and a 7mm diameter opening to out-couple the laser-

and electron beam. The cube’s bottom is connected with flexible bellows, allowing the

gas-jet to move along the longitudinal and transversal axes relative to the laser beam.

Special pockets in the APL sapphire slabs are pumped differentially by connecting

them to the same external pumping line (see Sec. 6.3.2.2). In the experiment, the APL

was run in continuous flow mode with pure argon at a backing pressure of < 0.1mbar.

The gas-jet used a 99.5% helium with 0.5% nitrogen dopant gas mixture by weight

and operated at a backing pressure of (3.52± 0.08) bar at 1.4Hz. To ensure a stable

gas flow condition, the gas-jet was opened for 5ms and the laser beam was fired 4ms

after its opening. In this mode of operation, the differential pumping system kept

the ambient pressure in the interaction chamber around 3× 10−3mbar while keeping

the ambient pressure in the vacuum compressor below 2× 10−5mbar. This system

was also tested to run the gas-jet at the laser system’s full repetition rate of 10Hz

while maintaining acceptable chamber pressures, removing the setup’s limit on the

gas load.

The differential pumping cube has two windows to let the probe laser beam, i.e.

the secondary laser beam, pass the plasma transversely (compare with Fig. 3.2). The

probe laser beam is transported outside the chamber and sent to a Mach-Zehnder

interferometer. There, a part of the probe laser beam that traveled through plasma

interferes with a part of the laser beam that only traveled through vacuum. The

longitudinal plasma density can be reconstructed from the interference pattern [78–

81].

For the design of an all-optical X-ray source on the basis of Thomson Scattering (TS)

(see Pt. III), a fraction of the main laser beam was used as the scattering laser beam.

The 5mm thick magnesiumfluorid beam splitter BS1 reflects two-thirds of the total

laser energy into the LPA laser beam while transmitting the other one-third into the

scattering laser beam. The beam splitter, as well as an additional mirror, are located

on a stage to allow for femtosecond temporal alignment between these two laser arms.

A 3" OAP with a focal length of 500mm focuses the scattering laser beam, while the

folding mirror M9 redirects the laser beam focus onto the electron-laser interaction

point. Together with camera CAM3, the diagnostics for temporal and spatial overlap

are located on three motorised stages, allowing movement in all three directions. For

details on the scattering arm and the overlap diagnostics refer to Sec. 9.
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3.3 diagnostics

Several diagnostic facilities and references are required to conduct a meaningful LPA

experiment. This section presents the essential diagnostics of the laser pulse and the

electron bunch in order to understand the context of this thesis.

3.3.1 Laser Diagnostics

The laser system was described in Sec. 3.1. Regular maintenance and optimisation are

required for its daily operation, which demands several diagnostics for monitoring

and characterization of the laser pulses. For example, several near- and far-field

cameras are set up to measure the position and pointing of the laser beam within

the beamline. This section describes the diagnostics for critical laser parameters to

drive a laser-wakefield accelerator, which will also be required as input for realistic

simulations.

3.3.1.1 Laser Pulse Energy in Interaction

The very high laser intensity gradient, as explained in Sec. 2.2, is what drives the

wakefield in a plasma and requires measurement of laser pulse energy, pulse duration

and focal spot size for its quantification. Using a commercial energy meter, the

maximum output energy after the final amplification stage and before compression

was measured to be 814mJ, with a Root Mean Square (RMS) stability of 1.0% of 1000

consecutive laser shots. However, due to losses in the beamline and not operating

the laser system at full power, the actual pulse energy on target was lower. A pre-

interaction diagnostic is set up for this purpose, which uses the leakage laser light of

the first mirror M1 in the LPA chamber (compare Fig. 3.2). The laser light is imaged

on a near- and far-field 12− bit Charged-Coupled Device (CCD) camera to check the

alignment into the vacuum chamber. By measuring the laser energy of the LPA laser

beam directly in front of the plasma target with an energy meter, the near-field camera

image was calibrated for laser pulse energy. Analogously, before the interaction point,

the energy of the scattering laser beam was measured and calibrated to the same

camera image. The pulse energy of both laser beams can thus be obtained with a

relative error of about 3.5% by processing the near-field camera image.

Within the pre-interaction diagnostic, a fast photo diode is also installed and

connected to an Analog-to-Digital converter (ADC). It allows the laser beam timing

at the position of the APL to be measured relative to its discharge profile, which is
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assumed to have the same timing as the electron beam. To obtain the correct relative

timing, identical cables were used to transport both signals to the ADC, and the total

path difference between the laser signal at the photo diode and the APL was taken

into account. The discharge current experienced by the electron beam in the APL can

thus be obtained in this manner. Section 6.3.2.1 contains more information on the

discharge current system.

3.3.1.2 Laser Pulse Duration

The pulse duration is another factor that influences the intensity of a laser pulse.

A Dazzler [82] is included in the laser system to modify the shape of the optical

beam and control the pulse duration. Dazzlers are pulse shaping systems that use

an acousto-optic programmable filter. They enable independent and simultaneous

spectral phase and amplitude programming of ultra-fast laser pulses. As a result, they

allow the dispersion of later parts of the laser system chain to be compensated for.

The Dazzler can be used to manipulate the pulse shape, but a Wizzler [83] was

used to measure its duration. It is located on the pre-interaction diagnostic table. By

using a flip mirror before the OAP of the main laser beam, some laser light can be sent

through a 1mm thin vacuum window and transported into the Wizzler. It can provide

a complete characterisation of a single ultra-short pulse by measuring the laser pulse

duration using Self-Referenced Spectral Interferometry (SRSI) [84]. In the Wizzler,

the main pulse generates a replica via Cross-Polarized Wave (XPW) generation [85].

XPW generation is a third-order non-linear effect that produces a linearly polarised

wave with orthogonal polarisation relative to the input wave. The temporal amplitude

EXPW(t) of the XPW pulse is linked to the input temporal amplitude EIN(t) via

EXPW(t) ∝ |EIN(t)|
2 · EIN(t). (3.1)

Because the XPW effect acts as a temporal filter, the XPW pulse is shorter and therefore

has a broader spectrum with a flatter phase than the input pulse. The replica and XPW

pulses are both sent to a spectrometer, which measures an interference signal. This is

known as SRSI, and it delivers the spectral phase and amplitude of the pulse in a single

beam iteratively. Because the XPW process is sensitive to chirp, this technique only

works for input pulses close to the Fourier-limit of < 50 fs. It is a stand-alone piece of

hardware that can be linked to the Dazzler and provide laser-phase information. The

Wizzler software uses feedback loops to optimise the pulse in seconds and enables the

measurement of the pulse duration at 10Hz. After optimising the main laser pulse

with the Wizzler, a pulse duration of about (27.6± 0.3) fs was obtained. Figure 3.3

depicts the Wizzler measurement for 1000 consecutive laser beam shots.
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Figure 3.3: Measurement of the laser pulse duration using the Wizzler. (a) depicts a waterfall

plot for 1000 consecutive laser pulses. The average temporal profile with its

FWHM is shown in (b), with the individual FWHM pulse durations depicted in the

histogram in (c).

3.3.1.3 Focal Spot

A laser-wakefield accelerator requires knowledge of the spatial distribution of the laser

pulse energy at focus. To image the focal spot, a 14−bit CCD camera is installed inside

the vacuum chamber, along with an infinity-corrected objective with a magnification

of 10. This diagnostic can be used to improve the quality of the focal spot by correcting

for aberrations such as astigmatism or coma. Figure 3.2 includes the camera observing

the main laser beam as Cam1. The average focal spot image and the pointing stability

of 100 consecutive laser shots is shown in Fig. 3.4. The optimised focal spot has a

mean FWHM beam size of (10.4± 0.1)µm on the horizontal axis and (9.5± 0.1)µm

on the vertical axis, with pointing stability of 0.9µrad and 1.2µrad, respectively. The

intensity distribution in this plot is shown assuming a laser pulse with a FWHM

pulse duration of 27.6 fs, a pulse energy of 154.3mJ and a wavelength of 800nm.

According to Eq. 2.8, this results in a normalised vector potential of a0 = 1.67± 0.04,

which drives the plasma-wakefield. The calculation of a0 is based on distributing

the measured laser pulse energy according to the measured focal spot profile and a

temporal Gaussian distribution with the specified FWHM pulse duration.
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Figure 3.4: Average focal spot to drive the laser-plasma acceleration for 100 consecutive laser

pulses. The intensity distribution is calculated for a laser pulse with a FWHM pulse

duration of 27.6 fs, a pulse energy of 154.3mJ and a wavelength of 800nm. The

red points represent the centre of mass for each shot, resulting in pointing stability

of 0.9µrad in the horizontal axis and 1.2µrad in the vertical axis.

3.3.2 Electron Diagnostics

The evaluation of the electron beams that are generated requires that they are mean-

ingfully characterised. Only then can the quality of an electron source be evaluated

and improved. In the BOND laboratory, a variety of diagnostics are available for

measuring electron beam pointing, divergence, charge, and energy. The following

describes the working principles of these diagnostics.

3.3.2.1 Electron Profile Screen

The pointing and divergence of electron beams are measured on a profile screen,

which consists of a DRZ-High screen imaged by a CCD camera. The DRZ-High screen

is made up of a phosphor layer, a thin PET protective layer, and a plastic supporting

layer. A phosphor-based screen converts the energy of particles passing through it

into visible light via fluorescence and phosphorescence. The screen offers a high light

yield per electron charge and can be used as a charge diagnostic when calibrated

[86, 87]. The profile screen is angled at 45 degrees with respect to the electron beam

axis and can be driven into the beam axis 1.47m after the gas target. A 12− bit CCD

camera with an 8mm f/1.4 lens images the backside of the screen, which covers about
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35mrad by 35mrad. A 10nm bandpass filter was included to reduce residual laser

light around the 545nm central wavelength of the DRZ-High. In addition, two layers

of 50µm thick aluminium block incoming laser light and plasma radiation from the

front of the screen.

3.3.2.2 Charge Detection Cavity

Another distinguishing feature of LPA is the electron bunch charge. For an X-ray

source on the basis of TS, the charge or charge density determines, among other

things, the number of X-ray photons generated (see Sec. 8.3). The bunch charge

can be measured with the profile screen from Sec. 3.3.2.1 [86, 87], an Integrating

CurrentTransformer (ICT) [88], or the so-called Dark current Monitor (DaMon) [89, 90].

Since the use of the profile screen is an invasive method due to its being positioned in

the beam axis, it is not suitable if the electron bunch needs to be further studied or if

X-rays are located on the same axis. The ICT is a non-invasive passive transformer used

in plasma acceleration experiments to measure the charge of short electron bunches.

However, its measurements are affected by the presence of an Electromagnetic Pulse

(EMP), like that formed by powerful laser beams, plasma EMP, or discharge units

[88, 91, 92]. The output signal of the ICT is dominated by EMP noise when using the

discharge-based APL to capture the electron bunch, making this device unsuitable

in combination with the APL. Therefore, the DaMon was used for all electron bunch

charge measurements in this thesis. It is a stainless steel cavity with a frequency of

1.3GHz in its first monopole mode. A beam passing through the cavity will stimulate

this mode, resulting in a voltage signal. This process is unaffected by the position of

the electron bunch within the cavity due to the use of said mode. The beam charge is

directly proportional to the amplitude of the voltage signal, which exits the device

via an antenna and is carried to an ADC. It is not sensitive to EMP noise, as shown

by tests with low laser intensities and an APL. Bunch charges ranging from tens of

femtocoulombs to hundreds of picocoulombs can be resolved by measuring this signal

non-invasively [92].

3.3.2.3 Electron Energy Spectrometer

The electron energy is measured in a single-shot electron spectrometer about 2.7m

after the electron source. The BOND lab’s dipole magnet is an electromagnet with a

length of 500mm and a maximum current of 311 A, yielding a magnetic field strength

of 245mT. A vacuum chamber continues inside the magnet, preventing electrons from

being scattered by air. Due to the Lorentz force, the dipole field directs electrons to an

energy-dependent position on a phosphor screen. A DRZ-High screen is installed in

the forward direction by default and is mounted at a 140 degree angle relative to the

beam axis.
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Figure 3.5: The calibration of the magnetic field strength in the electron spectrometer dipole

for various magnet currents is shown in (a). A tracking simulation was performed

at a magnet current of 100A to retrieve the energy-dependent position on a

scintillating screen and the drift length inside the spectrometer, with the tracking

beginning 0.5m before the dipole magnet.

Both the electrons’ path length and their position on the screen are energy depen-

dent and must be known. To perform tracking simulations, accurate magnetic field

maps for magnet currents 180A, 250A, and 311A are available. However, various

magnet currents ranging from 90A to 200A were used in the experiment. Because

the three known magnetic field maps differ only in amplitude, the magnetic field in

the centre of the dipole was measured using a Hall probe for various magnet currents.

Figure 3.5a depicts the scaling of magnetic field strength with applied magnet current.

The calibration result indicates a linear behaviour up to currents of about 250A. For a

centrally incoming electron, particle tracking simulations were performed using the

known magnetic field map to retrieve the energy-dependent position along the screen

and the energy-dependent drift length through the dipole. Figure 3.5b depicts the

simulation result for a magnet current of 100A. The position along the screen is mea-

sured from its lower edge, and higher energies are situated higher on the screen. With

regard to the drift length of the electrons, highly energetic electrons travel a longer

distance before reaching the screen due to its angled orientation relative to the dipole

magnet. Originally, the spectrometer used was not an imaging spectrometer, and the

measured band-width appears broadened due to electron bunch divergence. Section

6 introduces an APL as an imaging device that, when combined with an electron

spectrometer, can be used to create an imaging spectrometer (see Sec. 7). Furthermore,

this combination provides a method for further characterising the electron beam by

analysing its energy-dispersed focus (see the emittance reconstruction method in Sec.

7.1). To resolve the electron focal spot, the spectrometer’s optical imaging system

must fulfil additional demands.
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When a single focusing device, such as the APL, is placed about 10 cm after the

plasma source and the electrons are imaged on a screen at a distance of 250 cm, the

electron beam size is magnified by about 25. With an electron beam size of 1µm at

the source, an electron focal size of 25µm is expected. Furthermore, because electrons

travel in vacuum through the magnet but the screen is placed outside, they must

pass through a 1mm aluminium vacuum window. Particle passage through matter

is typically described in terms of small-angle multiple scattering. While the beam is

within the matter, there is no significant change in its size, but there is an increase

in its divergence. This additional divergence causes a particle distribution in a drift

length to widen. This means that an angle is introduced in the aluminium window,

which broadens the distribution while traversing the thickness of the subsequent

screen. The RMS of the angle increase for electrons can be approximated by [93]

θrms =
13.6MeV
βrcp

z

√
x

X0

[
1+ 0.038 ln

(
x

X0

)]
, (3.2)

where p, c and z are the momentum, velocity and charge number of the incident

particles, respectively. In the case of relativistic electrons, z = 1 and the velocity is the

speed of light, meaning βr = 1. x/X0 describes the thickness of the scattering medium

in radiation lengths, where aluminium has a radiation length of X0 = 8.897 cm [93].

For a 60MeV electron beam passing a 1mm thick aluminium window, an additional

angle of θrms = 20mrad is introduced. Within a scintillator of 200µm thickness

directly after the window, this angle results in a maximum widening of the RMS beam

size of about 4µm. Assuming a 1µm source size, the screen and imaging system

must be capable of resolving at least a 29µm RMS electron focal size. For even smaller

source sizes, the optical system’s resolution must be increased. This demand is only

required to obtain the beam emittance and is not required to reconstruct the electron

spectrum using an imaging technique.

Although a DRZ-High screen offers higher light yield, it lacks the resolution re-

quired to resolve the electron focal size. This screen has a resolution of approximately

260µm, and the imaging system has a resolution of approximately 520µm [92]. In

addition, because the DRZ screen is thicker than the assumed 200µm, electron scat-

tering causes more severe beam broadening. For the purpose of resolving dispersed

electron beam foci of the order of tens of micrometers, a lutetium-yttrium oxyorthosili-

cate (LySo) scintillator crystal replaces a section within the DRZ screen as shown in Fig.

3.6. It measures 30mm by 27mm and has a thickness of 200µm. LySo crystals have a

high light output and a low granularity. The emitted light peaks at a wavelength of

428nm with a decay time of 40ns to 42ns. Beam sizes of 1.44µm could be resolved

using a 200µm thick LySo screen [94]. A dedicated 12− bit CCD with a sensor size
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Figure 3.6: Photo of the white DRZ-High screen after the electron spectrometer. A small

section of the DRZ screen was replaced by a high resolution LySo screen.

of 2448px by 2048px and a pixel size of 3.45µm in combination with an adjustable

objective images the installed LySo screen over a front-surfaced mirror. Transition

radiation from electrons reaching the mirror is avoided by orienting the camera at a

small angle relative to the mirror. The imaging system’s resolution was determined

to be approximately 10µm using a negative 1951 USAF test target [76], which is

sufficient to resolve the energy-dispersed electron focal spot.





4 E L E C T R O N B E A M G E N E R AT I O N I N T H E
L PA C H A M B E R

During preparation of this thesis, electron beam generation in the LPA chamber was

established and improved for reproducibility and reliability. The electron source

thus developed was used to collect data for several theses [14, 77, 92, 95–99] and

publications [100, 101]. The pointing and spectral stability of generated electron beams

are of great importance for various experiments and applications. In the case of TS

experiments, the electron source must be stable over time. Due to X-ray detection

difficulties, an integration of the photon spectrum over many shots is required. To

prevent saturation of the X-ray detector, the X-ray flux must be adjusted, which

requires stable pointing in combination with stable bunch charge output. While the

use of an APL directly after the gas jet relaxes some requirements due to imaging and

spectrally filtering the electron energy distribution (see Sec. 9.2), a reliable source is

essential. Experiments involving APLs can suffer from a large on-axis Bremsstrahlung

background when electrons scatter from the APL housing. In addition, fluctuation

in the pointing and offset position of the electron source can affect the focusing

capabilities and even lead to a shift of the electron focal spot (see Sec. 6.1.4). This

section discusses the output of the ionisation injection-based electron source, as well

as the experimental conditions. Section 7.2.1 will examine the electron beam energy

distribution after implementing an APL to determine the electron energy spectrum

unaffected by electron beam divergence.

The electron source must be optimised in order to be stable and meet the require-

ments of the planned experiment. To find a stable regime for LPA, extensive scans

of laser focal point position, laser pulse energy, plasma density, and pulse shaping

were performed. As a result, an 8-hour experiment with 72.000 consecutive shots with

charge injection and acceleration was published [100]. While shot-to-shot fluctuations

were observed, there was no detectable drift in the average beam charge of 14.5pC.

However, due to limitations in X-ray radiation detection (see Sec. 9.4.2), the X-ray flux

had to be reduced by reducing the total electron beam charge. This was accomplished

primarily by lowering the laser power and re-optimising the electron beams. The data

presented below were collected on the same day as the X-ray data from Pt. III in order

to interpret the capabilities of the Thomson source and were therefore performed with

a reduced laser power. Figure 4.1 is a schematic drawing of the setup used for the

29
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Figure 4.1: The setup for LPA experiments is depicted schematically. To ionise a plasma

and drive a laser-wakefield electron source, the incoming laser beam (red) is

transported and focused onto a gas jet. Electrons are injected via ionisation

injection and then accelerated. The generated electron beam (blue) points in the

same direction as the incoming LPA driver laser beam and can be captured by an

APL. It passes through a charge detection cavity to measure beam charge, and

a profile screen can be driven into the beam axis to observe beam pointing and

divergence. It then enters the electron spectrometer and is spectrally resolved on

a screen.

experiments. To generate an electron beam the LPA driver laser beam is focused onto

a gas jet target in this simplified depiction. The laser beam both ionises the gas and

drives a plasma wakefield. Ionisation injection is used to inject the electron beam into

the wakefield. The generated electron beam points in the same direction as the laser

beam and can be studied with the following diagnostics. In particular, beam charge,

as well as beam divergence and pointing are considered. Section 7.2.1 discusses

the electron spectrum after incorporating the APL into the setup and converting the

diagnostic into an imaging spectrometer. Depending on whether or not the APL is

in use, it is positioned in the beamline and the electron beam must pass through it

(compare Fig. 6.7). Because of its limited aperture of 2mm in diameter, this can have

an effect on electron charge transport.

The repetition rate of the LPA drive laser beam was 1.4Hz. To maintain a moderate

level of energy deposition on the beamline optics, the laser system output was not

operated at its maximum repetition rate of 10Hz. Excessive heating can cause optics
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Figure 4.2: For both the APL in and out of the beamline, 200 consecutive shots were taken

while the laser pulse energy (a) and bunch charge (b) were recorded. The blue

dots represent the measurements for each shots. Only the time required to drive

the APL into the beam-axis has passed between the two runs. The horizontal red

line represents the mean of 200 shots, while the transparent area represents the

standard deviation. A 0.8% difference in laser pulse energy was observed between

both APL positions, indicating that the LPA driver had not changed significantly.

An overall average laser pulse energy of (154.3± 6.1)mJ was measured, while the

average charge dropped from (9.0± 3.3)pC to (4.1± 2.5)pC.

to deform and change the spatio-temporal properties of the laser pulse, which must

be corrected. As shown in Sec. 3.3.1.2, the FWHM duration of the laser pulse was

minimised to 27.6 fs. The laser pulse energy was measured simultaneously with the

acceleration of 200 consecutive electron bunches for two APL positions, respectively.

The measured laser pulse energy for each shot is shown in Fig. 4.2a for both APL in

and out of the beamline, demonstrating agreement of the two measurements within

the error bars. The measured laser pulse energy for each shot is shown in Fig. 4.2a,

and differs by 0.8% depending on whether the APL is in or out of the beamline.

However, the laser pulse energy is independent of the APL’s position, and the change

in its mean value is caused by a change in the laser system’s output energy. The

overall average pulse energy was determined to be (154.3± 6.1)mJ. These properties,

combined with the laser focal spot from Sec. 3.3.1.3, result in a normalised vector

potential of a0 = 1.67± 0.04. The pulsed supersonic gas jet has a 1mm diameter
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Figure 4.3: (a) shows the average beam profile of 200 consecutive electron shots using ionisa-

tion injection. Gaussian fits to the single shots yielded an average FWHM divergence

of (3.8± 0.7)mrad in the horizontal and (7.8± 1.7)mrad in the vertical. (b) de-

picts the sum of all individual beam profiles measured on the screen, with red

dots representing the beam pointing of each shot. The standard deviations of

the pointing fluctuations were measured to be 4.4mrad in the vertical plane and

2.4mrad in the horizontal plane. The red circle represents the 7.8mrad APL exit

aperture through which the electron beams must pass.

nozzle and was operated at the same repetition rate as the laser beam with 99.5%

helium and 0.5% nitrogen dopant by weight at a backing pressure of (3.52± 0.08) bar.

A plasma channel is created by the laser pulse 0.7mm above the gas jet nozzle. As

mentioned in Sec. 3.2, the dedicated transverse probe beam was used to measure a

plasma density of approximately (2± 0.3)× 1019 cm−3.

Prior to measuring the electron spectrum and emittance, as well as producing

Thomson X-rays, the electron beams were optimised for pointing stability on the

profile screen. The average electron beam profile of 200 consecutive shots is shown

in Fig. 4.3a, yielding a vertical FWHM divergence of (7.8± 1.7)mrad and a horizontal

FWHM divergence of (3.8± 0.7)mrad. Because the LPA driver laser beam is vertically

polarised, the beam profile is elongated in the vertical plane. This is a common

property of electron beams injected via ionisation injection, as explained in Sec. 2.3.

Figure 4.3b depicts the integrated beam profile and the pointing of each single shot.

The extent of the pointing fluctuations is comparable to the extent of the beam

divergence. The standard deviations of the pointing fluctuations were measured to
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be 4.4mrad in the vertical plane and 2.4mrad in the horizontal plane. The jitter of

the source position is assumed to be given by the jitter of the focal spot, which was

described in Sec. 3.3.1.3 and is given by 0.5µm in the horizontal plane and 0.6µm

in the vertical plane. An increased pointing jitter can be caused by various effects

and instabilities. Common sources are shot-to-shot changes in the characteristics of

the laser pulses and the plasma density profiles. Additionally, operating the electron

beam source with a reduced laser pulse energy near the threshold where charge can

be injected can induce additional instabilities. This was done to prevent the X-ray

detector from becoming saturated during the TS experiment.

This instability causes the loss of bunch charge in the beam optics close to the

beamline. The APL has an exit aperture of 7.8mrad, which is shown in Fig. 4.3 as a

red circle. The average bunch profile itself fits through the APL, but the additional

pointing jitter causes a significant charge loss. Figure 4.2b depicts the charge of these

200 consecutive shots as the setting ’APL out’. When moving the APL into the beamline

without turning it on, the average charge dropped to 4.1pC, as seen on the ’APL in’

setting. With the charge loss, the total flux after the APL is about 0.3nC/min. A charge

loss reduces the available charge for the subsequent TS interaction and can create a

substantial photon background on-axis owing to Bremsstrahlung.





Part II

LO W S L I C E E M I T TA N C E E L E C T R O N B E A M S F R O M A N L PA
S O U R C E

Part I discussed the realization of an Laser-Plasma Acceleration (LPA) elec-

tron beam source, which is the foundation of various applications, such

as linear colliders [102] or modern light sources [103–106]. For all of the

above, sub-µm normalised electron-emittances are required. Therefore,

the measurement of emittance is critical for the successful development

and optimisation of new applications, such as the proposed Thomson

X-ray source. However, traditional emittance reconstruction methods can

be problematic to apply to LPA generated beams due to their broad energy

spectra and shot-to-shot fluctuations. Here, the emittance is measured us-

ing a different method first introduced by Weingartner et al. [107]. It relies

on the analysis of a single shot of a polychromatic electron focus dispersed

in an electron spectrometer. To capture and image the electron beams,

an Active Plasma Lens (APL) is used instead of conventional quadrupole

magnets. With their compact design and short focal lengths, APLs com-

plement LPA electron beam sources. Furthermore, they are preferred for

minimising chromatic emittance growth in a free drift [108, 109], can be

used to build an imaging electron spectrometer, and are a key component

in the Thomson scattering setup [40, 41].

In Sec. 5, the analytical consideration of linear beam dynamics and the con-

cept of beam emittance are presented. Section 6 provides an introduction

to APLs as well as the design and implementation of one in the experi-

mental setup. In this context, the various sources of emittance growth

are discussed. Finally, the APL is used to reconstruct the electron energy

spectrum and the initial phase-space including the emittance, as discussed

in Sec. 7.





5 L I N E A R B E A M DY N A M I C S A N D B E A M
PA R A M E T E R S

Guiding and focusing systems are essential for transporting a charged particle beam

through an accelerator. Magnetic and electric fields are utilised in order to control

and accelerate the bunch along a desired path. A transfer matrix formalism can be

used to describe such a trajectory, and it includes the evolving characteristic beam

parameters. This section offers an introduction to the basic principles of linear beam

dynamics and presents the concept of beam emittances. The theoretical basics of this

section are on the basis of [76, 110–112].

5.1 transfer matrix formalism

To begin, the transfer matrix formalism is introduced to provide a description of

particle movement along a beamline. Electromagnetic fields are used to guide a

charged particle beam by using the Lorentz force. For a particle moving with the

velocity v and carrying the electrical charge q the Lorentz force is given by

FL = q(E + v×B). (5.1)

The vectors E and B represent the electric and magnetic field vectors, respectively.

The increase of the longitudinal energy of an electron with elementary charge q = e is

given by
∫
(E + v×B)dr =

∫
Edr1. As a result, only electric fields are responsible for

the particle acceleration. Because of the vector product in Eq. 5.1, the resulting force

due to the magnetic field is always perpendicular to the particle’s trajectory. It can be

used for deflecting structures and in the case of many particles, also for focusing of

particle bunches. For relativistic particles (|v| ≈ c), an electric field which exerts the

same force as a magnetic field has the magnitude

|E| = c · |B|, (5.2)

with c being the speed of light. This implies that the force from a magnetic field of

1T is equivalent to that of an electric field of 300MV/m. While a magnetic field of

1 The particle velocity v is parallel to the longitudinal particle motion r, therefore v×B is perpendicular

to r. Hence, the scalar product in the magnetic term cancels out in the energy relation.
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1T is technically feasible, generating its equivalent electric field is problematic in

conventional setups [111]. Thus, magnetic fields are used for beam manipulation and

focusing. This section looks at how magnetic fields affect the particle’s motion.

It is convenient to consider the position and motion of each particle in relation to a

reference trajectory, usually the design orbit. The coordinate system moves along the

reference trajectory in the accelerator, while each individual particle is characterised

within this moving system.

Instead of using time as the dependent variable, the distance s along the reference

orbit is used. The motion of a particle is described in canonical phase-space by a

six-dimensional vector (x,px,y,py, s,ps), where x and y represent the horizontal

and vertical displacements and s is the distance along the reference orbit. The cor-

responding canonical momentum components are px, py and ps. Rather than the

canonical phase-space, it is common to use the so called normalised phase-space with

its geometrical coordinates

X(s) =




x

x ′

y

y ′

l

δ




, (5.3)

where l defines the longitudinal displacement from the reference particle. The horizon-

tal and vertical slopes with respect to the reference orbit are given by x ′ = dx/ds and

y ′ = dy/ds, whereas δ = ∆p/p describes the relative momentum deviation from the

momentum p from a reference particle. These coordinates are canonical conjugated if

all particles have constant momentum. Figure 5.1 depicts this right-handed (x,y,s),

orthogonal coordinate system.

It is impossible to solve the equation of motion for charged particles in arbitrary

electromagnetic fields explicitly. Basic beam dynamics are based on fields that are

either independent or linearly dependent on the distance from the ideal trajectory. In

this mathematical approach for describing a particle’s motion, a beamline consists

only of drift spaces, dipoles and quadrupole magnets, where the magnetic fields
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Figure 5.1: Definition of the coordinate system. The reference particle advances along its

reference trajectory described by the distance s. The phase-space coordinates of an

individual particle refer to a coordinate system in respect to the reference particle

at the same time. Drawing taken from [110].

depend linearly on the deviation of the particle from the reference path. In that case,

the equations of motion for transverse position-offset can be written as [111]

x ′′(s) +Kx(s)x(s) =
δ

ρx(s)
(5.4)

y ′′(s) +Ky(s)x(s) =
δ

ρy(s)
, (5.5)

where the parameters ρx(s) and ρy(s) denote the dipole bending radii of the reference

trajectory at the position s. Furthermore, the relation

Kx(s) =
1

ρ2x(s)
− k(s) (5.6)

Ky(s) =
1

ρ2y(s)
+ k(s) (5.7)

applies with

k(s) =
q

p
g(s). (5.8)

Kx(s) and Ky(s) are called the focusing strength or magnet parameters, and con-

sist of a dipole-dependent contribution through ρx,y and a quadrupole-dependent

contribution through the quadrupole strength k(s). The quadrupole strength is a

function of the incoming particle’s charge q and momentum p, and it relates linearly

to the gradient g(s) of the magnetic field within the quadrupole. The following con-

siderations are based on the hard-edge model for magnets. It is assumed that the
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magnetic field begins and ends abruptly at the magnet’s beginning and end, and

that the field gradient is constant within the magnet. Kx,y is a constant parameter in

this case. Initially, a constant momentum is assumed, implying a vanishing relative

momentum deviation δ = 0. The differential equations 5.4 and 5.5 then describe a

harmonic oscillation and their solution can be expressed using a matrix formalism as

[111]

 x(s)

x ′(s)


 = Rx(s, s0) ·


 x(s0)

x ′(s0)


 (5.9)


 y(s)

y ′(s)


 = Ry(s, s0) ·


 y(s0)

y ′(s0)


 , (5.10)

where the transfer matrices Rx and Ry are explicitly given by

Rx,y(s, s0) =






cos
(√
Kx,yd

)
1√
Kx,y

sin
(√
Kx,yd

)

−
√
Kx,ysin

(√
Kx,yd

)
cos
(√
Kx,yd

)


 forKx,y > 0




cosh
(√

|Kx,y|d
)

1√
|Kx,y|

sinh
(√

|Kx,y|d
)

−
√
|Kx,y|sinh

(√
|Kx,y|d

)
cosh

(√
|Kx,y|d

)


 forKx,y < 0

(5.11)

with d = s− s0.

Quadrupoles have 1/ρ = 0 and Kx = −Ky ≡ −k and are used for focusing and

defocusing. In particular that a horizontally focusing quadrupole is defocusing verti-

cally, and vice versa. A combination of several quadrupole magnets with alternating

k is required to achieve transverse focusing in both planes. A dipole magnet, unlike

a quadrupole magnet, has a vanishing gradient g(s), so that the magnet parameter

is only dependent on the dipole bending radius ρ. For a given beam direction the

bending angle θ = d/ρ defines the transport matrix as

Rbend =


 cos(θ) ρ sin(θ)

−1ρ sin(θ) cos(θ)


 . (5.12)

There are no magnetic fields within a free drift space of length d. The magnet

parameter becomes zero and the matrix for a free drift can be adapted from Eq. 5.12

as

Rdrift =


1 d

0 1


 . (5.13)
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So far matrices were derived to describe the transverse motion of particles in a drift,

a dipole or a quadrupole. Including the longitudinal phase space with the already

introduced longitudinal displacement l and the relative momentum deviation δ, the

6× 6-dimensional transfer matrix yields



x

x ′

y

y ′

l

δ




=




R11 R12 0 0 0 R16

R21 R22 0 0 0 R26

0 0 R33 R34 0 R36

0 0 R43 R44 0 R46

R51 R52 R53 R54 R55 R56

0 0 0 0 0 1




·




x0

x ′0

y0

y ′0

l0

δ0




. (5.14)

An entry of 0 implies that there is no coupling between the individual particle

coordinates. Therefore, R13, R14, R23, R24, R31, R32, R41 and R42 vanish owing to the

assumption of no coupling between the transverse planes x and y. The zeros in column

five represent the independence of transverse motion along the longitudinal axis,

and the final row contains exactly one 1, indicating the preservation of momentum

of a particle in a longitudinally non-accelerating structure. The matrix elements

R16 and R36 characterise the dispersion, and the elements R26 and R46 describe the

angular dispersion, meaning the change of the focusing properties depending on the

momentum. Refer to [111] for a more detailed description.

A beamline consists of many elements with a piecewise constant focusing parameter

K. The total beam transport matrix is the product of all transfer matrices Rj with

j =∈ {1, ...,n} for each element in the beamline, i.e.

Xf = Rn ·Rn−1 · ... ·R1 ·Xi. (5.15)

The subscription i and f symbolise the initial an final particle coordinates.

5.2 the courant-snyder parameters

Because only linearly varying magnetic fields are considered, the particle trajectory

in the transverse plane is represented by the Eqs. 5.4 and 5.5. It simplifies to the

homogeneous differential Hill equation

x ′′(s) +Kx(s) x(s) = 0 (5.16)
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of the neglected relative momentum deviation δ = 0. The following calculations are

explicitly carried out for the the horizontal motion x(s) but are also valid for the

vertical case. The general solution is given by [111]

x(s) = A
√
βx(s) cos(ψx(s) +ψx0) (5.17)

with the phase

ψx(s) =

∫s
0

ds ′

βx(s ′)
, (5.18)

and A as well as ψx0 being constants determined by the initial conditions. Equa-

tion 5.17 describes an oscillation with a varying amplitude A ·
√
βx(s) along the

s-coordinate, which is called a betatron oscillation. By combining Eq. 5.17 with the

Hill equation 5.16, it can be shown that an A2 defined by (see [111])

γx(s) x
2(s) + 2αx(s) x(s) x

′(s) +βx(s) x
′2(s) = A2 (5.19)

is invariant. This expression is called the Courant-Snyder invariant and uses the

abbreviations

αx(s) = −
1

2
β ′x(s) and γx(s) =

1+α2x(s)

βx(s)
. (5.20)

Equation 5.19 describes an ellipse whose shape and orientation are determined by

the Courant-Snyder (C-S) parameters αx, βx and γx, which are used to parametrise

the betatron motion of a particle. According to Liouville’s theorem, the phase space

area given by π ·A2 stays constant [111]. This is true, if the coordinates defined in

Eq. 5.3 are canonically conjugated and the forces involved are conservative. The C-S

parameters depend on the coordinate s, implying that the shape of the ellipse along

the beamline changes while its area remains constant. A single particle always moves

along an ellipse’s perimeter. Because the ellipse’s area is preserved, a second particle

with a smaller betatron amplitude will always remain within the first particle’s ellipse.

The solution of the Hill equation 5.16 can be written as the 2× 2-matrix

 x(s)

x ′(s)


 =


R11 R12

R21 R22


 ·


 x(s0)

x ′(s0)


 , (5.21)

which implies that the phase space ellipse transforms with the evolution of x and x ′

from s0 to s along the beamline. By using the invariant in Eq. 5.19 and det(R) = 1,

which is fulfilled within Liouville’s theorem, the x and x ′ dependence is replaced by

the C-S parameters,



βx(s)

αx(s)

γx(s)


 =




R211 −2R11R12 R212

−R11R21 R12R21 + R11R22 −R12R22

R221 −2R21R22 R222


 ·




βx(s0)

αx(s0)

γx(s0)


 (5.22)

The resulting matrix is called the C-S matrix and describes the transformation of the

C-S parameters along the beamline.
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5.3 concept of beam emittance

The horizontal emittance εx is related to the occupied phase space area A. In the

context of this work, it is defined as2 εx = A/π. Figure 5.2 depicts the relationship

between the emittance and the C-S parameters provided by

γxx
2 + 2αxxx

′ +βxx
′2 = εx. (5.23)

The emittance is one of the quantities describing the quality of a particle beam. As

stated in Sec. 5.2, Liouville’s theorem involves the preservation of the phase space

area, and thus the emittance is a conserved quantity of a particle beam. It is a measure

of a beam’s parallelism that defines the smallest opening the beam may squeeze

though. A lower emittance in a particle collider indicates that the likelihood of particle

interactions increases, resulting in a higher luminosity. In case of a synchrotron light

source, a lower emittance corresponds to a higher brilliance. This section will present

a statistical definition of the enclosed fraction of particles in phase space in order to

define the emittance as a statistical quantity.

A = πεx

√
εxγx √

εx
βx

−αx
√
εx
βx

√
εxβx

√
εx
γx

−αx
√
εx
γx

x′

x

Figure 5.2: The phase-space ellipse in the transverse plane x as determined by the C-S pa-

rameters αx, βx, and γx, as well as the emittance εx. Except for a factor π, the

emittance corresponds to the enclosed area of the ellipse.

2 A commonly used unit for the emittance is [mm ·mrad], as used in this thesis. Occasionally, this quantity

is specified in the unit [µm] or it is given with an additional factor π as [π ·mm ·mrad].
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The evolution of the beam ellipse can be written using a two-dimensional symmetric

beam matrix σ, i.e. [111]

(
x x ′

)
·


σ11 σ12

σ21 σ22




−1

·


 x

x ′


 = 1, (5.24)

with σ12 = σ21. Then the ellipse equation yields

σ22x
2 + 2σ12xx

′ + σ11xx
′2 = detσ (5.25)

and a comparison with Eq. 5.23 identifies the beam matrix elements with the known

C-S parameters as

σ =


σ11 σ12

σ21 σ22


 = εx ·


 βx −αx

−αx γx


 . (5.26)

The two-dimensional phase space area is then given by

V2 = π
√

detσ = π
√
σ11σ22 − σ

2
12 = πεx, (5.27)

which is consistent with the relation βγ−α2x = 1 from Eq. 5.20. This concept can be

generalised for an n-dimensional hyper-ellipsoid with σnD being a n×n-matrix. The

n-dimensional emittance can then be defined as εnD =
√

detσnD.

Statistical Definition of the Beam Matrix

The definition of the elements in the beam matrix, which describe the distribution of

particles, is somewhat arbitrary. For a statistical distribution of particles, the hyper-

ellipsoid that encloses them can contain almost all of them or only a fraction of them.

As a result, statistical beam parameters must be defined to characterise the size, shape,

and orientation of the hyper-ellipsoid. This can be achieved by introducing the second

moments 〈uv〉 defined by

〈uv〉 =

∞∫
−∞(u− 〈u〉)(v− 〈v〉)ρ(x, x ′,y,y ′, l, δ)dxdx ′ dydy ′ dldδ

∞∫
−∞ ρ(x, x ′,y,y ′, l, δ)dxdx ′ dydy ′ dldδ

, (5.28)

where the first moment 〈u〉 is given by

〈u〉 =

∞∫
−∞uρ(x, x ′,y,y ′, l, δ)dxdx ′ dydy ′ dldδ

∞∫
−∞ ρ(x, x ′,y,y ′, l, δ)dxdx ′ dydy ′ dldδ

. (5.29)
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Here, ρ is the intensity distribution of the beam in six-dimensional phase-space and

u and v represents x, x ′, y, y ′, l or δ. The
〈
x2
〉

and
〈
y2
〉

denote the variances of the

beam distribution in the horizontal and vertical plane. Each plane the square root of

the variance defines the Root Mean Square (RMS) beam size, i.e. xrms =
√
〈x2〉 and

yrms =
√
〈y2〉. Using these moments the beam matrix can be written as

σ6D =




〈
x2
〉
〈xx ′〉 〈xy〉 〈xy ′〉 〈xl〉 〈xδ〉

〈xx ′〉
〈
x ′2
〉
〈x ′y〉 〈x ′y ′〉 〈x ′l〉 〈x ′δ〉

〈xy〉 〈x ′y〉
〈
y2
〉
〈yy ′〉 〈yl〉 〈yδ〉

〈xy ′〉 〈x ′y ′〉 〈yy ′〉
〈
y ′2
〉
〈y ′l〉 〈y ′δ〉

〈xl〉 〈x ′l〉 〈yl〉 〈y ′l〉
〈
l2
〉
〈lδ〉

〈xδ〉 〈x ′δ〉 〈yδ〉 〈y ′δ〉 〈lδ〉
〈
δ2
〉




(5.30)

=




σxx σxy σxl

σTxy σyy σyl

σTxl σTyl σll


 , (5.31)

with σxx, σyy, σll, σxy, σxl and σyl being 2× 2-matrices, e.g.

σxx =



〈
x2
〉
〈xx ′〉

〈xx ′〉
〈
x ′2
〉


 . (5.32)

Physical measurements typically provide discrete values in time or space rather than

a continuous function. For example, an RMS beam size measurement requires the sum

of discrete bins in space, where the first and second moments are defined by

〈u〉 =
∑N
i=1 ρ(ui)ui∑N
i=1 ρ(ui)

(5.33)

and

urms =
√
〈u2〉 =

√∑N
i=1 ρ(ui)(ui − 〈u〉)2∑N

i=1 ρ(ui)
. (5.34)

This statistical definition is commonly used in electron accelerators and the following

considerations are on the basis of it.
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Transverse Beam Emittance

To fully characterise a particle beam, six-dimensional emittance εnD =
√

detσnD and

Eq. 5.31 are required. In most cases only the transverse emittance, defined by

σ4D =


σxx σxy

σTxy σyy


 , (5.35)

is experimentally accessible, as the transverse projection of a beam is being observable.

This 4× 4-matrix consists of the three 2× 2-matrices σxx, σyy, and σxy and describes

the transverse phase-space. When dispersion is present, an additional contribution

expressing the energy dependence occurs within the second moments. The C-S pa-

rameters and emittance in this case do not describe pure betatron motion, but rather

a superposition of all betatron motions and dispersion.

Defining ε4Drms =
√

detσ4D as the effective projected four-dimensional transverse

RMS emittance provides an important measure for the transverse beam dynamics.

Normally, the two-dimensional emittance of one transverse plane is investigated

separately, but there is the possibility of a coupling between the horizontal and

vertical betatron oscillations. Then σxy describes this coupling and it vanishes when

the beam is transversely uncoupled. Even for coupled planes, the projected two-

dimensional emittances in horizontal and vertical directions are defined as

εx =
√

detσxx (5.36)

εy =
√

detσyy. (5.37)

This is often called the geometrical emittance, since it is defined with geometric

coordinates. The geometrical emittance is preserved in the case of no coupling.

However, only the statistical properties of a beam’s projection onto a detector screen

are accessible in an experiment, such as

• 〈x〉 - mean beam position

• 〈x ′〉 - mean beam pointing

• xrms =
√
〈x2〉 - RMS beam size

• x ′rms =
√
〈x ′2〉 - RMS beam divergence

• 〈x x ′〉 - correlation between transverse position and angle.

With Eq. 5.32, a clearer definition of the RMS phase-space emittance can be given as

εx =

√
〈x2〉 〈x ′2〉− 〈x x ′〉2. (5.38)
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Analogous to Fig. 5.2, the emittance represents an ellipse with RMS-properties, con-

taining a certain fraction of the particle distribution. The emittance defined by the RMS

covers a fraction of 68% of the particles in the case of spatial and angular Gaussian

distributions. Unless otherwise stated, the term ’emittance’ in this thesis refers to this

definition of emittance.

All phase-space evolutions, resulting in changing beam sizes and divergences, are

equivalent to ellipse transformations. Due to the conservation of the emittance, the

phase-space volume is conserved. However, this is only true if there is no longitudinal

momentum change and the energy variations are sufficiently small. In accelerating

modules, the particles’ longitudinal momentum increases while their transverse

momentum remains constant. As a result, the angle between the direction of motion

and the design orbit decreases, as does the emittance. This effect is known as adiabatic

damping. Multiplying the geometrical emittance by p/m0c results in the normalised

emittance

εN =
p

m0c
ε = βrγrε, (5.39)

with γr being the relativistic Lorentz factor and βr = v/c the ratio of the velocity v to

the speed of light. εN is conserved during acceleration. However, several effects in

the experiment can cause emittance degradation. Section 6.2 discusses the relevant

effects for this thesis.





6 E L E C T R O N B E A M T R A N S P O R T W I T H A N
A C T I V E P L A S M A L E N S

Electron beams generated by LPA, such as the experimentally demonstrated beams

in Sec. 4, have large intrinsic divergences and energy spreads when compared to

those in conventional accelerators. They suffer from significant chromatic emittance

degradation in a free drift, proving them unsuitable for applications [108, 109]. To

capture these beams as soon as possible, a compact and strong focusing element

is required. APLs, which provide single-element capturing with symmetric strong

focusing gradients, are one possible solution to this problem and were used in the

experiments. Section 6.1 provides an introduction into the principles of APLs and how

they perform as a focusing device. Aside from the chromatic emittance growth in a

free drift, there are other sources of emittance degradation, some of which are caused

by APLs. Section 6.2 discusses the sources that are relevant to this work. Finally, the

APL’s role in the beamline will be highlighted, resulting in a modified experimental

setup. Section 6.3 presents the setup for performing slice emittance measurements

and reconstructing the electron energy spectrum, which includes the APL.

6.1 active plasma lens principle

In advanced acceleration technologies, compact plasma-based acceleration units are

being combined with conventional beamline elements. Plasma focusing is a modern

approach for replacing conventional quadrupole magnets for capturing and focusing

in plasma-based applications. These types of lenses are based on plasmas and require

an igniting gas target in the beamline. Plasma focusing can occur by two mechanisms:

(i) An electron bunch feels the transverse focusing force of a wakefield that can be

driven by itself. However, the wakefield provides only linear focusing if driven by a

leading laser- or particle beam in the non-linear regime. This type of lens is known

as a passive plasma lens [113–116]. (ii) An azimuthal magnetic field is generated

for focusing by using an externally driven axial current. This is the type of lensing

accomplished by an APL. This thesis focuses on applications utilising active plasma

lenses, and unless otherwise specified, the term plasma lens refers to the APL.

49
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Figure 6.1: Picture of the plasma channel in an argon-filled APL during discharge.

Active plasma lenses were first recognised by Panofsky and Baker in 1950 [37], and

were demonstrated on ion beams in 1991 [38]. They were proposed by Tilborg in

2015 for LPA electron beams [39] and have attracted more interest in modern particle

acceleration owing to their unique advantages, which will be explained in Sec. 6.1.3.

The author of this thesis contributed to several publications involving APLs [75, 76,

117, 118]. The basic setup consists of a gas-filled capillary in which a discharge current

ignites a plasma. The plasma serves two functions: it transports current through the

capillary and it allows the electron beam to pass through. The current in the plasma

creates an azimuthal magnetic field, which allows for transverse focusing of passing

charged particles such as electrons. Figure 6.1 shows a photograph of the plasma

channel during a discharge in the APL used. The APL principle is presented in detail

below, including its analytical derivation and focusing characteristics.

6.1.1 Analytic Derivation of the Magnetic Field

There is no symmetric focusing in a magnetic field B of a quadrupole magnet due to

the vanishing of its curl: 5×B = 0, implying that focusing and defocusing contribute

equally. A circular magnetic field, however, is required for focusing in both planes,

and according to the time-independent Ampère’s law

∇×B = µ0J (6.1)

it can only be achieved with an axially-symmetric current density J. In this case, the

vector potential has an axially-symmetric behaviour described by A = Arer +Azez
in cylindrical coordinates and induces the magnetic field

B = ∇×A. (6.2)
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The magnetic field’s transverse and longitudinal components then vanish, i.e.

Br = (∇×A)r =
1

r

∂Az

∂ϕ
−
∂Aϕ

∂z
= 0 (6.3)

and

Bz = (∇×A)z =
1

r

(
∂

∂r
(rAϕ) −

∂Ar

∂ϕ

)
= 0. (6.4)

Thus, the magnetic field of an axially-symmetric current J is composed exclusively of

an azimuthal component Bϕ. Using Stoke’s theorem, Ampère’s law from Eq. 6.1 can

be transformed into an integral form given by∮
B ds = µ0Ienclosed, (6.5)

where Ienclosed is the current enclosed within the closed-curve integral
∮

B ds. This

system is only dependent on the radial component due to the axial symmetry. As-

suming a uniform current density in a conducting medium, such as a plasma, over

a cylindrical volume with radius R, the enclosed current within a circular area with

radius r is given by

Ienclosed =


πr2

πR2
I0, for r 6 R

I0, for r > R,
(6.6)

where I0 denotes the total current. The magnetic field inside the current flow (r 6 R)

can then be calculated using

2πrBϕ =

∮
B ds = µ0

r2

R2
, (6.7)

and outside the current flow (r > R) it simplifies to

2πrBϕ =

∮
B ds = µ0I0. (6.8)

Then the magnetic field yields

Bϕ =


µ0I0
2π

r
R2

, for r 6 R

µ0I0
2πr , for r > R.

(6.9)

The magnetic field’s radial dependence is depicted qualitatively in Fig. 6.2. A linear

increase up to µ0I0/2πR arises within the uniform current distribution, similar to the

focusing plane of a quadrupole magnet. The focusing capability of the APL is typically

characterised by the constant magnetic field gradient

gideal =
∂Bϕ

∂r
=
µ0I0
2πR2

(6.10)
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Figure 6.2: Magnetic field strength induced by a uniform current distribution confined in a

capillary of radius R. Within the current flow the magnetic field increases linearly

with radial position r, and outside it decreases with ∼ 1/r.

within the current flow. An APL can provide field gradients on the kT/m-scale for

sufficiently large discharge currents [39, 118]. The magnetic field drops with r−1

outside the current flow.

These basic formula for the magnetic field of a current-carrying medium, known as

an ideal or linear plasma lens, is only valid for a perfectly uniform current density.

The effects of a non-uniform current distribution are discussed in Sec. 6.2.5.

6.1.2 Capillary Discharge

The magnetic field within a uniform current distribution was derived in Sec. 6.1.1. In

order for a passing electron to be influenced by this field, it needs to propagate along

with the current flow. The use of a discharge through a gas-filled capillary creates a

plasma to transport the current in a confined cross-section, allowing a particle beam

to pass with minimal disturbances. A typical APL is composed of a few cm long,

round, gas-filled capillary with a diameter of up to a couple of mm. To ionise the

gas and form a current density, a High Voltage (HV) of up to tens of kV is applied to

electrodes at both ends of the capillary for a Townsend discharge. The direction of

the current flow is determined by the polarisation of the applied voltage.

The breakdown of a gas can be described by Townsend’s theory [119]. Within the

electric field formed by two electrodes, free electrons will be accelerated towards the

anode. These electrons can collide with gas molecules, ionise them, and produce more
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Table 6.1: Paschen’s coefficients A and B are empirically determined constants of a specific

gas species valid in a given range of the ratio of the electric field E to pressure p.

Coefficients taken from [121].

gas
A

(cm−1Torr−1)

B

(V cm−1Torr−1)

range of E/p

(V cm−1Torr−1)

H2 4.8 136 15− 600

He 2.8 77 30− 250

N2 11.8 325 100− 600

Ar 11.5 176 100− 600

free electrons. Finally, an avalanche phenomenon occurs in which newly generated

electrons scatter with additional gas molecules, resulting in more free electrons, until

an electrically conducting pathway through the gas is established. The plasma channel

is formed during the gas ionization process. The process is dictated by the strength

of the electric field and the free path length of the electrons. The electrons scatter

inelastically and further ionise the gas only if electrons receive enough energy from

the electric field. Electrons will lose energy in many non-ionising collisions if the free

path length is too short. On the other hand, if the free path length is too long, the

electrons will arrive at the anode without colliding with a gas molecule.

Paschen’s law [120] describes a gas’s essential breakdown characteristics and can

be used to estimate the capillary breakdown threshold. The breakdown voltage UB is

the voltage required to ionise the first ion and initiate the subsequent chain reaction.

It is primarily determined by the gas species, gas pressure p and electrode separation

d. The Paschen curve characterises the breakdown voltage based on experimentally

measured data. It can be obtained for a given gas species by [121]

UB(pd) =
B

ln(Apd) − ln(ln(1+ γ−1se ))
pd. (6.11)

The breakdown voltage UB is a function of the product p · d. A and B are gas specific

coefficients, as shown in Tab. 6.1, and γse is the secondary emission coefficient for

ions that depends on the electrode material.

Paschen’s curves for the gas species hydrogen, helium, nitrogen and argon are de-

picted in Fig. 6.3. For large values of p · d, the breakdown voltage increases essentially

linearly. There is a limit below which a breakdown cannot occur, and each curve has

a minimum at (p · d)min. In the region p · d < (p · d)min, the product p · d is on the

lower end. Owing to the mean free path length being inversely proportional to the

pressure of the gas, a free electron travels a longer distance before colliding with an
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Figure 6.3: Paschen’s curves for typical gas species. For hydrogen (H2), helium (He), nitrogen

(N2), and argon (Ar), the breakdown voltage UB evolves as a function of the

product of gap distance d and pressure p. The example employs empirically

determined coefficients from Tab. 6.1 as well as a common second emission

coefficient of γse = 0.1.

ion as the pressure decreases. As a result, the electrons have fewer collisions. For the

few collisions to cause a breakdown, a higher voltage is required. More collisions will

occur when p · d > (pd)min. However, each collision reduces the energy of the free

electron and makes it more difficult to ionise an ion. Therefore, a stronger electric

field is required for electrons to gain enough energy to ionise ions.

Paschen’s law does not cover the degree of ionization of a specific gas species.

Hydrogen can often be approximated as a fully ionised gas. However, due to the

greater complexity of the electron distribution in argon, the precise degree of its

ionization is unknown. The degree of ionization determines the plasma density, but

the radial current profile is decisive for the focusing properties of the APL. As long as

the plasma is uniformly distributed, the degree of ionization has no influence on the

current density. Paschen’s law is only valid in an unconfined space. Then a confined

capillary volume influences the breakdown behaviour and thus Paschen’s law can

only be considered as a rule of thumb for estimating the breakdown voltage for a

capillary discharge.
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6.1.3 Active Plasma Lenses for Focusing

As explained in Sec. 6.1.1, a uniform current distribution through a capillary produces

an azimuthally oriented magnetic field which increases linearly with the radial

position in the capillary. The principle of focusing an electron beam with an APL is

illustrated in Fig. 6.4. The cylindrical volume is a gas-filled capillary with radius

R and electrodes at both ends. A capillary discharge forms a plasma channel and

transports the current. The flowing current creates the aforementioned magnetic field.

When an electron beam passes through the plasma and therefore the magnetic field,

the Lorentz force acts on it, directing it towards the capillary’s centre. To achieve

focusing, the technical current must be directed in the direction opposite to that of

the electron beam. In the case of the other current direction, the electron beam will be

defocused. Because the direction of the Lorentz force is determined by the sign of the

traversing charge, an APL can also be used for positively charged beams. A current

direction that defocuses electrons will focus positive charged particles, and vice versa.

Figure 6.4: A schematic representation of a current-based plasma channel for symmetric

electron beam focusing. A plasma channel is formed when a plasma ignites

between two electrodes inside a gas-filled capillary. The flowing current creates a

magnetic field, which acts with radial focusing properties on a passing electron

beam. Image adapted from [39].

APLs have a few advantages over conventional focusing devices [39]. Because the

focusing strength of solenoids scales with the relativistic Lorentz factor as 1/γ2r ,

they only provide weak focusing for relativistic electrons. Stronger focusing with

gradients on the order of 500T/m can be achieved by quadrupole magnets due to their
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strength scaling with 1/γr [122]. The requirement of using a combination of multiple

quadrupole magnets with opposite strengths to achieve symmetric focusing, however,

greatly reduces the effective field gradient. In order to minimise chromatic emittance

growth (see Sec. 6.2.2), it is crucial to use an optical setup that reduces beam divergence

as quickly as possible. However, quadrupole magnets first increase divergence in one

dimension, whereas ideal APLs can produce the same emittance-preserving magnetic

fields in both transverse planes simultaneously. Furthermore, when compared to

solenoids and quadrupole triplets, APLs have much weaker chromatic dependence, i.e.

the energy-dependent change in focal length [39]. By using Eq. 6.10 for a discharge

current of 1000A and a capillary radius of 0.25mm, a field gradient of > 3000T/m

is created, as has already been successfully demonstrated [118]. These substantial

gradients can be fast and easily tuned with the discharge current and used to capture

highly divergent electron beams from a plasma-wakefield accelerator, making them

also a viable option for high-energy compact designs.

On the negative side, an APL involves the handling of a gas flow within the beamline,

and that might not be compatible with the vacuum requirements of a conventional

accelerator although it is commonly practised in plasma-based accelerators. Addition-

ally, plasma lenses have yet to be thoroughly studied. That is critical if they are to be

used on a regular basis. Exact field gradient measurements for various gas species

and the associated emittance growth are still being carried out. The main causes of

emittance degradation in APLs are discussed in Sec. 6.2. An intense electron beam

might drive a wakefield in the plasma, and the real discharge current distribution can

be non-uniform. Both effects result in non-linear focusing fields and, thus aberrations

become apparent. Furthermore, beam scattering with gas molecules and plasma can

cause an increase in emittance. For high discharge currents or repetition rates, a

significant amount of energy is transferred to the capillary in the form of heat. This

can eventually lead to ablation and the destruction of the capillary. New technologies,

such as the use of different capillary materials or active cooling, are needed when

scaling up the average power of the discharge. Within the framework of this thesis,

no damage to the APL’s capabilities was expected nor observed.
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As a focusing element the ideal APL yields the same transport matrix as a quadrupole

magnet, i.e.

RAPL =






cos
(√
kLAPL

)
1√
k

sin
(√
kLAPL

)

−
√
k sin

(√
kLAPL

)
cos
(√
kLAPL

)


 fork > 0




cosh
(√

|k|LAPL

)
1√
|k|

sinh
(√

|k|LAPL

)

−
√
|k| sinh

(√
|k|LAPL

)
cosh

(√
|k|LAPL

)


 fork < 0.

(6.12)

However, in contrast to quadrupole magnets, the focusing strengths kx and ky are

the same, i.e.

kAPL = kx = ky (6.13)

=
e

m0γrc

∂Bϕ

∂r
(6.14)

=
ec

E

∂Bϕ

∂r
(6.15)

This enables symmetric focusing. A thin lens approximation (kAPLLAPL � 1) is often

applicable. Then the focal length is given as f ≈ 1/(kAPLLAPL).

6.1.4 Injection with Transverse Offset

The matrix elements derived for quadrupole magnets and plasma lenses, such as those

in Eq. 6.12, are generally used for beams passing through the magnetic field’s centre

throughout the beam optic. If the electron beam is injected with a transverse offset

with respect to the APL for example, an additional transverse motion is introduced.

As a result, the beam’s centroid is shifted transversely. It makes no difference whether

the electron or the APL is shifted relative to the other. It is simply a shift of the beam

axis. The effect of an additional transverse motion must be considered because it will

have an impact on the beam transport. When scattering off the electron beam focus,

for example, the focal position in the transverse plane can be shifted. A simplified

model describing this centroid shift is presented below.

Assuming the thin lens approximation is valid, an electron passing through the

plasma lens sees a constant magnetic field. If the electron is injected with a transverse

offset ∆r into the APL, it witnesses the magnetic field B(∆r) along the entire length

of the lens. The maximum offset is limited by the capillary radius. In this case, the

plasma lens introduces a deflecting kick in addition to the focusing properties. This
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discrete transverse kick changes the direction of the electron by the angle ∆x ′. The

magnetic field acts on the election via the Lorentz force FL from Eq. 5.1, resulting in

the equation of motion

γrme
d2x
dt2

= FL = ecB(∆r). (6.16)

By transforming the derivative in time into a derivative in space for relativistic

particles, the left side of equation 6.16 yields

γrme
d2x
dt2

= γrmec
2d2x

ds2
(6.17)

= E
d2x
ds2

, (6.18)

with the electron-energy relation E = γrmec
2. For a constant pointing angle ∆x ′, the

derivative can be expressed as d2x
ds2 = ∆x ′

∆s , where ∆s = LAPL is the effective length of

the APL. The electron direction is then changed by the angle

∆x ′ =
ec

E
· LAPL ·B(∆r), (6.19)

and the transverse offset ∆x relative to the beam axis at distance d is given by

∆x = ∆x ′ · d, i.e.

∆x =
ec

E
· d · LAPL ·B(∆r). (6.20)

Equation 6.20 correlates a particle’s transverse offset in the APL to a transverse shift

relative to its original trajectory at a distance d.

An additional transverse kick must be taken into account because it will affect beam

transport. In fact, Eq. 6.20 also denotes a method for directly probing the magnetic

field within the plasma lens. The magnetic field gradient can be calculated from it by

moving the APL transversely relative to the electron beam and measuring the extent

of the introduced shift at a fixed distance. This method requires accurate knowledge

of the beam properties and the beam being small in comparison to the capillary size.

A direct measurement of the focusing strength of an APL was first performed by J.-H.

Röckemann et al. [75, 123].

Note that the transverse kick described by Eq. 6.20 is inversely proportional to the

electron energy. However, in experiments where the focusing strength of the APL is

adjusted to image different electron energies into the same position, the transverse

motion stays the same. According to Eq. 6.14, the focusing strength scales linearly with

the electron energy E. Thus, the extent of the transverse kick is energy-independent
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for a fixed focal length. This becomes clear when the definition of the magnetic field

from Eq. 6.9 and the focusing strength from Eq. 6.15 are inserted into Eq. 6.20, i.e.

∆x =
ec

E
· d · LAPL ·

∂Bϕ

∂r
·∆r (6.21)

=
ec

E
· d · LAPL · kAPL

E

ec
·∆r (6.22)

= d · LAPL · kAPL ·∆r (6.23)

=
d

f
·∆r. (6.24)

The last line used the definition of the focal length f = 1/(kAPLLAPL). Note that Eq.

6.24 is no longer dependent on the electron energy as long as the focal length remains

constant.

This has important implications for the X-ray source based on Thomson scattering

presented in Pt. III where various electron energies are imaged. The spatial overlap

position for the imaged electron energy is fixed when the focusing strength of the

plasma lens is changed accordingly. Furthermore, a jitter in focusing strength only

causes a jitter of electron energy in focus but no change of the spatial overlap

position. However, a jitter in the transverse source position translates to a jitter of the

transverse focal position. The transverse motions are primarily determined by the

focusing geometry, and their extent can be reduced by increasing the focal length.

An additional transverse motion also has consequences on the resolution of the

emittance measurement in Sec. 7.1.3. Section 7.1.4 discusses the effects of offsets in

beam position and beam direction for the dispersed focal spot with respect to the

emittance measurement.

6.2 sources of emittance degradation

The beam emittance requirements for various accelerator applications vary. Free-

electron Lasers (FELs) and linear colliders require very high beam quality, whereas

medical applications and Compton scattering generally have more relaxed beam

emittance requirements. One advantage of LPA electron beams is that they have

intrinsic normalised emittances on the order of 1mm mrad, or less [124]. In a single-

pass accelerator, normalised emittance never decreases, but there are sources of

emittance growth that cannot be avoided. To meet the application’s requirements,

these sources must be understood and minimised. The main sources of emittance

degradation in advanced accelerators is summarised in [125].
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The injection and acceleration will have an impact on the emittance of the generated

electron beams. For example, beams injected via a down-ramp are expected to have

a lower emittance than beams from ionisation injection [58]. However, this section

focuses on emittance degradation during beam transport, specifically on the sources

caused by APL.

6.2.1 Space Charge

Space charge forces are generated by the charge distribution within a bunch [126].

These forces originate from a collective effect in which particles are repelled by charged

particles of the same charge sign in the bunch. Space charge effects in accelerators

are often negligible. The exceptions are low energy beams with high charge density.

Conventional accelerators typically have cavities of the order of hundreds of mm,

whereas the accelerating structure of LPA is typically tens of µm long. Therefore, the

accelerated bunch in LPA is significantly shorter, and this increases the charge density.

This can lead to a high peak current, so that space charge effects cannot be neglected

[127]. In general, space charge effects introduce an additional defocusing term KSC

into the radial envelope equation. It can be written as [128]

KSC = −
2reI

ecr(βrγr)3
, (6.25)

where re is the classical electron radius, and βr and γr are the relativistic factors.

r denotes the transverse size of the electron bunch and I is the beam current. The

negative sign indicates that the space charge term adds a defocusing contribution

to the envelope equation. It scales inversely with the beam radius r because smaller

beam sizes have a higher charge density and are thus more affected. According to Eq.

6.25, the defocusing force scales with the beam current and is strongly suppressed

at higher energies. This suppression can be understood by viewing the bunch from

different reference frames. Higher energy causes more relativistic length contraction

in the lab frame, implying a lower charge density and thus less space charge in

the rest frame. In general, the space charge force increases emittance. Space charge

effects can often be neglected during the LPA stage due to charge screening caused

by the positively charged ion background. The used LPA source generates electron

beams with energies above 30MeV and total beam charges less than 10pC. As particle

tracking simulations with A Space Charge Tracking Algorithm (ASTRA) [129] did not

show any observable effect by space charge, they are excluded throughout this thesis.
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6.2.2 Chromaticity

Emittance growth due to chromaticity is one of the biggest challenges in LPA, as

it quickly makes them unusable for applications [108, 109]. Chromaticity refers to

the energy-dependent dynamics of the electron beam within the beam transport.

Such effects can be seen in both free drifts and basic focusing elements like the APL.

As explained below, during beam transport, a chromatic contribution to the initial

emittance εn,0 is commonly represented by a quadratic sum, such that

εn =
√
ε2n,0 + ε

2
n,chr, (6.26)

where εn is the total normalised emittance and εn,chr is the contribution of chromatic

emittance growth.

Unlike in conventional accelerators, the combination of high divergences and

broadband energy spectra, as was the case for the LPA beams described in Sec. 4,

results in a severe emittance growth in a free drift after the source. The following

consideration follows the work of [108, 109]. Analogue to Eq. 5.39, the normalised

emittance in the case of an electron bunch with finite energy spread can be written

as εn = 〈βrγr〉 ε. However, this approximation does not hold for LPA electron beams

with large beam divergences and energy spreads. Assuming relativistic electron beams

(βr = 1) and no correlation between energy and transverse position, the projected

squared normalised beam emittance can in general be written as

ε2n =
〈
γ2r
〉 〈
x2
〉 〈
x ′2
〉
− 〈γr〉2

〈
x x ′

〉2 , (6.27)

with the conventions from Sec. 5.3. By using the definition of the relative energy

spread

σ2E =

〈
γ2r
〉
− 〈γr〉2

〈γr〉2
, (6.28)

Eq. 6.27 can be rewritten as

ε2n = 〈γr〉2 σ2E
〈
x2
〉 〈
x′2
〉
+ 〈γr〉2

〈
x2
〉 〈
x′2
〉
− 〈γr〉2

〈
x x ′

〉2 (6.29)

= 〈γr〉2 (σ2E
〈
x2
〉 〈
x′2
〉
+ ε2) (6.30)

= 〈γr〉2 (σ2Ex2rmsx
′2
rms + ε

2), (6.31)

where ε is the geometric emittance from Eq. 5.38. The second term in Eq. 6.31 is the

original squared normalised emittance, which is conserved during drift. The first

term is the chromatic contribution ε2n,chr and describes the emittance growth during a

drift depending on the energy spread σE, the beam size xrms and the divergence x ′rms.
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Figure 6.5: The principle of chromatic emittance growth in a free drift is depicted schemat-

ically. The initial ellipse is cut into various energy slices (depicted as a green

and blue ellipses). In a free drift, the divergence x ′ remains constant while the

beam size x grows, as shown by shearing the ellipse. The red arrow indicates

the shearing in a free drift, but ellipses shear at a different speed depending on

the energy. The sum of these ellipses can be approximated by a final ellipse that

occupies a larger area in phase space, implying that the projected emittance has

increased.

In beams with high divergence, the beam size is dominated by the divergence after a

short drift s and can be written as xrms ≈ x ′rms · s. Then Eq. 6.31 yields

ε2n ≈ 〈γr〉2 (σ2E · x′4rms · s2 + ε2). (6.32)

In the case of low initial geometric emittance ε, such as beams from an LPA source, it

can be simplified further to

εn ≈ 〈γr〉 · σE · x′2rms · s. (6.33)

This estimate shows how the emittance can grow rapidly in a free drift of length

s. The chromatic contribution grows linearly with increasing energy spread and

quadratically with increasing divergence. Figure 6.5 depicts the principle of this effect.

The phase-space ellipse is thought to be cut into various energy slices that overlap at

beginning. These ellipses shear at different rates depending on their energy during
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a free drift. When these single ellipses are added again after a drift, the resulting

shape approximated by an ellipse occupies a larger volume in phase-space than the

initial ellipse, implying that the projected emittance has increased. An electron beam

with a central energy of 50MeV (γr ≈ 98), an energy spread of 50%, and a beam

divergence of 6mrad, for example, results in a normalised emittance of approximately

176mm mrad after a drift of 10 cm. That is an increase of 17600% compared to typical

normalised emittances of about 1mm mrad. Strong focusing, such as with an APL, is

required immediately behind the accelerating structure to minimise this chromatic

contribution.

Note that Eq. 6.33 is only valid in the initial drift and does not apply inside or

after a magnetic structure. Chromatic effects that result in emittance growth also

exist in other beam elements, such as a focusing structure. The focusing chromaticity

becomes more important due to small beta functions and strong focusing during the

acceleration process [125, 130]. It describes the energy dependence of the focusing and

the C-S parameters. This is exemplified in Sec. 9.2’s Thomson scattering experiment,

where the focusing APL serves as a chromatic filter for the electron beams. The

chromatic amplitude is a measure of the chromatic error during beam transport and

is quantified (to first order) in the horizontal plane x as [125]

Wx =

√(
∂αx

∂δ
−
αx

βx

∂βx

∂δ

)2
+

(
1

βx

∂βx

∂δ

)2
, (6.34)

where δ is the the relative energy offset, and αx and βx are the C-S parameters. With

this, the relative emittance growth can be expressed as [130]

∆(ε2x)

ε2x
=W2

xσ
2
δ +O(σ4δ), (6.35)

with εx being the initial emittance and σδ is the energy spread. Assuming a thin lens

model in a beam optic with linear focusing, such as an ideal APL, and a focal length

f, the chromatic amplitude grows by approximately ∆Wx = βx/f [131]. Because in

the thin lens model the beam size remains constant within the beam optic, βx can be

replaced by the constant xrms =
√
βxεx. The relative emittance growth of an electron

beam imaged to focus by an APL can then be estimated as

∆(ε2x)

ε2x
≈ x4rms
ε2xf

2
σ2δ, (6.36)

or as the absolute emittance growth

∆(ε2x) ≈
x4rms
f2
σ2δ. (6.37)
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This implies that the combination of strong focusing (i.e. short focal length) and large

beam size results in high chromaticity and thus high emittance growth. It should be

noted that the emittance growth only applies to the projected beam. Within an energy

slice, there is no emittance growth.

6.2.3 Multiple Coulomb Scattering

In contrast to conventional accelerators that operate in an ultra-high vacuum environ-

ment, LPA and the use of APLs rely on gas in the beamline to ionise plasma. Therefore,

Coulomb collisions of beam particles with background plasma and gas atoms are

unavoidable. These collisions cause either an elastic small-angle deflection or an

inelastic collision with energy loss. Inelastic collisions occur less frequently. Multiple

Coulomb scattering theory describes the longitudinal-averaged process, which is

dominated by elastic scattering. As a result, the beam’s divergence increases by [125,

132]

d
〈
θ2
〉

ds
=
k2pre

γ2r

[
Z2i ln

(
λD
Ra

)
+ 1.78Z(Z+ 1) ln

(
287√
Z

)]
, (6.38)

where Z is the atomic number, Zi describes the ion charge state, Ra = 10−10m is the

atomic radius and re is the classical electron radius. For neutral plasma λD is the

Debye length with kp being the plasma wave number. The first term comes from ion

scattering, while the second comes from neutral atom scattering. When assuming

singly ionised plasmas, the ion scattering term can usually be neglected for heavy

gases (Z>2). As can be seen in Eq. 6.38, the divergence is suppressed by higher beam

energies γr and increases for higher plasma densities np due to kp ∝ √np. The

normalised emittance growth in one transverse dimension due to the additional

divergence contribution can be estimated by [125, 133, 134]

dεn,x

ds
=
βxγr

2

d
〈
θ2
〉

ds
. (6.39)

where the C-S beta function βx describes the horizontal transverse beam size in the

plasma. This worsening in emittance occurs in both the LPA and the APL and can be

reduced by using a lighter gas, such as hydrogen, or by decreasing the plasma density

if the experiment allows it. The emittance growth due to scattering will be negligible

inside the LPA stage for typical beam and plasma parameters, owing to the very small

beta function. However, the beta function will be significantly larger during beam

focusing with the APL, resulting in a larger scattering effect. In addition, the plasma

for APLs is typically created by using heavier gas species such as argon with lengths

of several centimetre.
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Equations 6.38 and 6.39 can be used to approximate the emittance growth caused

by multiple Coulomb scattering. However, this scattering regime is invalid when an

electron beam does not experience multiple scattering events [135]. To investigate

this, the number of collision events between an electron and the gas molecules can be

calculated. For a neutral gas, the number of collision events in an APL with length

LAPL is given by [126]

Ns = nsσsLAPL, (6.40)

where ns is the atomic particle density of the gas molecules, and σs is the total

scattering cross section. The total number of scattering events is less than 0.005 for

an electron energy of 60MeV and a 4 cm long APL filled with argon at a gas pressure

of 0.1mbar. Therefore, multiple scattering can be neglected under the experimental

conditions. Although, it may become an effect to be considered for higher gas particle

densities, larger scattering cross sections, or longer distances travelled through the

gas.

6.2.4 Plasma Wakefields in Active Plasma Lenses

Passive plasma lenses take advantage of the strong fields within a wakefield to focus

a particle beam. Although this method can provide strong focusing fields, it requires

a leading laser beam with a laser strength parameter of a0 > 1 or a particle beam to

drive the plasma wake in a regime with linear focusing. A particle beam traversing an

APL’s plasma can also drive a wakefield that exhibits non-linear focusing behaviour.

According to Liouville’s theorem, a non-linear transformation of the phase-space

increases emittance. These fields can have an impact on the driver bunch itself.

An analytic model to investigate whether wakefields cause significant non-linear

aberrations in APLs was developed by [136] on the basis of a combination of linear and

non-linear plasma wakefield theory. When non-linear aberrations are negligible, emit-

tance growth is also negligible. Therefore, the requirement of emittance preservation

is expressed as gAPL � gwakefield, implying that the APL dominates the focusing over

the non-linear focusing of wakefields. This has been reformulated to give a maximum

acceptable focusing gradient of

gwakefield,max ≈ −
µ0c

2
min


en0,

Qk2pσz

πσxσy

(
1+

k2pσxσy
2

)(
1+
√
8πk2pσ

2
z

)


 , (6.41)

where n0 is the plasma density, kp is the plasma wavenumber, Q is the beam charge.

The longitudinal and radial RMS beam size inside the plasma lens are given by σz
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and σx/y. The size of the wakefield is primarily determined by the peak current

of the driver beam and the plasma density. A bunch with a high charge and small

longitudinal and transverse dimensions is more likely to drive a significant wakefield.

Placing an APL too close to a LPA source where σr did not diverge sufficiently to drive

a wakefield may result in problems. Furthermore, it is advantageous to operate the

plasma lens at a lower plasma density to reduce the extent of wakefields. Assuming

that the beam size does not change inside the plasma lens, the corresponding absolute

emittance growth in one transverse dimension can be approximated by [137]

dεn,x

ds
≈

√
7µ0eQk

2
pσzσx

12
√
2π
3
meσy

(
1+

k2pσxσy
2

)(
1+ 2 4

√
3k2pσ

2
z

) . (6.42)

Like the chromatic emittance growth, this term should be added quadratically to the

initial emittance.

Equation 6.42 can be used to estimate the emittance growth caused by plasma

wakefields. In the APL, the electron beam is assumed to have a total bunch charge

of Q = 4.5pC, a longitudinal beam size of σz = 3µm, and a radial beam size of

σx/y = 1mm. When it passes through a 4 cm long APL with a plasma density of

1014 cm−3, its normalised emittance increases by about 0.002mm mrad. Because the

experiments were carried out with a reduced bunch charge, lowest possible plasma

density which still enables stable APL operation, and the electron beam filling almost

the entire aperture of the plasma lens (due to the large beam divergence and the

initial drift length), wakefields were estimated to be negligible.

6.2.5 Chromatic Aberrations in Active Plasma Lenses

A magnetic field gradient forms within the capillary depending on the current

density. In Sec. 6.1.1 the constant gradient for an ideal APL with uniform density and

temperature was derived, resulting in a uniform current density. However, this is not

necessarily the case. The fundamental theory of non-uniform discharge currents is

based on the work from [138, 139]. Because of the symmetry of the capillary design,

no azimuthal dependency is taken into account, reducing the problem to a radial one.

In a collisional model of plasma, the plasma conductivity σc depends on the plasma

density ne and the plasma temperature Te via [43, 139]

σc =
32ε20
e2m2e

(kBTe)
3/2

ln(Λ)
, (6.43)

with Λ = neλ
3
D, the Debye length λD =

√
ε0kBTe/(nee2), ε0 the vacuum permittivity,

and kb the Boltzmann constant. Since there is only a weak scaling with ne, the plasma
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temperature dominates the conductivity. The current density is then given by Ohm’s

law

Jz(r) = σc(r)Ez, (6.44)

where Ez is a uniform electric field. Because the current density scales with Jz(r) ∝
Te(r)

3/2, this model is referred to as J ∼ T3/2-model. Typical plasma temperatures

exceed 1 eV, while a capillary wall temperatures are around 0.3 eV. The exchange

between Ohmic heating from the applied current and heat loss to the capillary

wall determines the plasma conditions inside the capillary. The formation of the

temperature gradient can be divided into four steps [137, 140]:

1. The plasma is ionised.

2. Electrons are Ohmic heated by the current.

3. Because the wall material is an electrical isolator, a virtually electron-free sheath

near the wall forms. The hot electrons only transfer their heat to the ions because

the electron-free sheath prevents them from directly heating the wall.

4. Ions then transfer heat to the wall, predominantly cooling the plasma near the

wall. As a result, a temperature gradient is formed.

Any temperature gradient in the plasma will result in non-uniform current distribu-

tion and, as a consequence, a non-uniform focusing gradient, which is a source of

emittance growth.

The magnetic field’s radial dependence is depicted in Fig. 6.6, which was obtained

from magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) simulations of temperature and current distri-

butions in a discharged capillary. A wall temperature of 0.3 eV is assumed and the

results of the simulations are analytically approximated by the simplified J ∼ T3/2-

model. The magnetic field from a uniform and non-uniform current distribution have

to agree at two points in this consideration. In both cases, there is no magnetic field

on-axis (r = 0). Furthermore, all current is enclosed at the capillary wall, and the

magnetic fields have to be the same. A non-uniform current distribution produces a

stronger magnetic gradient near the axis and a weaker gradient near the wall when

compared to a uniform current distribution. Figure 6.6 shows a gradient enhancement

of approximately 35%. However, in the J ∼ T3/2-model, the assumed wall temperature

has a significant influence on the enhancement, and the theoretical upper limit 48%

is achieved by assuming a cold wall of 0 eV, i.e.
(
∂Bϕ

∂r

)

r=0,max

∼= 1.48 · gideal. (6.45)
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Figure 6.6: Radial dependence of the magnetic field in a discharge capillary for a wall

temperature of 0.3 eV according to MHD simulations and the J ∼ T3/2-model. Here,

an approximately 35% enhancement in near-axis magnetic field was observed.

Image taken from [139].

The J ∼ T3/2-model has limitations in that it does not account for different gas

species and treats it as a time-independent problem. Choosing a gas species with a

high thermal conductivity in comparison to its electric conductivity allows the plasma

to transport heat more efficiently. The on-axis gradient increase ranges from 1 to 1.5

and is strongly influenced by current, time of measurement after discharge initiation,

capillary wall temperature, and gas species [141]. Non-uniformity is expected to

increase over time, reaching a plateau in the equilibrium state. The difference between

different gas species is expressed in the time scales at which equilibrium is reached.

In an experiment, it was directly measured that helium can have a 34% enhancement,

whereas argon can have no enhancement [117]. Based on this result, emittance

preservation for an electron beam focused by an argon-filled APL is expected if

operated under the right conditions.

6.3 setup with an integrated active plasma lens

Including an APL into a setup based on LPA has several advantages. Capturing and

imaging divergent electron beams is required for reducing chromatic emittance

growth, but it is also a critical component for many applications. The main objective

of this compact imaging device for this thesis experiment is to scatter an additional

laser beam off the chromatic electron focal spot in order to realise a Thomson X-

ray source. Furthermore, the APL allows the electron spectrometer to be used with
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Figure 6.7: (a) The setup for characterising LPA generated electron beams is depicted schemat-

ically. To drive a laser-wakefield electron beam source, the incoming laser beam

(red) is transported and focused onto a gas jet. Electrons are injected via ionisation

injection and then accelerated. The generated electron beam (blue) is pointing

in the same direction as the incoming LPA driver laser beam. It passes through

a charge detection cavity to measure beam charge, and a profile screen can be

driven into the beam axis to characterise the beam profile. An APL can capture the

electron beam and image it in the LPA chamber or on the electron energy spec-

trometer. (b) shows the imaged electron beam profile on the electron spectrometer

and to resolve the focused electron energy a high resolution screen is embedded

within the lower resolution screen, as shown in (c).

imaging capabilities while also providing a tool for characterising the slice emittance.

Figure 6.7a depicts the schematic setup with an APL. To inject charge via ionisation

injection and accelerate the electron beam based on LPA, the LPA driver laser beam

is focused onto a gas jet. The electron and laser diagnostics are identical to those

described in Section 3.3. The difference is that the APL can focus the electron beam

inside the LPA chamber or onto the electron spectrometer. By imaging onto the electron

spectrometer the electron focal spot is dispersed in energy, as shown in Figs. 6.7b

and 6.7c. Because of the chromaticity of the APL, higher energies are not yet focused,

while lower energies are over focused. Section 3.3.2.3 describes the imaging systems

shown in Figs. 6.7b and 6.7c (higher resolution to resolve the focal spot). In order to

integrate an APL into a setup, various conditions must be fulfilled and the experiment

must be designed accordingly. Section 6.3.1 explains the key considerations that must

be met, while Sec. 6.3.2 presents the design of the used APL.
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6.3.1 Requirements on the Imaging Setup

The schematic in Fig. 6.7a marks a starting point to design the beamline. The APL

should primarily be capable of imaging the whole spectral range of the electron

bunches (about 20MeV − 100MeV) inside the LPA chamber for Thomson scattering

experiments and onto the electron spectrometer. Advantageously, the strength of the

APL can be directly adjusted via the applied discharge current. Nevertheless, there

are currents that are more convenient to apply. The minimum current is given by

the total resistance of the discharge system combined with the discharge voltage at

which the APL remains stable. This is approximately 150A in the discharge setup

used. The maximum applicable current is limited by the current density at which

ablation occurs in the capillary. Experiments have shown that a discharge current of

1200A in a capillary with a radius of 150µm will only sustain a few discharges before

melting the sapphire capillary. Since current density decreases with cross section,

a larger capillary radius can prevent current densities from becoming too high at

the cost of focusing strength. In this case, the reduced focusing gradient must be

compensated for by increasing capillary length. Furthermore, the tuning range of

the discharge current is limited by the applied discharge voltage range. To achieve

a different discharge current, the experiment may need to be paused to change the

total resistance of the HV system. Section 6.3.2.1 contains more information on the

discharge setup.

A disadvantage of using plasma lenses is the additional gas load in the vacuum

chamber and on the beam axis. The gas pressure should be kept as low as possible

while operating the APL in a stable regime. During the design process, Paschen’s

law from Sec. 6.1.2 can be used to evaluate the required breakdown voltage for

various gas species, gas pressures, and plasma lens lengths, but the optimal working

pressure must be determined experimentally. Lower gas pressures also help to reduce

emittance growth caused by beam scattering and wakefields in the plasma. Since the

laser system and the LPA can operate at up to 10Hz, the APL should be able to as well.

The APL, like the gas jet, uses a differential pumping system to reduce the gas load

into the vacuum chamber. It allows the APL to run with a constant gas flow, enabling

it to be unconstrained by any system’s repetition rate. Sec 3.2 describes the designed

differential pumping system.

The position of the APL behind the electron beam source must be taken into

account as it determines several aspects of the geometry. Aspects such as imaging

magnification, electron beam size at the plasma lens entry, and high laser intensities

must be weighed. Because electron beams from LPA are prone to severe chromatic
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emittance growth in a free drift, it is beneficial to capture the beam as soon as possible.

Furthermore, an APL with a fixed aperture closer to the source can capture beams

with higher divergences or pointing jitter. Otherwise, the particle beam could clip at

the APL capillary, resulting in loss of beam charge and creation of a Bremsstrahlung

background. On the other hand, high laser intensity limits the minimum distance

between the LPA source and the APL. The laser beam could drive a wakefield in the

plasma lens or damage the APL itself. For long distances z compared to the Rayleigh

length, the laser intensity I after its focal spot scales as

I(z) = I0

(
d(z)

d0

)2
(6.46)

= I0

(
2f2λ

D2
1

z

)2
, (6.47)

where I0 is the intensity in focus, f is the focal length of the focusing optic and the

laser beam has a diameter D. The laser beam diameter is geometrically estimated

using the relation d(z) = Dz/f and is given in focus as d0 = 2fλ/D, where λ = 800nm

is the wavelength of the laser [71]. According to Eq. 6.47, if a laser pulse focused with a

focal length of 500mm has an intensity of I0 = 5 · 1018W cm−2 in focus, the intensity

decreases to about 8 · 1013W cm−2 at a distance of 5 cm and to about 2 · 1013W cm−2

at a distance of 10 cm. This level of intensity is insufficient to generate a wakefield in

the APL with non-linear focusing effects, but it could damage the plasma lens holder

made of Polyetheretherketone (PEEK). Therefore, a ceramic plate with a hole larger

than the APL aperture is placed on the APL’s entry side. In our case, this prevented

the laser beam from causing any visible damage to the APL, but it can cause issues

for laser systems with higher average powers. To deflect the laser beam and prevent

it from reaching the plasma lens, a plasma mirror, such as one consisting of a tape

drive, can be used [142, 143]. However, the electron beam passes through the plasma

mirror, causing emittance growth due to scattering processes.

Another constraint on the APL’s position is the limited space between the gas jet

and the APL. Differential pumping is used in both systems to reduce the gas load into

the vacuum chamber, which takes up space. Furthermore, the magnification of the

imaged electron beam is determined by the drift lengths before and after the APL. In

the case of an imaging system with a single thin lens, it can be estimated as

M =
d1
d2

, (6.48)

with d1 being the distance from source to the lens and d2 being the distance from the

lens to the imaged plane. When imaging the beam onto the electron spectrometer at

a fixed position, a shorter d1 distance increases magnification and results in a more
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Table 6.2: APL imaging parameters for the Thomson interaction point and the electron spec-

trometer retrieved from beam tracking simulations assuming a 4 cm long APL

positioned 7.4 cm after the electron beam source. The distance to the respective

focal plane is displayed along with the required focusing strength. The focal length

is estimated using the thin lens model, and the required APL current is calculated

using an APL with a radius of 1mm and an imaged electron energy of 50MeV.

While the electron beam source size in the Thomson interaction point at a dis-

tance of 23 cm is magnified by a factor of 2.6, the magnification in the electron

spectrometer at a distance of 259 cm is 27.5.

thomson interaction point electron spectrometer

Distance 23 cm 259 cm

Focusing strength 404m−2 296m−2

APL current

(for 50MeV)
337A 247A

Focal length 6.2 cm 8.5 cm

Magnification 2.6 27.5

easily resolvable focal spot. It reduces the demands on the imaging system for the

slice emittance measurement, but selecting the correct focusing geometry is more

important for the Thomson scattering experiment. For maximal photon yield the

electron focal spot should be matched to the focal spot of the scattering laser beam.

Therefore, the electron slice focal spot was experimentally matched to the scattering

laser beam focal spot, which was predetermined to be about 10µm by its focusing

Off-Axis Parabolic mirror (OAP). For more details on the spatial overlap between the

electron beams and the scattering laser beam refer to Sec. 9.3.1. Due to the imaging

requirements and the available space, the drift length from the source to the plasma

lens was 7.4 cm.

To design an APL with the required geometrical boundary conditions, particle track-

ing simulations based on the transfer matrix formalism from Sec. 5.1 were performed.

In addition, electron trajectories through a lattice of various beam elements were simu-

lated using the program elegant [144]. It covers six-dimensional tracking with arbitrary

beamline transfer matrices and electron density distributions. elegant’s capabilities

include the ability to simulate random errors and coherent synchrotron radiation

effects. Several simulations were run for various APL geometries and drift lengths.

Furthermore, different electron beam parameters with different central energies and

energy spreads were taken into account in the beam transport for imaging effects
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and transporting as much charge as possible. Table 6.2 shows the results for imaging

the electron beam into the Thomson interaction point at a distance of 23 cm and into

the electron spectrometer at a distance of 259 cm. For the given circumstances, an

APL with a length of 4 cm and a radius of 1mm was found to be a good fit. Such

an APL requires a focusing strength of 404m−2 to image the electron beam into the

Thomson interaction point, and a focusing strength of 296m−2 to image it into the

electron spectrometer. Using the thin lens approximation, this translates to 6.2 cm and

8.5 cm focal lengths, respectively. A discharge current of 337A or 247A is required

for such an APL to focus an electron energy of 50MeV. While the electron beam

source size is magnified by a factor of about 2.6 in the Thomson interaction point,

the magnification in the electron spectrometer is about 27.5. For a 1mm APL radius,

there is an exit aperture of 7.8mrad. In the case of neglected electron beam pointing,

it is capable of capturing nearly all of the charge of the generated electron beam

(see Sec. 4). Increasing the aperture would imply that either the APL radius needs

to be increased or the APL should be moved closer to the electron beam source. The

decreased focusing strength of a bigger APL radius must be compensated for by either

a longer APL or higher discharge currents. Without additional APL characterisations,

neither option appears feasible. In addition, moving the APL closer to the gas jet’s

differential pumping cube is difficult because it increases the likelihood of a discharge

from the electrode to the cube rather than through the capillary.

6.3.2 Active Plasma Lens Design

This section presents the experimental design of the APL used to investigate the slice

emittance from an LPA electron beam source and to serve as a key component in the

Thomson scattering experiment that follows. Figure 6.8 shows a photograph of the

APL, with all parts designed to meet the requirements outlined in Sec. 6.3.1. First, the

method for creating a HV discharge in a capillary is described below. The plasma lens

capillary design report, including its holder, gas supply, and differential pumping

system, is then shown. Finally, the APL alignment process is explained.

6.3.2.1 Discharge Setup

To drive the plasma discharge and supply current to the APL, a modified HV pulser

setup originally designed to drive kicker magnets is used. This configuration was

optimised for capillary discharges [145] and is shown in Fig 6.9 as a circuit diagram.

A HV power supply applies DC voltages of up to 25 kV to the capacitors of a Pulse-
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Figure 6.8: Photograph of the designed APL during a discharge. The capillary with the gas

inlets is highlighted, and the blue plasma glow is typical of ionised argon. The

holder for mounting the sapphire slabs with the milled capillary is made of PEEK

and is installed on a magnetic base to maintain its position when working at the

APL.

Forming Network (PFN) [146, 147]. The capacitors are made up of up to four 50Ω

impedance coaxial cables1 connected in parallel. Currents of up to 1000A can be

delivered depending on the number of cables used as capacitors. Longer cables have

longer discharge times due to higher capacity, resulting in longer discharge profiles.

A 400V HV trigger releases the stored energy through a hydrogen-based thyratron

switch2. The supplied voltage is half the charging voltage due to the PFN principle.

The current is then delivered to the capillary via parallel coaxial cables with the same

impedance as before. Before the discharge is initiated, the resistance of the gas-filled

capillary is nearly infinite. Therefore, impedance matching to the coaxial cables is

required, which is accomplished by using DC resistors with the same resistance as

the coaxial cables’ impedance, so that RM = 50Ω/N, where N is the number of cables

used. Following the resistors, single-wire cables are used to transport the current to

1 Philips HF-Impulskabel 4, 9/17, 3 FRNC-Mtl.; C ∼ 101pF/m, wave resistance 50Ω± 2%
2 E2V Technologies CX1154
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< 𝟐𝟓 𝐤𝐕

PFN

𝐑𝐌

𝟏𝟎 𝐌𝝮

Capillary

𝟒𝟎𝟎 𝐕 𝐓𝐫𝐢𝐠𝐠𝐞𝐫

𝐓𝐡𝐲𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐫𝐨𝐧

Figure 6.9: Circuit diagram of a < 25 kV DC charging a PFN via a bypass current limiting

resistor of 10MΩ. A 400V trigger voltage applied to the thyratron relays half of

the potential difference to the capillary, resulting in HV breakdown. The resistance

RM is used to match the impedance between the PFN and the capillary.

the electrodes at the capillary, which contributes an additional resistance of about 4Ω

during discharge. All of the experiments for this thesis used two coaxial cables as

capacitors in the PFN (N = 2) and a resistance of RM = 21.6Ω to match the impedance.

An extra bypass-resistance of 10MΩ is installed to prevent a potential build up that

could cause the discharge to spontaneously ignite. A second hydrogen thyratron

can be used to terminate the current throughput and direct it towards ground. This

feature allows the discharge pulse to be shortened but was not used.

The current through the plasma lens is measured via an inductive coil 3 on the

ground side of the capillary with an output of 0.5V/A. The electrical signal is

attenuated by 10dB directly at the coil and by another 40dB just before it is converted

in an Analog-to-Digital converter (ADC). This was required because the ADC can only

read a voltage range of ±1V. Figure 6.10a shows 500 consecutive discharge profiles

with its average profile depicted in Fig. 6.10b. A charging voltage of 20 kV results in a

stable current plateau at about 420A. However, it was tuned between 11 kV and 24 kV

during the experiment to image different electron energies with the APL. Because the

breakdown voltage was too low for charging voltages less than 10 kV, the discharge

would have became unstable. The current plateau has a duration of about 300ns and

a rise time of about 20ns. Due to the capillary’s high resistance before discharging, a

reflection of the actual pulse appears as a secondary pulse. To obtain the current seen

by the electron beam, it is assumed that the electron beam’s timing is the same as

3 Pearson Current Monitor 6595; max. 1000A, 2.5ns rise time
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Figure 6.10: Measurement of the discharge current going through the APL at a charging

voltage of 20 kV. (a) depicts a waterfall plot of 500 consecutive shots, with its

average profile shown in in (b). Besides that, (b) depicts the signal of a photo

diode used to evaluate the laser beam timing, i.e. the timing of the electron beam

with respect to the discharge current. The diode signal’s peak (vertical black line)

determines when the electron beam passes through the discharge and thus what

discharge current it perceives. The individual currents from the 500 shots are

plotted in (c), yielding a mean current of 421.5A with a standard deviation of

1.3A (1.3%).

the laser beam timing. Thus, the laser beam timing relative to the discharge profile is

determined using a photo diode and sent to the same ADC, as can be seen in Fig. 6.10b.

The arrangement with the photo diode is explained in Sec. 3.3.1.1. Since the electron

bunch length is on the order of few femtoseconds and thus short in comparison to the

discharge profile, each shot can be assigned a constant current value. The magnetic

field and hence the focusing strength of the APL can be calculated from this current

value. The individual currents from the 500 consecutive shots are illustrated in Fig.

6.10c, yielding a mean current of (421.5± 0.3)A.
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6.3.2.2 Capillary and Gas Supply

The beamline simulations in Sec. 6.3.1 decided the focusing strength of a single

focusing element required to image the electron beam into the Thomson interaction

point and into the electron spectrometer. In addition, the requirements for this specific

experiment were discussed. The APL must meet these requirements, resulting in a

capillary length of 4 cm and a radius of 1mm. This means that the central part of

the electron spectrum ranging from about 40MeV to about 90MeV can be imaged on

the electron spectrometer with the available tuning range of the discharge current.

Changing the number of capacitors in the PFN allows for stronger and weaker focusing.

Figure 6.11 shows a schematic of the plasma lens capillary design with the connected

electrodes. The capillary is formed by two sapphire slabs measuring 70mm x 20mm x

4mm, each with a half-cylindrical channel machined into the surface. The machining

process of such sapphire crystals is described in detail in [148]. Two round inlets, one

from the top and one from the bottom, are connected to the gas supply and transport

gas to the capillary. The gas supply channels are 0.5mm larger in diameter than the

capillary diameter, ensuring that the gas flow is distributed uniformly. Having gas

inlets on opposite sides reduces the possibility of the discharge passing through them

rather than the actual capillary. Extra recesses are provided where the gas supply

lines meet the capillary to ensure symmetric current flow along the capillary. The

sapphire slab is longer than the capillary because it has a 13mm diameter pocket at

each end with an open backside where a copper electrode with a hole is embedded.

The electrodes are connected to each end of the capillary with a 2.5mm aperture to

allow the electron beam to pass through while transporting the discharge current

through the capillary. The discharge setup generates a positive pulse with a voltage of

up to 25 kV that is connected to the anode downstream of the beamline. The upstream

electrode is connected to ground. This kind of polarity allows for negative particles to

be focused.

To connect the gas supply line and the HV to the capillary, as well as to align

the sapphire plates, a holder is required. PEEK, a semicrystalline thermoplastic with

excellent mechanical and chemical resistance properties, was used to build the holder.

It can maintain stiffness at high temperatures and is electrically isolating. Two clamps

secure the two sapphire plates to the holder, and four setscrews at each corner allow

for precise capillary adjustment. O-rings seal the gas lines between the main body and

the sapphire crystal at the gas inlets and on both sides of the electrodes. The APL is

placed on a magnetic base, as shown in Fig. 6.8, so that its position can be maintained

when work is done at the APL. Everything is mounted on a vacuum-compatible
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Figure 6.11: The APL design schematic shows the discharge capillary as well as the electrodes

used to conduct the discharge. A pair of sapphire slabs is milled with a capillary

connected to two gas inlets and pockets at both ends for differential pumping.

The gas inlets fill the capillary with gas (blue). To ignite the gas into plasma

(white), electrodes are located in each pocket and connected to each end of

the capillary. The gas exits the sapphire structure via a pocket that can be

differentially pumped through the electrode and the PEEK holder.

hexapod4 in order to align the capillary with µm- and µrad-precision, and drive

the APL out of the beamline. The APL is isolated from the metallic hexapod by an

acrylic glass plate, preventing a discharge into the hexapod. The laser pulse causes no

apparent damage to the capillary at 5 cm after its focal spot, as discussed in Sec. 6.3.1.

To prevent the laser beam from damaging the PEEK holder and potentially coating

optics in vacuum, a ceramic aperture was placed in front of the APL to dump the laser

beam. The aperture has a diameter of 3mm, which is larger than the diameter of the

capillary to allow the electron beam to pass through.

Argon is used to ignite the plasma and carry the current through the confined

channel. As discussed in Sec. 6.2.5, argon is the only gas species with a confirmed

linear focusing field that conserves emittance. Compared to hydrogen, it is easier to

ignite a plasma (see Sec. 6.1.2), and its higher mass makes it easier to pump out of a

vacuum. The higher mass, on the other hand, results in principle in a more severe

emittance growth due to beam scattering, but beam scattering was shown in Sec. 6.2.3

to be negligible under the experimental conditions. Because the APL must be able to

4 H-824 6-Axis Hexapod; Min. incremental motion of 0.3µm; Repeatability of ±0.1µm/±2µrad.
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run at least at the laser system’s repetition rate of 10Hz, the gas is supplied with a

steady flow rather than from a pulsed gas supply. The gas system consists of a 2.5L

buffer volume filled with argon by a mass flow controller. It is then transported to the

APL via a 10mm inner-diameter pipe. Only then is the cross section of the gas line

reduced to approximately the size of the capillary. As a result, the system’s pressure

drop is kept low, and the pressure in the buffer volume is similar to the pressure in

the capillary. Because a constant gas flow increases the gas load into vacuum, the

gas after the discharge capillary must pass through a pocket in the sapphire before

exiting the APL through a 2mm aperture. It can be differentially pumped through

the electrode and holder into the same pumping system that is used to differentially

pump the LPA source. The APL’s closed design has the added benefit of preventing

discharges outside the capillary, allowing it to operate at lower backing pressures.

During the experiment, stable discharges were achieved with a pressure in the buffer

volume of less than 0.1mbar (measurement limited by the resolution of the pressure

gauge at the buffer volume). With a assumed plasma temperature of 3 eV, the plasma

density in equilibrium is less than 1014 cm−3. As shown in Sec. 3.2, this pumping

system allows the electron beam source to operate at its maximum repetition rate of

10Hz while also using the APL with a continuous gas flow, i.e. the system’s repetition

is not limited by the gas load.

6.3.3 Alignment Procedure

To avoid additional transversal electron motion introduced by the APL, it is crucial

to enter a centred plasma lens. Furthermore, for the Thomson scattering experiment,

the electron beam must be imaged on-axis because it determines the direction of the

generated X-ray beams. Because the LPA driver laser beam defines the beam axis, the

laser light passing through the APL was examined in a far field. The light throughput

was maximised by moving and rotating the plasma lens transversely while ensuring

that the laser light was central. Similarly, the on-axis position is marked on the image

of the profile screen. The APL is driven out of the beamline with the hexapod before an

experiment begins. The electron beams are optimised for the experiment’s demands

while pointing centred on the profile screen. The APL is then moved into the beamline

and the electron beams are focused on the profile screen. Small adjustments to the

APL’s position were made to fix the electron beam focus on the marked position on

the profile screen image. The electrons, and thus the X-rays, travel along the beam

axis, ensuring that the electrons enter the electron spectrometer centrally and the

X-rays reach the X-ray detector.





7 I M A G I N G A N D E M I T TA N C E
M E A S U R E M E N T S

The initial phase-space, including emittance, are important parameters for describing

an electron beam, and quantifying them is critical for LPA-based accelerator applica-

tions. Compact FELs, for example, require normalised emittances of 1mm mrad or

less. However, this is a requirement for the slice emittance, and in certain cases, the

projected emittance can be higher [149]. The energy spread in a Thomson scattering

process can be effectively reduced by chromatic filtering in an APL [40, 41], making the

slice emittance a more decisive quantity. Furthermore, to reconstruct and understand

the scattering process in simulations, the designed Thomson X-ray source necessitates

knowledge of the electron energy spectrum and the initial phase-space.

Due to the nature of beams from LPA, conventional emittance measurement methods

are challenging, and only a few direct measurements were performed. The pepper-pot

technique is one option for measuring direct emittance, but chromatic aberrations

and high beam energies limit its resolution to 1.1mm mrad [150, 151]. Multi-shot

scanning techniques, such as a conventional quadrupole scan, can fail in the presence

of shot-to-shot fluctuations and large energy spreads. Several indirect measurements

were performed, such as spectral analysis of X-ray betatron or Compton radiation,

but these techniques rely on various assumptions and simulations [124, 152, 153].

A single-shot method for directly measuring slice emittance [107] is enabled by

using an APL for beam imaging. Furthermore, the plasma lens makes it possible to

measure an electron energy spectrum from an imaging electron spectrometer that is

less distorted by beam divergence and electron energy spread. Section 7.1 describes

this method, and Sec. 7.2 shows the experimental results of the reconstructed initial

beam properties and electron spectrum.

7.1 emittance measurement method

This section describes the method used to measure the slice emittances of the electron

beam used in the Thomson scattering experiment. The setup’s beam transport matrix

is shown in Sec. 7.1.1 and is required for emittance measurements using a quadrupole-

scan or the single-shot method, introduced in Sec. 7.1.3 with an example shot. Section

7.1.4 discusses the reconstruction errors due to imaging and detection effects.

81
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7.1.1 Definition of the Beam Transport

A transport matrix R, as introduced in Sec. 5, can be used to express a particle’s

motion through a beamline with linear beam dynamics. Since the motion is assumed

to be transversely decoupled, each transverse mean position and mean direction at

any position s can be calculated as

〈xs〉 = R11 〈xs0〉+ R12
〈
x ′s0
〉

(7.1)

and

〈
x ′s
〉
= R21 〈xs0〉+ R22

〈
x ′s0
〉

, (7.2)

where 〈xs0〉 and
〈
x ′s0
〉

are the mean position and mean direction at the initial position

s0, respectively. In this case, s0 denotes the end of the plasma target where the beam

is accelerated and Rij with i, j ∈ 1, 2 are the elements in the transport matrix given

by the optical elements. It should be noted that the matrix elements depend on the

electron energy E. The beam size, divergence and correlation are determined by the

second central moments

〈
x2s
〉
= R211

〈
x2s0
〉
− 2R11R12

〈
xs0x

′
s0

〉
+ R212

〈
x ′2s0
〉

, (7.3)

〈
x ′2s
〉
= R221

〈
x2s0
〉
+ 2R21R22

〈
xs0x

′
s0

〉
+ R222

〈
x ′2s0
〉

(7.4)

and

〈
xs x

′
s

〉
= R11R21

〈
x2s0
〉
+ (R11R22 + R12R21)

〈
xs0x

′
s0

〉
+ R12R22

〈
x ′2s0
〉

. (7.5)

Then the RMS beam size and divergence, measured on a scintillating screen at a

position s, are given by xrms,s =
√
〈x2s〉 and x ′rms,s =

√
〈x ′2s 〉. Therefore, the beam

size at any given position correlates to the initial beam properties and thus to the

conserved geometrical beam emittance (see. Eq. 5.38). The initial beam parameters,

including the emittance, can be found by measuring the beam size for varied transfer

matrices.

The total transfer matrix is the product of all single beamline elements, i.e.

R(E) = Rdrift(dm(E)) ·Rdrift(d2) ·RAPL(k(E)) ·Rdrift(d1). (7.6)

In the experiment, there is a drift of length d1 = 7.4 cm from the electron beam source

to the APL. The electron beam is then captured by an APL with a length LAPL = 4 cm
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and an energy-dependent focusing strength k(E). Another fixed drift specifies the

distance between the APL’s exit and 50 cm before the dipole magnet of the electron

spectrometer. Finally, dm(E) represents the energy-dependent path length 50 cm

before and inside the electron spectrometer, as determined by tracking simulations

for the applied magnet current. The final transport matrix reads as

R11(E) R12(E)

R21(E) R22(E)


 =


1 dm(E)

0 1


 ·


1 d2

0 1




·




cos
(√

k(E)LAPL

)
1√
k(E)

sin
(√

k(E)LAPL

)

−
√
k(E) sin

(√
k(E)LAPL

)
cos
(√

k(E)LAPL

)




·


1 d1

0 1


 . (7.7)

7.1.2 Quadrupole-Scan Method

The conventional quadrupole scan technique is useful in accelerators for calculating

transverse beam emittance and characterising beam phase space parameters. By

expressing the initial beam parameters in Eq. 7.3 with the C-S parameters α0, β0, γ0,

and the geometrical emittance ε, the equation yields

x2rms = R
2
11 ·β0ε− 2R11R12 ·α0ε+ R212 · γ0ε. (7.8)

The initial beam parameters and the emittance are reconstructed by varying the

transfer matrix Rwhile measuring the transverse beam size xrms. The tracking software

elegant was used to simulate a theoretical quadrupole scan using the APL and the

profile screen. The transfer matrix is given by Eq. 7.7 with dm = 0m and d2 = 1.36m.

The focusing gradient dB/dr of the APL was set to focus it on the profile screen,

assuming an electron bunch with a central energy of 50MeV, a normalised emittance

of 1mm mrad, a source size of 1µm and no energy spread σE = 0%. The focused

spot size is approximately 18µm. When the gradient is tuned in both directions, the

measured beam size on the screen increases, as can be seen in Fig. 7.1a. By scanning

through a beam waist and fitting it with Eq. 7.8, the initial beam parameters are

reconstructed within the error. However, when the energy spread is not negligible,

the beam size increases dramatically because the beam sizes for non-focused electron

energies overlap at the focus. For an energy spread of σE = 5%, the measured beam

waist is at about 1mm and the quadrupole scan results in a fitted emittance of almost

100mm mrad. Figure 7.1b depicts the beam waist and fitted normalised emittance
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Figure 7.1: Quadrupole scan simulated with elegant using the APL instead of quadrupole

magnets to image the electron beam. An electron bunch with a central energy

of 50MeV, a normalised emittance of 1mm mrad and a source size of 1µm is

imaged onto the profile screen and scanned through the beam waist for an energy

spread of 0% and 5% (a). The beam size is measured with a resolution of 10µm

and a fit is performed to calculate the projected emittance in the horizontal plane.

For various beam energy spreads, the observed minimal focal spot xrms,min and

reconstructed normalised emittance εN,fit are shown in (b).

for various energy spreads. The measured emittance quickly increases hundredfold

for energy spreads of a few tens of percent. Since a quadrupole scan only measures

projected emittance, the decisive emittance from a single energy slice cannot be

resolved in this way. Furthermore, because it is a scanning technique, it relies on

multiple shots with constant beam parameter. As a result, with its broadband spectra

and shot-to-shot fluctuations, this method is often inapplicable for electrons from an

LPA source. However, if the electron beam source is stable, the quadrupole scan can

be performed in a dispersive section, such as an electron spectrometer. There, the

measurement can be done individually for each energy slice. The slice emittance in

the non-dispersive axis can then be calculated [107, 154].

7.1.3 Single-Shot Method

In the presence of percent-level energy spread, the standard quadrupole scan fails

to measure dispersion-free emittance. Furthermore, because it relies on a scanning

procedure, it is assumed that the beam properties remain constant throughout the

scan. For an electron beam with a large energy spread and shot-to-shot fluctuations,

an energy-resolved single-shot measurement is required. Weingartner et al. [107]

developed such a technique for characterising electron beams from a plasma-based

accelerator.
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As in a quadrulpole scan, the transverse planes are assumed to have no correlation

and are treated separately. The key components are a focusing structure and a

magnetic spectrometer. An APL is used to achieve symmetric focusing in this thesis.

The idea is to focus an electron beam behind the magnetic spectrometer in order

to introduce an energy-dependent component to the beam transport. While one

energy is in focus, the others are either under or over focused and propagate along

different paths. Instead of scanning multiple linear transformations of R, such as in

the quadrupole scan, the beam transport is examined for various energies in a single

shot. The transport matrix is kept unchanged but is regarded as energy-dependent.

As in Eq. 7.8, the expression for calculating the emittance is

x2rms(E) = R11(E)
2 ·β0ε− 2R11(E)R12(E) ·α0ε+ R12(E)2 · γ0ε. (7.9)

This technique requires a multi-percent energy spread because the beam sizes of the

various energy slices are detected simultaneously for measuring the emittance in a

single shot. However, the single-shot method assumes that the initial beam properties

are the same within the energy range required for fitting. Conclusions about the

initial beam parameters for an energy slice can be drawn as a result of an energy-

dependent consideration of the beamline and simultaneous measurement of the

energy-dependent beam size. To retrieve the beam properties for all electron energies,

the focused energy must be changed. To accomplish this, the APL focusing strength

can be adjusted. However, this single-shot method can only determine the emittance

for one energy slice along the non-dispersive axis. Previously, it was primarily used

for electron beams from an LPA source [76, 107, 154–156].

An example of an emittance analysis for the following Sec. 7.2 is depicted in Fig. 7.2.

Figure 7.2a shows a camera image of an energy-dispersed electron focal spot on the

high resolution screen in the electron spectrometer. The spectrometer’s magnet current

was set to 171A to centre the minimum beam waist at about 74.9MeV on the imaging

system and the intensity distribution was integrated in bins of 0.17MeV width. Instead

of using the measured discharge current to determine the APL’s focusing strength,

the observed electron focal spot was used. For this a matched electron beam, i.e.
〈
xs0x

′
s0

〉
= 0, is assumed because it affects the position of the focused energy in the

electron spectrometer (see Sec. 7.1.4.1). Because at the end of the LPA stage the beam

is released into vacuum via a naturally formed soft transition, the assumption of a

matched electron beam is generally justified [157, 158]. However, this uncertainty is

taken into account in the total error of the obtained focusing strength. This enables the

APL to have the correct focus strength for the observed imaging and avoids the errors

resulting from converting the measured discharge current to its focusing strength.
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Figure 7.2: An example of a single-shot emittance measurement analysis. In the electron

spectrometer, an energy-dispersed electron beam in focus is recorded on a high

resolution screen. Selected non-dispersive axis intensity distributions for various

energy slices are highlighted in (a) and explicitly shown in (b). In (c), the individual

RMS beam sizes of each energy slice are plotted with their best fit using Eq. 7.9.

The fit parameters describe the initial beam properties and correspond to the

quantities listed in (d).

Due to current loss or altered focusing fields, the actual focusing strength may differ

from the expected value. While non-linear focusing fields were calculated to not be

an issue, the gas inlets may have an effect on the geometry of the APL, resulting in an

effective length and radius, for example.

As previously stated, the RMS beam size is calculated for each energy slice indi-

vidually. Figure 7.2b depicts five lineouts of different energy slices, which are also

highlighted in Fig. 7.2a. Gaussian fits were used to calculate the RMS beam widths in

the non-dispersive axis for each energy slice individually. An alternative to gaussian

fitting to suppress the influence of camera noise and obtain the real RMS width is

to calculate the direct RMS beam size of the distribution where the wings of the

distribution are excluded, as done in [154]. Figure 7.2c shows the calculated beam

sizes along with the errors given by the fitting routine and the imaging resolution. To

reconstruct the initial beam parameters, Eq. 7.9 is used to fit the widths in a range
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of ±2MeV around the beam waist. The dispersed electron focal spot in Fig. 7.2a

results in a normalised slice emittance of 0.49+0.14
−0.38mm mrad, an initial beam size of

2.65+0.30
−0.80 µm and an initial beam divergence of 1.25+0.40

−0.61mrad for the central energy

74.9MeV, as summarised in Fig. 7.2d. In addition to the fitting uncertainty, the errors

include screen imaging resolution, electron spectrometer errors, APL focusing strength

errors and errors in the focusing geometry. Furthermore, the imaging and detection

effects caused by electron beam transport are taken into account. Figure 7.2a depicts

the mean position of the beam in each energy bin. The beam shape appears sheared

along the non-dispersive direction due the electron beam’s angle with respect to the

designed propagation axis. Section 7.1.4 discusses in more detail about the imaging

and detection effects that occur.

7.1.4 Imaging and Detection Effects

The initial beam properties and deviations from the designed propagation axis have

an impact on the image of the electron focal spot. Accurate imaging in both transverse

directions is essential for accurate emittance measurements. Even small deviations in

the imaging can result in large errors in the reconstructed beam properties due to the

large magnifications of the electron beam. The main factors affecting the emittance

measurement are discussed below in order to estimate the limits of the single shot

emittance measurement. Particle tracking simulations are performed to track electron

distributions from the source through the APL and onto the high resolution screen

in the electron spectrometer in order to generate generic camera images. These are

analysed using the same tools as for the measured data to estimate the errors in

beam emittance, beam size, beam divergence, and beam correlation. Most of these

considerations follow the work from [154].

7.1.4.1 Initial Phase-Space Effects

The effects of the initial phase-space distribution on the shape of the dispersed focal

spot are discussed first. Equation 5.38 exactly defines the beam emittance in relation

to the RMS beam size xrms, divergence x′rms, and correlation 〈xx ′〉. As a result, the

shape of the energy-dispersed focal spot is directly affected by these parameters.

Figure 7.3 depicts the dependence of the initial beam parameters on the RMS beam

widths in focus according to Eq. 7.9.

The focused electron energy is set to 45MeV without restriction of generality, with

the beam waist being primarily determined by the initial source beam size (see Fig.
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Figure 7.3: Influence of the initial phase-space distribution on the measured beam profile

focused in the electron spectrometer. An electron beam focused at 45MeV with an

initial beam size of 3µm, a divergence of 1mrad, and no correlation is used as the

starting point. The change in dispersed RMS beam shape is observed respectively as

a consequence of (a) varying beam sizes, (b) divergences (b), and (c) correlations.

7.3a). The observed minimum beam size is the result of the imaging geometry’s

magnification. While the minimum beam size is fixed, the rate of increase for off-focus

energies is mainly determined by beam divergence, as shown in Fig. 7.3b. Only the

presence of a correlation in transverse phase-space causes the focused energy to shift,

according to Fig. 7.3c. It should be noted that the emittance is always influenced

by changing each parameter separately. When there is a non-zero correlation, the

emittance decreases, leading to a reduced beam size in addition to the energy shift.

Because the focused energy is assumed to be correct in the single shot method, no

correlation is used as the fit function’s starting value.

This emittance measurement method reconstructs the beam parameter after ac-

celeration, but a shift in the virtual electron beam source position may occur due

to the plasma-to-vacuum transition. A change in the initial drift length produces a

different electron energy image and influences the shape of the final beam profile.

This mismatch is equivalent to a correlation in transverse phase-space due to the

additional or missing drift between the source and image plane. The measurement

error of the drift length is assumed to be within 2mm.
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7.1.4.2 Alignment Effects

Transverse misalignment between the source position and the APL alters the electron

image (see Sec. 6.1.4) and causes errors in the emittance reconstruction method.

This deviation can be caused by a misplaced APL as well as the source’s transverse

positional jitter. The positional source jitter in the case of the demonstrated LPA source

is assumed to be given by the focal spot jitter of the LPA driver laser beam, which

was measured to be about 0.5µm. The effects are the same if the source is stationary

and the APL is misaligned or vice versa. A shift in the coordinate system is all that is

required to describe it mathematically.

Using the simulation code elegant, electron beam distributions were tracked from the

electron beam source through the APL and onto a screen in the electron spectrometer to

produce generic images. Because the errors in the single shot method are influenced by

the parameters to be resolved, the average experimentally measured values are used

to define the electron bunch (see Sec. 7.2.2). A normalised emittance of 0.3mm mrad, a

beam size of 3.2µm, and a divergence of 1.3mrad characterise the initial phase-space.

The same analysis is carried out on the generic data as on the measured data, with

the assumption that there is no correlation. Figure 7.4 summarises the errors in the

initial phase-space reconstruction originating from a transverse misalignment.

Figure 7.4a depicts the electron beam profile on the spectrometer screen for perfect

alignment. The focused energy is set to 45MeV, and the mean beam position (dashed

red line) and the beam width (solid red line) are indicated. In the case of a horizontal

position offset of 〈x〉 = ±3µm, i.e. along the non-dispersive axis, the beam image is

shown in Fig. 7.4b and Fig. 7.4d, respectively. Due to entering the APL with a transverse

offset, the beam receives a dipole kick and is shifted along the non-dispersive axis

by a few micrometers. Figure 7.4f displays the RMS beam widths of the single energy

slices required for the emittance fit. Because the beam profile shift is along the axis

where the beam width is measured, the result is quasi-unaffected by the initial offset.

The error in the reconstruction of the beam emittance, beam size and divergence for a

horizontal offset is shown in Fig. 7.4h. While the divergence is primarily determined

by the slopes of the beam waist and exhibits no real deviation, the beam size and

thus the emittance have an error of about 0.1%. The dipole kick caused by a few

micrometers of offset plays no significant role, but it is an energy-dependent effect

that shears the beam profile. Following the shearing, the minimal focal spot changes,

and the reconstructed beam size is incorrect.

Figure 7.4c illustrates the beam profile on the spectrometer screen for a vertical

source offset of 〈y〉 = +3µm, and the energy-dependent beam size is shown in Fig.

7.4e. Due to an energy-dependent dipole kick along the dispersive axis, the focused
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Figure 7.4: Summary of the emittance reconstruction errors originating from a transverse

misalignment. Generic images were generated by tracking electron beams with a

normalised emittance of 0.3mm mrad, a beam size of 3.2µm, and a divergence of

1.3mrad. The simulations were performed for various transverse source offsets,

such as no offset (a), a horizontal offset of −3µm (b) and +3µm (d), and a vertical

offset of +3µm (c). A horizontal offset causes a shift and shearing of the beam

profile in the non-dispersive axis, while a vertical offset shifts the beam waist in

the dispersive axis in combination with a stretching or squeezing. However, for

offsets up to ±3µm, the effects are not pronounced and thus hardly noticeable.

The beam widths of the respective energy slices are shown in (e) and (f), and the

reconstruction errors of the single shot emittance measurement are depicted in (g)

and (h).
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Table 7.1: Relative reconstruction error based on of experimentally determined mean source

offset and pointing. Because the reconstruction error is directional, take note of the

plus/minus signs of the errors shown.

rel. reconstruction error

σ (ε0) (%) σ (xrms,0) (%) σ
(
x′rms,0

)
(%)

source offset

〈x〉 = +0.5µm −0.07 0.07 < 0.01

〈x〉 = −0.5µm −0.13 0.14 < 0.01

〈y〉 = +0.6µm −0.01 < 0.01 −0.01

〈y〉 = −0.6µm 0.06 0.10 0.04

source pointing

〈x′〉 = +2.4mrad 26.7 24.4 1.9

〈x′〉 = −2.4mrad 26.0 24.0 1.6

〈y′〉 = +4.4mrad −24.5 2.7 −26.7

〈y′〉 = −4.4mrad 51.1 5.0 44.3

energy is either shifted to higher energies with the profile shape being stretched or

shifted to lower energies with the profile being squeezed. Experimentally, the shift

along the energy axis cannot be distinguished from a change in imaged energy. For

the source offset jitter of about 0.6µm present in the experiment, the reconstruction

errors are summarised in Tab. 7.1. This effect is barely noticeable and the errors in the

emittance reconstruction are less than 0.3%, as can be seen in Fig. 7.4g.

7.1.4.3 Pointing Effects

The direction of the electron beam will also affect the beam profile, just as for the

deformation of the dispersed electron focal spot due to beam misalignment. The same

tracking simulations as in Sec. 7.1.4.2 were run, but instead of varying the transverse

source position, the pointing from the source was taken into account. Due to the

electron pointing in combination with the initial drift length, the beam enters the

APL with a greater offset than previously considered. The dipole kick of the APL will

be more pronounced, impacting the imaged beam more. The errors in the initial

phase-space reconstruction caused by an initial pointing angle are summarised in Fig.

7.5.
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Figure 7.5: Summary of the emittance reconstruction errors originating from a pointing angle.

Generic images were generated by tracking electron beams with a normalised

emittance of 0.3mm mrad, a beam size of 3.2µm, and a divergence of 1.3mrad.

The simulations were performed for various pointing angles, such as no angle

(a), a horizontal angle of −3mrad (b) and +3mrad (d), and a vertical angle of

+3mrad (b). In general, a pointing angle causes the beam to enter the APL with

an offset, resulting in an energy-dependent dipole kick. In the horizontal it results

in a shift and shearing of the beam profile in the non-dispersive axis, while in

the vertical the beam waist is shifted in the dispersive axis in combination with

a stretching or squeezing. The beam widths of the respective energy slices are

shown in (e) and (f), and the reconstruction errors of the single shot emittance

measurement are depicted in (g) and (h).
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Figure 7.5a depicts the spectrometer screen’s beam profile for an electron beam

pointing on axis. In the case of an horizontal pointing of 〈x ′〉 = ±3mrad, the electron

beam receives an energy-dependent dipole kick in the non-dispersive axis in the APL,

resulting in the beam image shown in Fig. 7.5b und Fig. 7.5c, respectively. There is

noticeable shearing, with the shearing direction given by the sign of the pointing

direction. The shearing angle correlates with the initial horizontal pointing and can

be measured experimentally to determine the pointing with a single shot. Figure 7.5f

illustrates the beam width for the various energy slices. Because width is measured

along the non-dispersive axis, there is no difference between both shearing directions.

However, due to shearing, electrons of different energies overlap in a given energy

bin, resulting in a larger RMS beam width. Furthermore, as a result of the pointing,

the beam travels on a longer path length than the design orbit, shifting the focused

energy to a higher value. The deformation of the beam waist causes an error in

the reconstructed beam divergence, as shown in Fig. 7.5h. The observed minimum

beam width increases quadratically with the horizontal pointing angle, resulting in a

quadratic deviation of the initial beam size and emittance.

Figure 7.5c shows the spectrometer image for an electron beam with a vertical

pointing angle of 〈y ′〉 = +3mrad. Since the electron spectrometer’s dispersion axis is

in the vertical, the additional dispersion from the APL’s dipole kick must be added

to it. A positive angle causes the beam waist to be shifted to higher energies and

be stretched along the energy axis. The opposite pointing direction results in a shift

to lower energies and squeezes the beam along the energy axis, as shown in Fig.

7.5e. Unless the dispersive beam profile is severely compressed or large energy bins

are used, the minimum beam size remains constant. Therefore, the error on the

reconstructed beam size can be neglected, as shown in Fig. 7.5g. However, the fit

result will be assigned to a different energy slice, which cannot be distinguished

experimentally from focusing a different electron energy. Due to the deformation

of the beam waist slopes, the beam divergence is reconstructed incorrectly. Its error

increases approximately linearly with the vertical beam pointing, as does the emittance

error. It is worth noting that the errors from electron beam pointing are asymmetric

in nature. While an additional pointing angle in the non-dispersive axis causes the

reconstructed parameter to be overestimated, the direction of the pointing in the

dispersive-axis determines the sign of the error.

For both, a misaligned electron beam and an electron beam with a pointing angle,

the reconstruction errors in the measurement method are more severe for smaller

beam divergences. Because a smaller divergence appears as a broader beam waist

in focus, a larger energy range is required for the fit, making it more sensitive to
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divergence deviations. As the errors caused by the source’s positional jitter are small

in comparison to the errors caused by pointing jitter, only the latter were taken into

account for the measured data. While the shearing angle can be used to assign a

specific error to beams with horizontal pointing, the average error for the mean

vertical pointing jitter was used. The mean RMS pointing angles of the electron beam

source were measured to be 2.4mrad in the horizontal and 4.4mrad in the vertical.

This results in reconstruction errors of tens of percent, as presented in Tab. 7.1,

dominating the total errors.

7.2 electron beam characterisation

This section presents the experimental results of the reconstructed energy spectrum

and slice emittances of the generated electron beam. Following the electron beam

analysis from Sec. 4, it serves as a further beam characterisation. As such, the data

presented here was collected following these measurements and prior to the Thomson

scattering experiment from Pt. III. It should be noted that the reconstruction describes

the electron beam at the source position, but only the charge transmitted by the APL

can be taken into account. As a result, they do not necessarily describe the entire elec-

tron beam after the LPA stage, but rather the beam behind the APL. Both the electron

energy spectrum reconstruction and the emittance measurements use the same data

set. Section 7.2.1 presents the measurement procedure and the reconstruction of the

electron energy spectrum. The experimentally determined slice emittances are shown

in Sec. 7.2.2.

7.2.1 Electron Energy Spectrum

Various electron energies can be imaged onto the electron spectrometer to reconstruct

the electron spectrum by tuning the focusing strength of the plasma lens [159]. To

maintain constant detection conditions, the respective focused energies were observed

on the same high resolution screen (see Sec. 3.3.2.3) by adjusting the dipole magnet

current. This has the advantage of allowing the emittance measurement analysis to be

performed on the same data set and thus to look for correlations. However, because

the screen has a lower sensitivity than the surrounding phosphor screen, camera

images with more noise are expected. Each camera image resembles the one shown

in Fig. 7.2a.
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Figure 7.6: Scanning the focused electron energy on the electron spectrometer with an APL

to measure the slice emittance and the electron spectrum. The beam charge of

each shot is shown in (a), yielding an average beam charge of (5.0± 2.9)pC after

the APL. The APL discharge current IAPL was tuned between 210A and 520A (b)

to image various electron energies EFocus onto the high resolution screen in the

electron spectrometer (c).

Because a shot-to-shot jitter with varying beam charges is expected, multiple shots

are required for a meaningful measurement. Figure 7.6a illustrates the beam charges

during the measurement, which consists of 1500 shots and resulted in an average

beam charge of (5.0± 2.9)pC after the APL. To reconstruct the central part of the

electron spectrum piecewise, the APL current was set to about 210A to image an

electron energy of about 42MeV, then gradually increased to 520A to image an

electron energy of about 85MeV. The discharge setup would need to be changed to

image a different energy range on the electron spectrometer. To observe the focused

energy in the centre of the high resolution screen, the dipole magnet current was

adjusted for each fixed plasma lens current, and 50 focused spectra were summed up.

Figures 7.6b and 7.6c show the measured APL current and focused electron energy for

each shot, respectively. The mean standard deviation of all APL currents yields 1.97A

(0.4% − 1% relative jitter depending on the applied discharge current), indicating

stable beam imaging conditions. The observed electron focal spot has a standard

deviation of 0.85MeV on the electron energy spectrometer, which is primarily caused

by electron beam pointing jitter along the dispersive axis.
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Figure 7.7: Reconstructed average electron energy spectrum from the imaging electron spec-

trometer. (a) depicts all focused electron energies as a waterfall plot, and the

central part of the electron spectrum (blue line) was reconstructed by piecewise

combining them, as shown in (b). The final spectrum (red line) was smoothed

using a moving average filter compared to the spectrum of the imaged foci. The

left and right ends of the spectrum (dashed red line) are both estimated from

unfocused energies. As a result, at the high energy end, there is a long decay

caused by beam divergence and low screen resolution.

Each focused spectrum is shown as a waterfall plot in Fig. 7.7a. Background

subtraction was performed after summing up the camera images from the same

imaging setting. The recorded electron energies of the various settings overlap, as

shown in Fig. 7.7a. To piecewise combine them, a triangular weighting around the

observed energy in focus was used. The weight of the energy in focus was set to one,

and it decreases linearly to zero for ±3MeV off focus. As a result, each setting has a

6MeV energy range that overlaps with adjacent settings.

The piecewise combination of all settings is shown in Fig. 7.7a as the solid blue

line with the filled area indicating its weighted uncertainty. There are wiggles in the

measured charge density distribution. They are a hint of variable charge injection

during the LPA stage using ionisation injection, as previously observed in simulations

[100]. The observed charge jitter is predicted to be caused primarily by changes in the

laser beam spot size during the injection process. In the simulations that follow in

Pt. III, a smoothed distribution using a moving average filter is used in this energy

range. The red line shows the final electron spectrum, which includes a smoothed

version of the imaged foci (solid line) as well as the low resolution ends (dashed

line). Both energy ends had to be estimated by the non-focused energies on the

surrounding screen because they could not be imaged onto the electron spectrometer

without changing the discharge setup of the APL. As a result of beam divergence

and a lower screen resolution, a broadened decrease is present at the high energy
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end. Only the central electron spectrum obtained through imaging was used for the

Thomson scattering experiment. However, the charge density for the entire spectrum

was calculated by monitoring the full beam charge on the electron spectrometer.

7.2.2 Slice Emittance Measurement

The horizontal slice phase-space, including its emittance, was reconstructed using

the single shot method described in Sec. 7.1.3. In addition to the data set in Sec.

7.2.1, the same scan was redone at the end of the day for more statistics. There

was no discernible difference in the reconstructed properties. However, the usable

shots in the data had to be selected further. Only shots with sufficient charge density

(approximately > 15 fC/MeV) produced a distinctive beam waist along the dispersive

axis that could be measured. Furthermore, to perform the emittance fit, an energy

range of ±2MeV around the focused energy is required, as such shots with the

focused energy close to the screen edge are excluded. Consequently, roughly only half

of the total shots could be evaluated. Fewer outliers of electron beams with very low

beam charges and smaller pointing angles along the dispersive axis would improve

the number of measurable shots significantly. Besides that, a scintillator with a higher

light yield can increase the number of resolvable beam waists. Yet, the resolution of

scintillators with high light yield is often low. In this case, the magnification of the

electron beam imaging would need to be increased, presumably through the use of a

different focusing geometry or multiple APLs.

The reconstructed horizontal slice phase-space at the electron beam source position

is summarised in Fig. 7.8. Each single data point represents a fit parameter from

the single shot method, namely the normalised emittance, the RMS beam size, the

RMS divergence and the correlation. The red line represents the weighted average of

all data points within a 1MeV bin, and the red area indicates its error. When each

measurement is weighted with its error, the outliers have a lower weight due to their

larger fit error. It is worth noting that the systematic errors are dominated by electron

beam pointing, and because of their asymmetric nature, the fit parameters are rather

overestimated.

The reconstructed normalised slice emittance in the horizontal is shown in Fig.

7.8a. The average emittance is 0.43+0.12
−0.33mm mrad, in which a small increase of about

0.006mm mrad/MeV is present. Simulations did not show any observable emittance

growth due to the space charge effect. Because the contribution of space charge scales

inversely with energy to the power of three (see Sec. 6.2.1), the emittance would

have to decrease for higher energies, if at all. Furthermore, the emittance growth
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Figure 7.8: Horizontal phase-space reconstruction at the electron beam source position for

various electron energies. The normalised emittance εN (a), beam size xrms (b),

beam divergence x ′rms (c) and correlation 〈xx ′〉 (d) were calculated for various

energy slices. Each shot’s results are represented by the respective blue data

points. The red line is the weighted average for each 1MeV energy bin, and the

error band describes its uncertainty. The linear trend of the average values is

highlighted by the black dashed line.
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should scale linearly with charge, but the measured charge density decreases within

the observed energy interval. Emittance growth due to beam scattering during the

acceleration process could potentially explain this trend. Because ionisation injection

is a continuous process, electrons injected first achieve the highest energies as they

are accelerated the longest. Electrons injected at the end of the acceleration process,

on the other hand, have less time to be accelerated, resulting in a lower final energy.

Since higher energetic electrons were accelerated for a longer period of time, they

had more time to Coulomb-scatter with the background plasma and suffer emittance

growth. Nevertheless, as explained in Sec. 6.2.3) emittance growth due to multiple

scattering can be neglected under the conditions from the experiments. The increase

in average normalised emittance is on the order of measurement uncertainty and

could be the result of the measurement error or too few statistic.

Figure 7.8b depicts the reconstructed initial RMS beam size. It is approximately

constant for the various electron energies and averages to 2.92+0.28
−0.86 µm. This value is

consistent with the calculated magnification and observed beam size in focus. The

RMS beam divergence is illustrated in Fig. 7.8c and yields an average of 1.16+0.32
−0.86mrad.

On the profile screen, the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) divergence of the

entire electron beam was measured 3.8± 0.7mrad in this axis. On the one hand,

this difference can originate from an electron beam clipping in the plasma lens.

The reconstructed divergence, on the other hand, is only valid for a specific energy

slice. When different electron energies exit the acceleration stage at different betatron

phases, their pointing angles could differ slightly. As a result, the slice divergence is

smaller than the projected divergence of all energies.

Figure 7.8d shows the reconstructed initial phase-space correlation. The average

correlation is −0.08± 0.15µm mrad, which is close to zero as it had to be assumed. A

non-zero correlation could be caused by a distance mismatch between the imaged

planes and the virtual source plane. Its fluctuations could be caused by changes in

the plasma-to-vacuum transition. However, in order to calculate the APL focusing

strength, the correlation was initially assumed to be zero in the beginning. Then,

deviations in the correlation can be explained by imaging and detection effects in the

electron spectrometer that shift the focused energy (see Sec. 7.1.4).

The total beam charge after the plasma lens is distributed according to Fig. 7.7b

and was measured for each separate shot during the emittance measurement. The

correlation between the reconstructed normalised emittance and the total beam charge

is depicted in Fig. 7.9a, indicating a small positive correlation. When the emittance

is correlated with the observed charge within ±0.5MeV of the focused energy, the

correlation becomes slightly stronger. On average, a higher charge density results in a
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Figure 7.9: (a) Correlation between the total electron beam charge after the APL and the

normalised slice emittance. (b) Correlation between the observed charge within

±0.5MeV of the focused energy and the normalised emittance.

higher normalised emittance [156]. The effects of space charge during beam transport

are one possible explanation, but they were previously excluded. However, it could

also be that these quantities are not directly correlated. For example, a higher laser

pulse energy typically causes more charge to be injected in the LPA stage. At the

same time, the more intense laser pulse creates a larger phase-space volume into

which charge can be injected, resulting in increased emittance [47, 154]. Furthermore,

Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations could demonstrate that fluctuations in plasma density

cause a correlation between beam emittance and beam charge [100]. Higher plasma

densities result in stronger plasma focusing, which increases the ionised charge as

well as the emittance of the beam.

The slice parameters presented here can only be reconstructed along the electron

spectrometer’s non-dispersive axis, which is the horizontal axis of the beamline.

Because the LPA driver laser beam is vertically polarised, elliptic electron beam

profiles are generated that are elongated along the polarisation axis, resulting in

larger emittances. Electrons passing the driver laser beam during laser ionisation

experience an additional transverse ponderomotive kick along the polarisation axis,

as explained in Sec. 2.3. The vertical emittance can be estimated under the assumption

that this effect only alters the beam divergence and that the beam size is the same

along both axes. As shown in Sec. 4, the ellipticity of the beam profile is approximately

2, resulting in a twice-as-large slice divergence along the polarisation axis. Therefore,

the slice emittance in the vertical is at least twice that of the emittance in the horizontal

for a beam size unaffected by laser polarisation.
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Part III

LO W B A N D W I DT H T U N A B L E T H O M S O N S O U R C E

Many medical and biomedical applications rely on X-ray sources that must

meet stringent photon flux, spatial resolution, and spectral bandwidth re-

quirements. The non-invasive method of X-ray Fluorescence Imaging (XFI)

[9, 10, 13, 16, 160] is one example. Small amounts of chemical elements can

be detected in the human body by observing the emitted characteristic X-

ray photons after being excited with the correct incident photon energy. Be-

cause there are no elements with high atomic-numbers in the human body,

one option with several advantages is to use gold nanoparticles (GNPs) as

tracers for cells of interest [14–16]. To excite the gold fluorescence with

GNPs, an incident X-ray energy of 90 keV with a relative Full Width at Half

Maximum (FWHM) spectral bandwidth of less than 15% is required. Fur-

thermore, because it is a scanning imaging technique, a pencil-beam with

a high photon flux and a high spatial resolution of about 1mm is required.

By functionalising GNPs, in-vivo usage for early cancer diagnostics and

pharmokinetic studies becomes possible.

Radiation therapy [4], crystallographical applications [5], and advanced

imaging modalities such as X-ray absorptiometry [6], fluorescence tomog-

raphy [7], and K-edge imaging [8] are other examples of novel applications

for bright X-ray beams that require or benefit greatly from a narrow spec-

tral bandwidth and tunable energies. In the case of medical imaging using

K-edge subtraction [161, 162], a percent-level bandwidth is required, as

well as precisely tuned X-ray energy above and below a K-edge, which is

80.7 keV for gold.
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While conventional X-ray tubes cannot provide the narrow bandwidths

needed for such applications, high-brilliance synchrotrons are nowadays

able to achieve that while tuning their incident radiation with high preci-

sion. However, because they span hundreds of meters in circumference,

these expensive machines are unsuitable for use in a medical environment.

To implement a medical-imaging technique, such as the aforementioned

XFI application, in a hospital, the source device must be significantly re-

duced in size. Scattering laser light off relativistic electrons is a promising

method for producing X- and γ-ray photons in a compact manner. In the

future, this so-called Thomson Scattering (TS) scheme, in combination

with a likewise compact Laser-Plasma Acceleration (LPA) electron source,

as discussed in Pt. I, could provide the means to apply novel imaging tech-

niques into hospitals [14, 40, 41, 163]. Even though such sources have been

demonstrated before [23–28], in the context of this thesis an Active Plasma

Lens (APL) will be implemented as a proof-of-principle experiment to gain

control over the radiated energies, further reduce its spectral bandwidth

and relax the requirements on the electron bunch parameter.

In the following, the theoretical foundations of scattering an electron

bunch with a laser beam are presented in Sec. 8. Then Sec. 9 describes the

TS source with the APL as a central element and explains the benefits of its

usage. Finally, the acquired data is analysed and compared to simulations

in Sec. 10. The next steps for further optimisation and an outlook is

discussed in Sec. 10.3.



8 C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S O F T H O M S O N
S C AT T E R I N G R A D I AT I O N

Following the earlier explanations, X-ray and γ-ray radiation can be produced by

scattering photons from highly energetic electrons. This scheme, known as inverse

Compton scattering or TS, was first proposed and demonstrated after the experimental

realisation of laser light in the 1960s [17–19]. TS describes the low-energy limit, where

the electron recoil can be neglected. In the context of this thesis the electron recoil can

also be neglected, which is why the term TS will be used throughout this work.

Unless otherwise stated the following theoretical basics on TS follow [164, 165],

where Sec. 8.1 introduces the interaction between a single electron and a single photon

in the case of TS. Section 8.2 then covers the more practical approach of scattering an

electron bunch with a laser beam.

8.1 scattering of an electron and a photon

When considering the scattering of a single electron and a single photon in the TS

regime, two assumptions about the electron energy are made at the beginning. On the

one hand, the electron energy must be low enough so that no quantum effects occur

during the scattering process. In addition, the energy of the scattering photons is much

lower than the electron rest mass, allowing the electron recoil to be neglected. Then,

in the classical picture, TS can be considered as the optical equivalent of undulator

radiation, where the laser fields act as the undulator. A relativistic electron is exposed

to the Lorentz force in the electromagnetic field of a laser photon and begins to

oscillate. Due to this acceleration it starts to emit radiation into the forward direction.

In the mean rest frame of the electron, its motion can be described as a Hertzian

dipole and the emission angle in the forward direction is Lorentz contracted. It is

analogous to the synchrotron angle θS ∝ 1/γe. For a laser beam, the extent of this

oscillation can be described by its laser strength parameter [166]

a0 = qeE0/ωmec ∝
√
I0, (8.1)

which is also used to quantify the laser intensity I0. Here, qe and me are the electron

charge and mass, c is the speed of light, ω is the laser frequency and E0 is the electric
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Figure 8.1: The geometry of the TS process of an electron and a laser photon. An incident

electron interacts with a laser photon under an angle θI and as a result transfers

energy to the photon, which is given by Eq. 8.2. The photon is scattered at an

observation angle θO relative to the electrons undisturbed trajectory.

field amplitude. During this process an electron with the velocity βe = v/c and

Lorentz factor γe = (1−β2e )
−1/2 emits a photon with an energy of [164, 167]

Eγ =
2γ2e (1−βe cos θI)

1+ γ2eθ
2
O + a20/2

EL. (8.2)

Figure 8.1 depicts this process in the particle picture. The laser photon with wavelength

λ scatters with the electron under the interaction angle θI and has a initial energy

of EL = hc/λ, with h being the Planck constant. θO represents the observation angle.

In this particle picture the photon gains energy from the electron, resulting in a

reduction of the photon’s wavelength. As shown in Eq. 8.2 the total energy transfer

depends on the laser strength parameter a0. While the highest accelerating field for

LPA can be obtained for high peak intensities with an a0 & 1, such field strengths in

the TS interaction result in larger transverse oscillations of the electron. This leads to

a reduced longitudinal electron velocity, i.e. a decreased γe-factor in the interaction.

Therefore, the maximum photon energy can be achieved for weak laser strengths

(a0 ∼= 0) together with a head-on collision (θI = π) and the photon being scattered

into the direction of the electron (θO = 0). Then, the maximum photon energy is

Eγ,max ≈ 4γ2eEL. (8.3)

As illustrated in Fig. 8.2, the maximum energy a secondary photon can have by

scattering a primary photon with a wavelength of 800nm with a 60MeV electron is

about 85 keV.
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Figure 8.2: Maximum energy of a TS photon from the scattering process between a photon

with a wavelength of 800nm and an electron with energies up to 100MeV.

8.2 scattering of an electron bunch with a laser beam

The energy of a Thomson photon depends on several parameters, including the elec-

tron energy γe, the laser amplitude a0, the laser pulse energy EL, and the interaction

angle θI. However, realistic electron bunches are collections of large numbers of elec-

trons with various energies travelling in different directions, resulting in an electron

bunch energy spread and a beam divergence. In the same way, a laser pulse consists

of many photons with a spectrum of several wavelengths and potentially curved

phase fronts. Therefore, these parameters are not fixed when scattering an electron

bunch with a laser beam, and several effects have to be taken into account. Scattered

X-ray photons form a Thomson spectrum, whose bandwidth is difficult to describe

analytically. In the following, a theory of the FWHM Thomson bandwidth on the basis

of [164, 165] is presented. If not stated otherwise, the following considerations are

only valid for a0 < 1.

8.2.1 Effects of Electron Bunch Divergence

The FWHM electron beam divergence σθ,FWHM describes the fact that electrons within

a bunch propagate with various angles θ relative to the main electron axis. During

the scattering process, these electrons can still emit a photon onto the main axis with

an energy reduced by a factor of 1/(1+ θ2γ2e ), according to Eq. 8.2. As a result, a

detector will detect photons of different energies emitted from electrons of various

pointing angles. Assuming a circularly polarised laser beam and no electron energy
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spread, the contribution of electron beam divergence to the on-axis FWHM bandwidth

can be calculated as [164]
(
∆ω

ω

)

σθ

=
γ2eσ

2
θ,FWHM

4
. (8.4)

Note that the laser beam polarisation determines the polarisation of the X-ray ra-

diation but not the total photon number or its spectral bandwidth. This quadratic

dependency of the bandwidth with the beam divergence is often the dominant factor

of conventional accelerators and has also a significant impact in the case of electron

beams from an LPA source.

8.2.2 Effects of Electron Bunch Energy Spread

The next largest contribution to the spectral broadening when using LPA electron

beams is often the electron bunch energy spread. According to Eq. 8.2, an electron

with a different energy γe will generate an X-ray photon with a different energy.

Assuming a Gaussian energy distribution for an electron beam with no divergence,

the contribution of the electron energy spread to the bandwidth can be estimated as

[164]
(
∆ω

ω

)

γe

= 2
∆γe

γe
. (8.5)

For example, an electron bunch with a 10% FWHM energy spread will result in a

photon source of at least 20% FWHM bandwidth. Thus, the electron energy spread in

the TS interaction must be kept as low as possible.

8.2.3 Effects of Laser Pulses

In the interaction between an electron bunch and a laser pulse, the laser pulse has

several effects on the Thomson spectrum, especially for focused laser beams. As

both beams intersect each other, the electrons interact with regions of the pulse with

various intensities. Thus, the spectrum will be broadened, even for a monochromatic

electron beam. In addition, the X-ray spectrum inherits the initial bandwidth of the

laser beam, and this contribution can be written as
(
∆ω

ω

)

ωLaser

=
∆ωLaser

ωLaser
. (8.6)

Large spectral widths are typically required for an intense laser pulse with a short

pulse duration, as specified in Sec. 3.1. This means that the bandwidth is typically of

the order of 10% for a laser pulse duration of tens of femtoseconds.
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Figure 8.3: Normalised on-axis X-ray spectrum as a function of normalised laser photon

energy y = Eγ/Eγ,max for the different laser pulse amplitudes a0 = 0.035 (blue

line), a0 = 0.05 (red line), a0 = 0.1 (green line) and a0 = 0.2 (black dashed line).

Plot taken from [164].

The phase-front curvature of a laser pulse causes individual laser photons to

scatter at different interaction angles, resulting in a broadening of the X-ray spectrum.

However, because the effect is small in comparison to other broadening effects, it is

typically neglected in the literature by assuming a flat phase-front and will also not

be considered throughout this thesis.

In order to increase the photon yield, the laser intensity and therefore the a0 can

be increased. However, this also causes undesirable effects that lead to broadening,

such as the appearance of sub-structures in the spectrum [168]. For large a0, the

commonly used Eq. 8.2 looses its validity and some of the laser photons generate

higher harmonics in the X-ray spectrum. Figure 8.3 depicts the influence of the laser

pulse amplitude on the resulting photon spectrum. The spectra were calculated with

the numerical code VDSR [169] for a single electron interacting with a Gaussian plane

wave with a FWHM duration of 800 fs [164]. Increasing the laser pulse amplitude from

a0 = 0.035 to a0 = 0.05 means that the number of laser photons is doubled. In this

case, the spectral shape does not change much, and the number of X-ray photons is

doubled. If a0 is increased from 0.05 to 0.1, the number of laser photons quadruples,

but the amplitude only approximately doubles. The further the a0 is increased, the

more broadening and sidebands occur. In general, this contribution to the FWHM

bandwidth of the spectrum is estimated to be
(
∆ω

ω

)

a0

=
a20
2

. (8.7)
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In an experiment, it is often advisable to use moderate values of a0 and to com-

promise between the needs of the photon flux and the bandwidth. One way to

compensate for the broadening of an excessive a0 without significantly reducing the

photon flux can be the use of dispersive devices, such as chirped mirrors, to stretch

the laser pulse in time and effectively reduce the a0 [170].

8.2.4 Effective Quantities of the Scattering Process

The scaling laws of the broadening effects presented so far do not take the interaction

geometry into account. In reality, the shape and size of both the electron beam and

the scattering laser beam influence the spectral distribution of the X-ray photons

generated. This effect was investigated in depth using a linear accelerator, which

enabled stable control of both beams independently [165]. In these experiments, the

divergence in the interaction volume was varied by altering the final focusing of the

electron beam, and the laser strength parameter of the scattering laser beam was

varied by changing its intensity. The agreement between an analytical model and

experimental results was demonstrated by properly incorporating the interaction

volume into the model. As a result, an effective beam divergence and an effective

laser strength parameter are introduced as a way to adequately describe the spectral

dependence.

During the Thomson interaction process, electrons oscillate in the local laser field.

Because the laser beam is pulsed, the longitudinal laser strength varies with its peak

value given by the laser strength parameter a0. Therefore, electrons emit radiation

of lower intensity at the beginning and end of the interaction region. Furthermore,

depending on the local field, they emit radiation with different energies, increasing

the bandwidth of the Thomson spectrum. In the work of [165], the use of an effective

laser strength parameter a0,eff is proposed by weighting the local laser field with the

number of scattered photons. The calculation assumes a head-on collision of a 3D

Gaussian distribution of the laser field with its peak defined by a0 and a transverse

electron charge density. This results is an effective laser strength of

a0,eff =


54.4% · a0 for σe � σL

61.2% · a0 for σe = σL

81.6% · a0 for σe � σL.

(8.8)

The spatial overlap is affected by the electron beam size σe relative to the laser size

σL, which influences the effective laser strength. This definition takes into account the
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shape of the laser pulse and the interaction volume, but assumes a constant transverse

electron distribution. The effective beam divergence σθ,eff is defined in the same way.

It is defined as the weighted mean of the scattering angle caused by electron beam

divergence. As a result and by using Eq. 8.2, the mean scattered energy on-axis can

be written as

Eγ =
2γ2e (1−βe cos θI)

1+ γ2eσ
2
θ,eff + a

2
0,eff/2

EL. (8.9)

Using Eq. 8.9 with the effective quantities for the electron beam divergence and the

laser strength, the FWHM spectral broadening contributions are recalculated as [165]1

(
∆ω

ω

)

σθ,eff

=
2.47γ2eσ2θ,eff,rms

1+ γ2eσ
2
θ,eff,rms

(8.10)

and
(
∆ω

ω

)

a0,eff

=
coverlapa

2
0,eff

2+ a20,eff
. (8.11)

In Eq. 8.11, the contribution due to effective laser strength is again determined by the

spatial overlap of the laser beam and electron beam. The spatial overlap factor is

coverlap =


2.07 for σe � σL

1.70 for σe = σL

1.17 for σe � σL.

(8.12)

8.2.5 Estimation of Total Bandwidth

So far, only the main effects leading to the broadening of the on-axis spectrum have

been presented. The estimation of the total FWHM broadening is obtained from the

sum of squares of the individual contributions. For this one, it employs Eq. 8.4, Eq.

8.5, Eq. 8.6 and Eq. 8.7. It results in [164]

∆ω

ω
=

√√√√
(
γ2eσ

2
θ,FWHM

4

)2
+

(
2
∆γe

γe

)2
+

(
∆ωLaser

ωLaser

)2
+

(
a20
2

)2
, (8.13)

and is useful in inspecting the scaling laws. As shown in Sec. 8.2.4, a more precise

description includes the interaction volume and defines the effective properties of the

1 It should be noted that, in contrast to [165], an additional factor 2
√
2ln(2) was included to convert the

standard deviation contribution to the FWHM contribution.
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Figure 8.4: Typical energy-angular TS spectrum (a) with the corresponding angular integrated

spectra (b) as a function of the normalised laser photon energy y = Eγ/Eγ,max.

(a) shows the photon distribution for various observation angles γeθ, where

θ = 0 is the main axis of the X-ray radiation. The white line depicts the angular

dependency according to Eq. 8.2. The spectra in (b) are obtained by integrating the

distribution in (a) from 0 to the collimation angle θc marked with the dashed line

in the same colour. The dark blue line represents the uncollimated case. Image

taken from [164].

laser strength and electron beam divergence. For an electron-beam size much larger

than the laser-beam size, the total FWHM broadening is estimated to be

(
∆ω

ω

)

eff
=

√√√√
(
2.47γ2eσ2θ,eff,rms

1+ γ2eσ
2
θ,eff,rms

)2
+

(
2
∆γe

γe

)2
+

(
∆ωLaser

ωLaser

)2
+

(
2.07a20,eff

2+ a20,eff

)2
.

(8.14)

Rather than registering just the on-axis spectrum, an X-ray detector will register the

bandwidth within a defined area. Also, a TS spectrum has an intrinsic energy-angle

and intensity-angle relation. Figure 8.4a shows a typical TS spectrum resolved with

regards to its angular component. Both the photon energy and the photon number

are maximum on-axis and decrease with larger observation angle. The bandwidth

contribution from the collimation angle ±θc is given by γ2eθ2c /(1+ γ2eθ2c ) [164], and

thus the total bandwidth within the defined cone is

(
∆ω

ω

)

θc

=

√√√√
(
∆ω

ω

)2

eff
+

(
γ2eθ

2
c

1+ γ2eθc

2
)2

. (8.15)

For electron beams from LPA, the X-ray bandwidth is dominated by the electron

energy spread and divergence at moderate a0 < 1. This is due to the typically high

intrinsic energy spread at the percent level and a divergence of the order of a couple

mrad (see Sec. 2.3). For the data presented in this thesis, the electron source has an

energy spread of over 100% FWHM with a mean divergence of about 6mrad FWHM.
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In addition, the measured spectral width of the scattering laser beam is about 8.8%.

Neglecting the effect of the laser amplitude a0, this results theoretically in a highly

broadband X-ray beam. The main reason is the energy spread, but the contribution

of the divergence and the laser beam bandwidth also counts for a few percent. Such

bandwidths are not usable for most dedicated applications where narrowband X-ray

sources are required.

However, this theoretical approach overestimates the resulting bandwidth. The

model assumes that a confined cone cuts equivalent parts of the single electron spectra,

but several bandwidth contributions are asymmetrical. For example, it neglects that

for increasing divergences or larger opening angles, the spectrum only broadens in

the direction of lower energies. Therefore, the peak of a spectrum shifts to the left

in Fig. 8.4b for increasing collimation angles. The spectral profile depends on the

shapes of the electron bunch and the laser beam and can rarely be assumed to follow

a Gaussian distribution due to its asymmetric contributions. Therefore, this theory

cannot predict exact information on the spectral profile, and numerical simulations

are indispensable for interpreting an experiment. Nevertheless, the model provides a

powerful tool for understanding the dependencies and scaling effects.

8.3 photon-yield estimation

Section 8.2 investigated the influences of electron bunches and laser beams on the

spectral bandwidth of the X-ray beam generated. However, optimising a Thomson

source purely on the basis of bandwidth is insufficient. Furthermore, a total number

of photons is required for a specific application. This is also determined by the

properties of the beams. To understand the fundamental relationship between spectral

bandwidth and photon yield, an estimate of photon yield will be presented on the

basis of [164]. The ideal case will be described first, followed by total photon yield

calculations for non-ideal beams.

Ideal case

In an ideal case, an electron beam without divergence or energy spread interacts

in vacuum with a plane-wave laser pulse. The laser pulse is assumed to have an

infinitely narrow bandwidth, a constant laser strength parameter a0, and result in a
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large number of electron oscillations in the laser field (N0 � 1). The total number of

photons emitted in a 1/γe-cone is given by

Nγ =
2π

3
αfNeN0a

2
0, (8.16)

where αf ≈ 1/137 is the fine structure constant and Ne is the number of electrons

in the bunch. In this case, the photon number scales linearly with the number of

electrons and oscillations, but quadratically with the laser strength parameter. As

with Eq. 8.15, a bandwidth κ from a collimation angle θc is described by

κ =
γ2eθ

2
c

1+ γ2eθ
2
c

. (8.17)

Then, the photon yield in a confined angle θc < θS is given by

Nγ,θc = Nγσ(κ) (8.18)

with σ(κ) denoting the percentage of photons within θc. This is given by

σ(κ) = κ

(
κ2 −

3

2
κ+

3

2

)
. (8.19)

Therefore, a bandwidth requirement for the application limits the number of photons

usable in this ideal case. According to Eq. 8.18, 19.5% of all photons are included

within a 15% FWHM bandwidth, indicating that for small angular ranges, the majority

of the photons generated have energies that lie outside the collimation angle.

Estimation of Total Yield

The total photon yield can be calculated using the cross-section formalism. As the

the recoil effect on the electrons can be neglected in TS, the Thomson cross-section

is given by σT = 8πr2e /3 with the classical electron radius re. The total number of

generated photons is then defined by

Nγ = σT

∫+∞
−∞ vrelne(t, r)np(t, r)d2rdt, (8.20)

where ne and np denote the time- and space-dependent densities of the electrons and

laser photons, respectively, and the relative velocity of electrons and laser photons

is vrel ≈ 2c. In general, the integral in Eq. 8.20 can only be evaluated numerically.

However, several analytical solutions exist for specific cases. In the case of a head-on

collision of a Gaussian laser pulse with an electron beam in vacuum with no relative

longitudinal, transverse, or temporal displacements, the integral yields

Nγ =
σTNeNpF(x)

√
2πσl

√
σ2e,0 + σ

2
p,0

1√
σ2e,0
β∗2e

+
σ2p,0

β∗2p

(8.21)
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with

F(x) = ex
2

[1− erf(x)] , (8.22)

x =

√
2

σl

√√√√√
σ2e,0 + σ

2
p,0

σ2e,0
β∗2e

+
σ2p,0

β∗2p

, (8.23)

and

σl =
√
σ2l,e + σ

2
l,p, (8.24)

where Ne and Np describe the number of electrons and photons in the interaction,

respectively. Different beam sizes in focus (σe,0 and σp,0), beta functions (β∗e and β∗p)

and longitudinal sizes (σl,e and σl,p) for the electrons and photons are taken into

account. The subscripts ’e’ and ’p’ signify whether the parameter describes electrons

or photons. The electron’s beta function is given by β∗p = σ2e,0/εt with the transverse

geometrical beam emittance εt, and the laser beam’s beta function defined by its

Rayleigh length. As a given laser beam is focused more tightly, the photon yield

increases. However, as shown in Sec. 8.2.3, increasing the laser’s amplitude also

broadens the spectrum. Therefore, the desired source bandwidth for an application

limits the laser amplitude.

8.4 optimum beam parameters

A TS source is typically optimised for a particular application or set of parameters.

Previous theoretical optimisations of TS processes have focused on maximising the

photon production [164], decreasing the spectral bandwidth [171, 172], or increasing

the photon number within a bandwidth and opening angle defined by a specific

application [40].

Optimum Laser Waist and Duration

Using Eq. 8.16, the maximum photon number is obtained for the ideal case by max-

imising the number of electrons in the bunch Ne, the number of electron oscillations

N0, and the laser strength parameter a0. However, this is only valid for laser pulses

with constant a0, and in order to further increase photon production, the laser pulse
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duration must be increased. When a laser pulse with a given pulse energy is elongated,

the laser strength parameter decreases. To compensate for the lower a0, stronger laser

beam focusing is required to achieve a smaller focal waist w0. For every laser pulse

energy there is an optimal laser pulse spot size and duration. The interaction length

of the TS process is given by [173]

Lint =
(τlaser + τbunch)c

2
≈ τlaserc

2
, (8.25)

which is often dominated by the laser pulse length τlaser, because the laser pulse

duration is typically much larger than the electron bunch duration τbunch. It is required

that this interaction length lies within the Rayleigh length zR = πw20/λ (Lint 6 zR)

[164], yielding an optimum laser pulse duration of

τlaser(w0) =
2πw20
cλ

− τbunch (8.26)

≈ 2πw
2
0

cλ
(8.27)

=
2zR

c
. (8.28)

To put it differently, the optimum laser pulse length is twice the Rayleigh length. The

laser strength parameter of a Gaussian laser pulse is determined by the pulse energy

Ep, laser pulse duration, and focal waist as [40]

a0 =
e

2πmec2

√
4Ep

cε0τlaserπ

λ

w0
. (8.29)

Equations 8.27 and 8.29 yield the optimum laser beam waist size for a fixed a0 as

w0 ≈ 0.217
E
1/4
p λ3/4
√
a0

. (8.30)

Optimum Electron Bunch Waist

Because the Thomson spectrum is sensitive on the overlap between the electron bunch

and the laser pulse, there is also an optimum electron beam size. The electron beam

size

σx,y 6 w0/2 (8.31)

provides the highest photon yield with the best overlap at moderate laser intensities

and for a head-on collision [163, 173]. This requirement describes an electron beam

size matched to that of the laser beam’s focal spot. For a larger electron beam size,
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there will be charge outside the laser beam that is not participating in the scattering

process. This approach ignores the fact that more photons are emitted in higher laser

fields, such as the centre of a Gaussian pulse. Moreover, the evolution of the laser

pulse and electron bunch sizes during the interaction are neglected. In principle, the

three-dimensional overlap must be optimised.
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This section describes the experimental setup and principles of the all-optical tunable

Thomson source based on a laser-plasma accelerator that was built. One challenge

of such X-ray sources is that the bandwidths of the generated photon spectra are on

the order of many tens of percent [23–28]. As described in Sec. 8.2.5, the bandwidth

of the generated X-ray beam increases with electron bunch divergence and scales

linearly with electron energy spread. As a result, in the case of LPA-electron beams,

the bandwidth is dominated by the intrinsic energy spread on the percent-level and a

divergence of a couple of milliradians. For example, the electron spectrum described

in Sec. 8.2.2 of the generated electron beams has a relative energy spread of over

100%, resulting in a theoretical X-ray beam broadening of 200%.

Furthermore, to obtain a high photon yield from TS, these sources require either

higher electron beam currents, more intense scattering laser beams, or other novel

solutions to increase the effectiveness [164]. In the case of high beam currents, the

demands on the shielding of the background radiation increase dramatically. While a

scattering laser beam with higher a0 increases the total photon yield, it also broadens

the X-ray spectrum significantly. Therefore, it is beneficial to increase the process’s

efficacy by scattering the laser beam off a focused electron beam where both beam

foci are matched in size to maximise the photon yield per electron.

While Thomson sources in combination with LPA-electron sources have been demon-

strated before [23–28], in the context of this thesis an APL is used in a proof-of-principle

experiment on the basis of previous theoretical work [40, 41, 163]. By chromatically

focusing the electron bunches with an APL, both the photon yield per electron and

the spectral bandwidth can be improved. In addition, the requirements on the elec-

tron bunch parameters are relaxed, and control over the radiated photon energies is

gained.

Figure 9.1 depicts a schematic overview of the tunable Thomson source based on

a laser-plasma accelerator. A more detailed sketch of the setup inside the vacuum

chamber is shown in Fig. 3.2. The incoming laser beam was split into the LPA driver

laser beam and the scattering laser beam using a beam splitter. To enable femtosecond

temporal alignment of both laser arms, the beam splitter with an additional mirror

was installed on a delay stage. As discussed in Sec. 4, the LPA driver laser beam

119
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Figure 9.1: Schematic overview of the tunable Thomson source based on a laser-plasma

accelerator. The incoming laser beam is divided into two parts: an LPA driver laser

beam and a scattering laser beam. The LPA driver laser beam is focused into a

gas jet, generating and accelerating an electron bunch. This bunch is captured by

an APL and imaged chromatically into the interaction plane, where it interacts

with the focused scattering laser beam. X-ray photons are being generated via TS

that point into the same direction as the electron bunch. In the electron energy

spectrometer, the electron bunch is deflected, while the X-ray beam travels forward

onto an X-ray detector.

is focused into a gas jet to generate and accelerate an electron bunch. The APL

can focus the bunch into the interaction plane, where it scatters with the focused

scattering laser beam. The focusing is chromatic, and the imaged electron beam is an

overlap of various energy slices with differing beam sizes. By imaging the electron

beam, the beam divergence is reduced and the APL acts as a chromatic filter for the

electron bunch, reducing the effective electron energy spread, that contributes to TS

process. After the Thomson interaction, the generated X-ray photons point in the

same direction as the electron bunch. While the electron bunch is deflected in the

electron energy spectrometer before being dumped into lead bricks, the X-ray photons

travel further and can be detected using an X-ray detector.

Details on the scattering laser beam and the electron beam control are described in

Sec. 9.1 and Sec. 9.2, respectively. Section 9.3 explains the procedures used to align

and optimise the X-ray spectra. Finally, Sec. 9.4 specifies how the X-ray spectra were

measured and reconstructed.
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9.1 scattering laser beam

The scattering laser beam, also known as Thomson laser beam, determines essential

aspects of the Thomson interaction. To increase X-ray photon production, the longitu-

dinal interaction duration must be maximised, which requires a long pulse duration

and Rayleigh length while maintaining the overlap of the laser beam and electron

beam.

The longitudinal overlap and photon production benefit from the head-on scattering

geometry. Techniques, such as using a plasma mirror [23] or a focusing optic on-axis

with a hole to allow the electron and X-ray beams to pass, can be used to realise

head-on scattering. However, when the back-reflected LPA driver laser beam from

a plasma mirror is used as the scattering laser beam, there is no separate control

of the scattering laser beam properties, and the setup is incompatible with the use

of an APL. While an on-axis focusing optic may be a solution, it is also a source of

on-axis bremsstrahlung, particularly when using a chromatic electron beam imaging.

Therefore, a focusing optic with the smallest incident angle into the TS interaction,

where the electron particles do not hit the optic, is preferred.

Methods based on Traveling-Wave TS [174–176] or plasma channels to guide the

scattering laser beam [164, 177, 178] are two examples of methods for increasing the

interaction duration. However, these techniques necessitate high laser pulse energies,

such as those produced by a petawatt laser system. The laser pulse energy is limited

in the proposed setup, because a single 25TW laser system drives both the LPA

stage and the scattering interaction. In that case, photon production is limited by the

number of available laser photons rather than the Rayleigh length. The laser pulse

can be stretched in time to lengthen the interaction duration and increase the photon

production [40].

In the proposed setup, the LPA driver laser beam and Thomson laser beam are

driven by a single laser system, resulting in a pump-probe setup with intrinsic

synchronisation of the Thomson laser beam and the electron beam. A 5mm thick

magnesiumfluorid beam splitter divides the incoming laser pulse, with two-thirds of

the laser power reflected into the LPA driver laser beam and one-third transmitted into

the scattering laser beam. During the Thomson spectra measurements, an average

laser pulse energy of (50.8± 2.2)mJ was measured using the calibrated diagnostic

described in Sec. 3.3.1.1. Analogue to the pulse duration measurement of the LPA

driver laser beam (compare Sec. 3.3.1.2), an additional mirror before the focusing

optic was used to transport the Thomson laser beam through a 1mm vacuum window

into the Wizzler for pulse duration measurement. The FWHM pulse duration was
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Figure 9.2: Average focal spot of the TS laser beam for 100 consecutive laser pulses. The

intensity distribution is calculated for a laser pulse with a pulse duration of 32 fs,

a pulse energy of 50.8mJ and a wavelength of 800nm. The red points represent

the centre of mass for each shot, resulting in a pointing stability of 0.8µrad in

the horizontal axis and 0.9µrad in the vertical axis. It is worth noting that the

additional intensity outside the central distribution shifts the centre of mass.

measured to be (32.2± 0.3) fs. Furthermore, the spectral FWHM bandwidth of the laser

pulse was measured with a spectrometer to be 8.8%.

To focus the Thomson laser beam for the proof-of-principle experiment, an available

500mm f/11 Off-Axis Parabolic mirror (OAP) was used. The average focal spot and

the pointing stability of 100 consecutive laser beam shots is shown in Fig. 9.2. The

intensity distribution is shown assuming a laser pulse with a pulse duration of 32 fs, a

pulse energy of 50.8mJ and a wavelength of 800nm, resulting in a normalised vector

potential of a0 = 0.81± 0.02. Using pico motors, the OAP and the two mirrors before

it could be controlled in the horizontal and vertical planes, allowing full control of

the laser beam and optimising the focal spot. The 1/e2 beam width was measured to

be (9.5± 0.1)µm in the horizontal and (7.8± 0.1)µm in the vertical, with a pointing

stability of 0.8µrad and 0.9µrad, respectively. Take note of the additional intensity

outside of the central intensity distribution, that has a normalised vector potential of

up to a0 = 0.3 and can contribute in the TS process. This, combined with the ellipticity

of the focal spot, makes simulating the Thomson laser beam with a simple analytical

function difficult (see Sec. 10.1.2).
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Due to the limited space in the LPA chamber, the focusing laser beam was reflected

into the interaction plane using a folding mirror, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Stepper motors

are used to optimise the transverse focal spot position in a reproducible manner while

maintaining the focal spot quality. Without the folding mirror being in the path of the

electron beam, the incident angle of the Thomson laser beam into the interaction point

is approximately 10◦. Furthermore, each laser arm could be blocked independently

to enable alignment.

9.2 electron beam control

Large X-ray beam bandwidths are a common issue of X-ray sources based on TS

and electron bunches from an LPA-electron source. When only the electron bunch

properties of milliradian beam divergence and < 10% relative energy spread are

considered, an X-ray bandwidth of tens of percent is generated [23–28]. An APL with

chromatic focusing can be used to overcome the problem caused by the initial electron

beam properties while improving the photon production per electron.

The TS process occurs at a fixed electron focal position using an APL, which relaxes

the quality requirements on the electron beam source. In addition, beam imaging

enables electron beam magnification to match the focal waist of the scattering laser

beam and reduces the beam divergence for the imaged electron energy. Matching

the laser beam and electron beam sizes results in a maximum photon yield per

scattered electron, and a reduced beam divergence has a positive effect on the X-ray

beam bandwidth, as explained in Sec. 8.2. In the case of polychromatic electron

beams, the APL acts as a chromatic filter, reducing the effective electron energy spread.

Furthermore, the APL’s focusing strength is directly tunable via the applied discharge

current, allowing easy control of the electron energy in focus that contributes to the

TS interaction. As a result, the mean X-ray beam energy can be precisely adjusted

according to the application’s requirements within seconds without changing the

electron bunch properties. Only the spectral width of the electron beam and the

applicable APL discharge current limit the tuning range.

Aside from the disadvantages of APLs discussed in Sec. 6.1.3, there are additional

drawbacks of chromatic focusing. While APLs are compact devices with short focal

lengths, the imaging and the device itself still takes up space. Particularly in focusing

geometries with large focal lengths, the required space can become considerable.

Therefore, the Thomson source must be optimised by taking into account both

the design of electron beam imaging and laser beam imaging. When the electron
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beam is chromatically focused, the electron energies surrounding the focused energy

contribute primarily to the TS interaction. While this effectively reduces the electron

energy spread, it also reduces the effective bunch charge. Furthermore, unfocused

electrons are more likely to scatter from elements near the beamline and produce

on-axis bremsstrahlung, which overlaps with the generated X-ray photons. Even the

APL is on-axis and is a potential source of bremsstrahlung.

Figures 9.3a-9.3c visualise the chromatic beam transport in the designed TS source.

The TS interaction plane, which coincides with the electron focal plane, was set to

23 cm after the APL exit. An APL with a magnetic gradient of about 67T/m focuses

electrons with an energy of 50MeV into the interaction plane (highlighted by the red

line). Higher electron energies are focused downstream, while lower energies are

focused upstream. Due to the beam imaging into focus, the electron slice beam size is

magnified by a factor 2.6 and the slice divergence is reduced by 62%. Figures 9.3d

and 9.3e show the evolution of beam divergence in this setup for various electron

energies.

Because focused energies dominate X-ray photon production, the effective energy

spread is smaller than the electron beam’s total spectral width. In the case of the

assembled focusing geometry, Fig. 9.4 depicts an analytical estimation of the effective

electron energy spread in the TS interaction for various APL currents, i.e. different

electron energies in focus. The calculation is on the basis of previous work [40, 41]

and was performed in the case of a head-on collision between a Gaussian laser pulse

and an electron beam. A laser pulse with a pulse energy of 50.8mJ, a pulse duration

of 32 fs, and a laser strength parameter of a0 = 0.81 is assumed. The electron beam is

assumed to have a normalised emittance of 0.43µm mrad, a source size of 3.3µm, and

a flat energy spectrum. Depending on the focused energy, the effective energy spread

ranges between 2.5% and 10%. However, this is independent of the initial electron

energy spread and more than an order of magnitude smaller than the experimentally

measured electron spectral width of 100%. As the imaging chromaticity of the APL

increases with increasing electron energy, so does the effective energy spread. Lower

effective energy spreads at higher energies require a different focusing geometry or

different initial beam properties. Equation 8.5 describes the linear dependence of the

bandwidth of the produced Thomson spectrum on the electron energy spread. This

correlation is also shown in Fig. 9.4.

While the measured initial beam size and divergence can be assumed to be con-

stant across various energy slices, a 0.006µm mrad/MeV, i.e. 1.4%/MeV, increase in

normalised emittance was measured (see Sec. 7.2.2). Figure 9.3i depicts the effect

of the initial normalised emittance on beam size and beam divergence in focus to
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Figure 9.3: Chromatic focusing of electron energies between 10MeV and 100MeV into the

Thomson interaction point using an APL. The APL current was set to about 340A,

yielding a focusing gradient of about 67T/m, to focus an electron energy of

50MeV into the interaction plane (highlighted as red line). The measured beam

parameters discussed in Sec. 7.2.2 provide the electron beam source properties. The

chromatic beam size evolutions in the horizontal (a) and vertical (b) are depicted,

with the zoomed-in representation of the vertical plane (c). The evolution of the

RMS divergence for both planes is shown in (d) and (e), respectively.

In analogy to the beam tracking in (a)-(c), (f)-(h) depict the FWHM beam evolution

in the case of an initial beam pointing of 2.4mrad in the horizontal and 4.4mrad

in the vertical. The evolution of beam divergence is independent of the initial

beam pointing. The influence of the normalised emittance on the electron beam

size and divergence in focus is shown in (i).
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Figure 9.4: Effective electron energy spread in the TS interaction of a chromatically focused

electron beam with a Gaussian laser pulse. The electron beam was assumed

to have a normalised emittance of 0.43µm mrad, a source size of 3.3µm, and

a flat energy spectrum. It interacts with a laser pulse with a pulse energy of

50.8mJ, a pulse duration of 32 fs, and a laser strength parameter of a0 = 0.81. The

theoretical contribution to the Thomson spectrum bandwidth is given by Eq. 8.5.

The analytical model is on the basis of the work from [40, 41].

understand its influence on the produced Thomson photons. When only the emittance

is changed while the initial beam size and divergence remain constant, an effect on

the properties in focus becomes apparent. A higher emittance increases the beam size

and beam divergence in focus, whereas a lower emittance reduces beam size and

divergence.

An increased electron focal spot size influences primarily the spatial overlap be-

tween the electron beam and the scattering laser beam. The photon yield is maximised

when both beams are of the same size. With increasing and decreasing beam size, the

photon yield decreases. Furthermore, a smaller electron focal spot generally results in

a smaller effective energy spread because the focused electrons contribute more to

scattering.

A change in beam divergence in focus has two main effects on the bandwidth of the

produced X-ray spectrum. On the one hand, higher beam divergence results in a more

defined energy-dispersed focal waist (compare Fig. 7.3b). The beam sizes of unfocused

electron energies grow faster, reducing the effective energy spread and thus the X-ray

beam bandwidth. On the other hand, as discussed in Sec. 8.2.1, the beam divergence

increases the X-ray beam bandwidth directly. The X-ray beam bandwidth can rise or
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fall depending on which effect is dominant. It should be noted that this reduction of

the effective energy spread is only a consequence of the beam divergence. The beam

divergence, however, has a direct impact on the bandwidth with a quadratic scaling.

In general, it is more likely that as beam divergence increases, so will the bandwidth.

To understand the imaging stability and measure the focal spot size of a single

energy slice, a high-resolution lutetium-yttrium oxyorthosilicate (LySo) scintillator in

combination with a 1T permanent dipole magnet was installed at the position of

the Thomson interaction plane to observe the energy-dispersed electron focal waist.

Section 3.3.2.3 describes the LySo scintillator, which is of the same type as that used

for emittance measurements. To prevent the laser beam from reaching the screen, a

50µm thick aluminium foil was installed directly at the scintillator facing upstream.

This test was carried out while the scattering laser arm has yet to be assembled, hence

the electron beam properties may differ from those presented elsewhere in this thesis.

Figure 9.5 summarises the beam stability and beam waist in focus measurements for

100 consecutive shots. Figure 9.5a depicts an example of a dispersed beam profile,

with its Root Mean Square (RMS) beam widths along the dispersive axis shown in

Fig. 9.5b. Because no beam tracking was performed through the dipole magnet, the

dispersive axis correlates to bins of unknown energies. However, by adjusting the

APL’s focusing strength, the focused energy was set to around 60MeV. The minimum

RMS beam widths for each shot are shown in Fig. 9.5c, yielding an average RMS

focal spot size of (11.4± 0.6)µm. The positional jitter of the focused electron energy

were measured in both planes. First, the focal position in the dispersive axis, i.e. the

horizontal axis, was defined by the minimum beam width. The mean position of the

intensity distribution in this energy slice was then used to define the focal position

in the non-dispersive axis, i.e. the vertical axis. Figures 9.5d and 9.5e show the focal

spot positions in the vertical and horizontal axis, respectively. The vertical position

jitter was measured to be 4.5µm, while the horizontal position jitter was 3.4µm. It is

worth noting that the dipole magnet’s edge focusing reduces vertical position jitter.

Even then, the vertical jitter is larger because the initial electron beam pointing jitter is

larger in the vertical than in the horizontal (see Sec. 4). Position jitter is approximately

one-third of the measured RMS beam waist, and the TS laser beam focal spot has a

mean 1/e2 beam radius of about 8.7µm. Perfect spatial overlap between the focused

electrons and the laser beam cannot be achieved for every shot. This decreases photon

production, which needs to be compensated by a prolonged measuring time.

One challenge with LPA-based X-ray sources is the underlying photon background,

such as from bremsstrahlung. The beam transport depicted in Figs. 9.3a and 9.3b is

undisturbed by the surrounding beamline structures, which are indicated as grey
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Figure 9.5: Measurement of the beam widths and position jitter of the focused electrons in

the interaction plane for 100 consecutive shots. (a) depicts an example energy-

dispersed beam profile with its RMS beam widths along the dispersed axis shown

in (b). The minimum beam size is shown in (c) for each shot, yielding an average

RMS focal spot size of (11.4± 0.6)µm. The mean position of the focused electron

energy is summarised for both axes in (d) and (e), resulting in a position jitter of

4.5µm in the dispersive axis and 3.4µm in the non-dispersive axis.
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areas for the beam pipe and electron spectrometer openings. This is not the case

for electron beams with an initial pointing error. The average pointing angle of the

electron beam was determined to be 2.4mrad in the horizontal and 4.4mrad in the

vertical. Figures 9.3f and 9.3g show the beam trajectories of various energy slices in

the case of an initial pointing error. Figure 9.3h depicts a zoomed-in representation of

the beam transport, with the beam trajectory bent before approximately reaching the

same interaction plane. Only the difference in total path lengths causes a relatively

insignificant shift in the focal position. In the example presented, an energy of 50MeV

was focused into the interaction plane. Smaller energies will be over-focused and their

beam sizes will increase rapidly along the beamline. Energies lower than 20MeV will

clip at the surrounding structures, resulting in on-axis bremsstrahlung. When higher

energies are focused into the interaction plane, this effect becomes more significant.

9.3 alignment for thomson radiation

To generate Thomson radiation, the focused electron beam and the TS laser beam must

be precisely overlapped in both space and time. Spatial overlap on the order of a few

micrometres is required, as well as femtosecond-level temporal overlap. Only after

the first X-ray signal is detected, can it be further optimised. The methods used to

overlap the electron and laser beams in space and time are described in the following.

9.3.1 Spatial Overlap

A separate overlap diagnostic system was designed to ensure overlap of the focal

spot of the Thomson laser beam and the electron energy in focus. Figure 3.2 depicts

the overlap system as a breadboard with the Charged-Coupled Device (CCD) camera

’Cam3’ mounted on it. The system is motorised in all three directions, and the

vacuum-compatible camera can be moved longitudinally to image the correct plane.

The diagnostic system consists of a DRZ-High phosphor screen (compare Sec. 3.3.2.1)

angled at 45 degrees relative to the beam axis, which is observed by the camera. When

driven into the beam axis, it measures the position of the electron beam focal spot.

The LPA driver laser beam, which travels on the same axis as the electron beam, is

blocked by a 50µm thick aluminium layer in front of the scintillator. After the LPA

driver laser beam is blocked, scattered light from the attenuated Thomson laser beam

can be observed at the back of the screen, that is directly imaged by the camera.
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Because, unlike the polychromatic electron focal spot, the TS laser beam focal spot

is fixed longitudinally, it defines the longitudinal interaction position. A shift in

longitudinal position corresponds to a change in electron energy in focus. As a result,

the screen’s position was first scanned to ensure that it was located within the laser

beam focal spot. Since the electron beam focal spot is described by an overlap of

several beam sizes with different electron energies, the focused energy was defined

by the position of highest intensity. Because the initial beam pointing influences the

beam profile in focus but not its position of the focused energy, summing several

camera images makes the electron focal position more pronounced. Moving the APL

changes the transverse position of the electron beam on the screen. However, the

electron beam is aligned on-axis, which was predefined by the axis of the LPA driver

laser, to ensure that the X-ray radiation is also on-axis and reaches the X-ray detector

centrally. Therefore, the TS laser beam focal spot was moved transversely to the same

position as the focused electron energy, using the folding mirror. The longitudinal

position of the laser beam focal spot was then checked once more. This process was

done iteratively until the longitudinal TS laser beam focal spot was located on the

screen and it overlapped transversally with the electron focal spot.

9.3.2 Temporal Overlap

Attaining temporal overlap of the scattering laser beam and the electron beam is

very challenging as it must be done with resolution of the order of the laser pulse

duration. Because the electron beam and the LPA driver laser beam are separated in

time by a few femtoseconds, it is sufficient to overlap both laser arms in time at the

interaction plane for a start. As shown in Fig. 9.1, the beam splitter that divides the

incoming laser beam into LPA driver beam and scattering laser beam is mounted on

a delay stage. The relative timing between both laser beams can be adjusted with

femtosecond precision by moving this delay stage.

The relative timing of both laser arms at the interaction plane was ensured to be

within a nanosecond during the setup of the scattering arm using a photo diode,

thus a precise timing within the range of motion of the delay stage was possible.

After defining the interaction plane and completing the spatial overlap, both laser

pulses were spatially overlapped using a pellicle beam splitter, allowing temporal

alignment by spatial interferometry on the order of tens of femtoseconds. A 0.5"

diameter uncoated pellicle beam splitter with 8% reflectivity and 92% transmission

was mounted on the overlap diagnostic system and it could be moved into the same

location as the phosphor screen. The beam splitter angle was adjusted so that the
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reflected LPA driver laser beam and transmitted scattering laser beam overlapped

spatially. Outside the vacuum, the overlapping laser beams were observed on a CCD

camera to observe spatial interference. For the best contrast, the laser intensities of

both beams on the camera must be similar. While the LPA driver laser beam has twice

the laser energy of the TS laser beam, the pellicle beam splitter is 34.4 cm behind the

laser’s focal spot, resulting in a lower intensity on the pellicle. In contrast, the TS laser

beam is in focus at the beam splitter. Therefore, both laser beams were attenuated to

avoid damaging the beam splitter, and the laser intensity in the TS beam was reduced

relative to the intensity of the LPA driver laser beam at the beam splitter by closing

a motorised aperture. While a smaller beam diameter increases the size of the laser

beam focal spot, the temporal properties remain unchanged. The delay stage was then

scanned until spatial fringes were found to verify temporal overlap of both beams at

the interaction plane. A downside of spatial interferometry is that the interference

pattern is only visible when the two beams overlap within their coherence lengths,

thus resulting in the need to scan the relative delay. An alternative would be to use

spectral interference to directly measure the temporal delay between two beams, as

proposed in [179].

9.4 measurement of thomson radiation

When the electron beam and the scattering laser beam are properly overlapped in

space and time, TS results in X-ray photon emission. To understand and evaluate the

Thomson source, the X-ray spectrum must be measured using an X-ray detector. The

detector should be able to measure Thomson radiation at energies of up to 150keV

with sufficient resolution to reconstruct spectral properties such as peak energy and

bandwidth. Ideally, the total photon yield is obtained as well. For this a High Energy

X-ray Imaging Tecnology (HEXITEC) detector was used to observe the Thomson

radiation beams. It is based on the room-temperature compound semiconductor

cadmium telluride (CdTe), which allows it to measure X-ray energies up to 200keV

with a resolution of < 1keV [180].

The following section describes the fundamentals of X-ray detectors, including

X-ray spectrum measurements and corrections. Section 9.4.1 describes the methods

of X-ray detection in detail. Then, Sec. 9.4.2 presents the HEXITEC detector, as well as

its layout and detector effects. Finally, Monte Carlo simulations were performed to

estimate the effects of X-ray detection and attenuation on the measured spectrum, as

discussed in Sec. 9.4.3.
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9.4.1 X-Ray Detection

Since photons are not charged, they can be separated from the electron beam in the

experiment by using a dipole magnet. The electrons are dumped into lead bricks after

the electron energy spectrometer, while the Thomson radiation travels unaffected

by the dipole’s magnetic field. However, because X-ray beams are not charged and

have sufficiently short wavelengths, they can also pass through matter with little

or no interaction. While this property explains why X-ray beams were first used

in medicine to generate images of tissues and structures inside the human body, it

also makes them difficult to detect. During their passage through matter, they lose

energy due to interactions with orbital electrons or the absorber atom’s nucleus. In

one or multiple individual interactions, photons may lose all or a portion of their

energy. Three mechanisms describe the X-ray interaction with the absorber atom:

photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, and pair production. An X-ray detector, such

as the HEXITEC detector, measures the deposited energy in an absorber material in the

form of secondary particles rather than the X-ray photons themselves. All secondary

particles must be measured and assigned to the correct initial photon in order to

reconstruct an X-ray beam. The measurement depends on statistical events because

only individual photons of an X-ray beam can be probed in the absorber material.

This section describes the effects of the X-ray detection process following [181].

Photoelectric effect

The photoelectric effect is one kind of interaction between an X-ray photon and an

atom. In absorber materials with a high atomic number Z, it is the dominant process

for X-ray energies from the Thomson source described here. Figure 9.6 depicts a

schematic of the photoelectric effect in an atom. In this example, all of the energy

from the incident X-ray photon is transferred to a bound electron in the K-shell, but

other shells are also possible. The electron is ejected from its bound state with a

kinetic energy equal to the difference between the incident photon energy and its

binding energy. For this effect to occur, the incident photon must have a higher energy

than the electron’s binding energy.

The vacancy left by the ejection of an orbital electron is filled by the transition

of an electron from an upper energy shell. This is then followed by the emission

of fluorescence radiation, which is characteristic for the absorber material used.

Generally, fluorescence radiation also deposits its energy in the absorber material,

contributing to the reconstruction of the incident photon energy. If the energy from the

fluorescence radiation is caused by background radiation or was incorrectly assigned,
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Figure 9.6: Schematic of the photoelectric effect in an atom. An incident photon with an

energy of Eγ = hν is completely absorbed by an inner-shell electron and an

photoelectron is ejected from the atom. The kinetic energy of the photoelectron is

equal to the initial photon energy Eγ minus the binding energy of the electron EK.

As outer shell electrons transition to fill vacancies in inner-shells, excess energy is

released in the form of X-ray photons or additional electrons.

the X-ray detector measures its own fluorescence emission lines. However, if the

fluorescence radiation escapes the absorber material, the incident photon energy is

incorrectly reconstructed, i.e. shifted to lower energies by the amount of the escaped

energy. When measuring a defined X-ray peak, an additional peak known as the

escape peak often appears. In the case of a detector based on CdTe, the characteristic

lines are located at 23 keV and 27 keV. This means that the measured X-ray spectrum

will have a detector fluorescence line around 25 keV and an escape peak 25 keV lower

than the actual incoming X-ray spectrum.

Compton scattering

While the photoelectric effect dominates at lower photon energies, Compton scat-

tering contributes primarily at photon energies higher than 100 keV and is almost

independent on the atomic-number of the absorber material. In Compton scattering,

the incident X-ray photon transfers only a fraction of its energy to an electron in the

absorber atom’s outer shell, and the electron is ejected. Figure 9.7 shows a schematic

of the Compton scattering process. Because the incident photon has a higher energy
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Figure 9.7: Schematic of the Compton scattering process. An incident photon with an energy

of Eγ = hν scatters with a quasi-free electron. The interaction reduces the photon’s

energy by transferring some of the photon’s energy to the recoiling electron.

than in the photoelectric effect, the electron’s binding energy can be neglected, and

the electron is considered quasi-free. Therefore, Compton scattering is often referred

to as an elastic scattering process. After scattering, the photon has a reduced energy

and is deflected from its original direction. The less energetic photon may undergo

further Compton scattering or it can be absorbed via the photoelectric effect. At higher

X-ray energies, Compton scattering becomes dominant. Therefore, it is less important

for the Thomson spectrum measurement in this thesis. However, X-ray photons with

energies greater than 200 keV, that occur in the broad Bremsstrahlung background,

can scatter elastically and then leave the absorber material. The scattered electron

is detected and contributes to a broad background of the spectrum, which mainly

affects the noise level of a measurement.

Pair production

For pair production to occur, an incident X-ray photon must have a minimum energy

of 1022 keV, which corresponds to twice the electron rest mass. The photon is unlikely

to interact with orbital electrons due to its high energy. Instead, the photon interacts

with the nucleus’ electric field as it passes through the absorber, converting into an

electron-positron pair. The energy of each particle is half that of the original X-ray

photon. Because pair production is more likely to happen in strong electric fields,

the effect is predominant in high-Z materials. The particles continue to interact with

the absorber material. The positron scatters and loses energy until it annihilates with

another electron, resulting in two 511keV photons emitted in opposite directions.

Figure 9.8 depicts a schematic of pair production in an atom. Since pair production can

occur only at energies greater than 1022 keV, it is not directly relevant for detecting

the X-ray spectrum in this thesis. Only the resulting electrons may contribute to the

overall X-ray background.
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Figure 9.8: Schematic of pair production in an atom. An incident photon with an energy of

Eγ > 1022 keV interacts with a nucleus’ electric field and converts into an electron

and a positron. Each particle possesses half the energy of the incident photon, i.e.

at least 511 keV. The positron interacts with other electrons until it annihilates

with a free electron, and emits two photons with energies of 511 keV.

Semiconductor detectors

In order to measure the energy of an incoming X-ray photon, its secondary particles

must be registered and assigned to the correct photon. Semiconductor detectors or

solid-state detectors are used to reconstruct the energy of all secondary particles.

Common semiconductor materials are silicon, germanium, and CdTe. These detectors,

as in gas-filled detectors, are based on the ionisation of atoms via the mechanisms

described above. Ionisations produced in the detector are collected as current and

converted to voltage pulses by applying a voltage through a resistor. The pulse size

is proportional to the amount of radiation energy absorbed by the detector. Because

semiconductors are denser than gases, they are more efficient for X-ray detection.

Different detector materials have different efficacy in detecting X-ray photons. This

is represented by the X-ray attenuation in the respective material, as shown in Fig.

9.9 for 1mm thick silicon, germanium and CdTe. While silicon detectors are the most

affordable and commonly used, they have a low attenuation for X-ray energies higher

than 50 keV. On the other hand, germanium detectors have a higher resolution but are

more expensive and require liquid nitrogen cooling. CdTe detectors have the highest

efficacy of the three absorber materials for high X-ray energies and can operate at

room temperature. Therefore, the HEXITEC detector system based on CdTe material

was chosen for the experiments.
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Figure 9.9: Attenuation of X-ray radiation in 1mm thick silicon (Si), germanium (Ge) and

CdTe. The plot is based on the database from [182].

9.4.2 The HEXITEC Detector System

X-ray beams from TS based on an LPA electron bunch have pulse durations of the order

of femtoseconds due to the intrinsically short electron bunches. A single detector

crystal cannot read out multiple photons at the same time. So a detector with multiple

semiconductor crystals is required. The HEXITEC [180] detector is a pixelated detector

based on the room temperature compound semiconductor CdTe and is made up of

6400 single crystals laid out in an 80× 80 grid. Each pixel measures 250µm by 250µm

and has a thickness of 1mm, resulting in a chip area of 2 cm by 2 cm. In most cases,

the pixel size allows the full energy of an incoming X-ray photon to be deposited in

just one pixel. The detector is able to measure X-ray spectra up to energies of 200 keV

with an energy resolution of < 1keV. A photograph of the detector system is shown

in Fig. 9.10. It depicts the housing, which measures 22 cm× 6 cm× 6 cm and houses

the detector chip and electronics. It was placed in air, on the axis of the generated

X-ray beam, 7.47m behind the Thomson interaction plane. As a result, the opening

cone of the detector chip has a radius of about 1.61mrad.

The HEXITEC detector records an X-ray spectrum in every pixel at a readout rate

of 10 kHz. To remove or recover energy deposited by charge sharing events, various

correction algorithms can be used. A charge-sharing event occurs when multiple

events occur in neighbouring detector pixels. In the case of some signal in the

neighbouring pixels, an event is removed using a mode known as charge-sharing

discrimination. This improves the measurement’s signal-to-noise ratio. Because a
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Figure 9.10: Photograph on the HEXITEC detector system. On the right side of the image, the

pixelated semiconductor chip is visible. The remainder is mostly made up of

electronics. The detector chip was covered by a 1.5mm thick aluminium plate

during the X-ray spectrum measurements to further attenuate the X-ray flux.

Photograph taken from [180].

large photon flux quickly saturates the detector, the number of photons from the

Thomson source and from Bremsstrahlung must be reduced. Since Bremsstrahlung

is predominant and caused by electrons interacting with matter, the electron bunch

charge was lowered to avoid detector saturation.

To ensure that the correct X-ray spectrum is reconstructed, each individual detector

pixel must be calibrated separately. Because detector performance varies over time,

this was redone days after the Thomson radiation data was collected. The pixels were

calibrated by fitting the spectra of known radioactive sources. As radioactive emitters,
241Am and 57 Co were used, both of which have known emission lines at 59.54 keV

and 122.06 keV, respectively. In addition, the detector’s fluorescence lines were used,

specifically the ∼ 23 keV (cadmium) emission line and the ∼ 27 keV (telluride) emission

line. The calibration process is the same as previously done in [14, 92]. Calibration

also resulted in the detection of dead pixels, which exhibit a high level of noise and

are thus excluded from the analysis of the recorded X-ray spectra.

9.4.3 X-Ray Spectrum Corrections

Radioactive isotopes are well-suited for detector calibration due to the narrow band-

width of their radiation. However, when resolving a spectrum with a bandwidth of

tens of keV, several detector effects cause the measured spectrum to be distorted.

The efficacy of a CdTe detector is non-uniform, as illustrated in Fig. 9.10, and dif-

ferent photon energies contribute with different cross sections. As the efficacy of

higher X-ray energies decreases, the peak value of a broad spectrum is lower than it

should be. These effects must be understood in order to reconstruct the correct X-ray

spectra. Therefore, the detector and the X-ray beam path was modelled in Geant4

[183–185]. Geant4 is a Monte-Carlo-based tool kit for simulating particle passage

through matter. Its capabilities allow for the simulation of X-ray beam attenuation

and the investigation of detector reconstruction behaviour.
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Figure 9.11: A comparison of the Gaussian input spectrum (green) and the output spectrum

(blue) measured by the X-ray detector in a Geant4 simulation. The input spectrum

is described by a mean value at 70 keV with a FWHM bandwidth of 14.13 keV

(a) or 23.55 keV (b). The output spectrum is fitted with a Gaussian function

and compared with the simulation input. Due to the fluorescence of CdTe, the

measured spectrum is replicated as an escape peak at a lower energy of about

25 keV, as indicated by the dotted black curve.

In addition to the attenuation in the absorber material of the detector, other materials

can attenuate the X-ray beam. The detector is located 7.47m after the Thomson

interaction point, outside the vacuum chamber. Therefore, the X-ray beam must

pass through a 200µm-thick aluminium window to enter air from vacuum and it

travels about 4.9m through the air before reaching the HEXITEC detector. To block

low-energy radiation, an additional 1.5mm-thick aluminium plate is placed in front

of the detector chip during the experiment. In the Geant4 simulations [186], Gaussian

input spectra with various mean energies and bandwidths were considered. They

were propagated to the X-ray detector, which calculates the energy deposited in the

detector chip. By comparing the input spectrum and the spectrum collected by the

detector, the measured spectra in the experiment can be corrected back to the original

spectrum.

Figure 9.11 shows the collected spectra compared to the input spectra with a mean

energy of 70 keV and FWHM bandwidths of 14.13 keV (Fig. 9.11a) and 23.55 keV (Fig.

9.11b). The measured spectrum shows an escape peak at a lower energy of about

25 keV due to the fluorescence of CdTe. For bandwidths less than 25/2 keV, the main

spectrum and its replica are generally distinguishable. In the case of large bandwidths,

however, the replica merges with the main spectrum (see Fig. 9.11b), making the

recorded total distribution appear broadened. Furthermore, due to attenuation in

aluminium, air and the detector chip, higher X-ray energies are less likely to be
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Figure 9.12: Mean position and FWHM bandwidth of the input X-ray spectrum as a function of

the fitted mean position and bandwidth of the output spectrum. Geant4 was used

to simulate the reconstruction effects, which are described by a two-dimensional

linear lookup fit that can be applied to the measured spectra.

detected. When compared to the input spectrum, the mean energy appears to be

shifted to lower energies, and the spectral width is reduced for the X-ray energies

under consideration. Since the simulation assumes Gaussian spectral profiles, the

measured data was described using a Gaussian fit. However, energies of less than

2/3 of the FWHM relative to the peak energy are excluded from the fitting to reduce

artificial broadening due to the escape peak. Additionally, because of the fluorescence

peaks of CdTe, energies below 30 keV were excluded from the fitting routine. The

larger the bandwidth, the more severe the peak energy shift and change in measured

bandwidth. The FWHM of the input spectrum in Fig. 9.11a is 14.13keV, and the fitted

output spectrum is shifted by about 1 keV with a bandwidth reduction of about

0.3 keV. For an input bandwidth of 23.55 keV, however, the measured peak is shifted

by about 2 keV and the bandwith is reduced by about 1 keV (see Fig. 9.11b).

The X-ray detector in the experiment measures a spectrum analogous to the Geant4

output spectrum, but the input spectrum is the actual spectrum from the source.

To account for these effects, a two-dimensional scan comprised of several Geant4

simulations, such as shown in Fig. 9.11, was performed. The change in reconstructed

mean position and bandwidth was determined for mean energies ranging from

35 keV to 140 keV and FWHM bandwidths ranging from 7 keV to 35 keV. Figures 9.12a

and 9.12b show the mean position and FWHM bandwidth of the input spectrum

as a function of the bandwidth and mean position of the fitted function. A two-

dimensional linear model was used to describe the distribution as a lookup fit. The

mean energies and bandwidths are generally lower than in the actual spectrum for

the X-ray energies under consideration. After using the same fitting routine for the

measured spectra in the experiment, the spectra are corrected by applying the result

of the lookup fit.
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9.5 measurement procedure

Several procedures and optimisations must be performed in order to set up the

Thomson source and measure the signal from the X-ray photons. At the start of a

laser experiment, the laser beam alignment and focal spot quality of both the main

laser beam and the Thomson laser beam are checked. If necessary, optimisation is

carried out. To avoid saturation of the X-ray detector by the overall photon flux,

which is primarily caused by bremsstrahlung, the electron source is operated at

low electron beam charge. Because electron beams define the propagation axis of

generated Thomson radiation, they are optimised for stability and central pointing.

The plasma lens is driven onto the beam axis and used to focus the electron beam,

once again ensuring proper electron beam pointing.

After optimising the electron source, the spatial and temporal overlap of the focused

electron beam and the Thomson laser beam must be realised. While the Thomson laser

beam is blocked, the spatial overlap diagnostic system is positioned in the interaction

plane, where the polychromatic electron focal position is imaged and marked (see Sec.

9.3.1). The LPA driver laser beam is then blocked, and the Thomson laser beam focal

spot is observed on the overlap diagnostic system. By adjusting the folding mirror

with motorised stepper motors, the laser beam focal spot is moved to the position of

the electron beam focal spot. Because the focused electron energy has a larger beam

size than the laser beam focal spot, the spatial overlap is less sensitive to electron

beam shot-to-shot fluctuations.

To determine temporal overlap, the diagnostic based on spatial interference between

both laser beams is used (see Sec. 9.3.2). The delay stage of the LPA driver laser beam

is adjusted so that both laser beams are temporally overlapped at the interaction

plane position. To compensate for uncertainties in the temporal overlap, such as a

longitudinal offset between the spatial and temporal overlap diagnostics, a fine timing

scan is required. The spectrum measured by the HEXITEC detector (see Sec. 9.4.1) was

used to perform this fine timing scan. The delay stage was scanned in 10 fs increments

until the signal from TS was measured over the background radiation. When the

Thomson signal was first measured, the X-ray detector was moved transversally so

that the measured photon spectrum had the maximum peak energy and the lowest

bandwidth, as expected in the on-axis spectrum.

At this point, the electron beam profile was characterised (see Sec. 4), and the

electron spectrum was measured in combination with the beam emittance (see Sec. 7).

After the Thomson signal has been optimised for a given discharge current in the APL,

the focusing strength of the APL can be changed to tune the resulting X-ray spectrum.
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The changed APL strength has no effect on spatial overlap, and was not checked

throughout the measurements. The scattering laser beam can be blocked to measure

background radiation without affecting electron beam production or propagation.
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The goal of the work described in this thesis is the realisation and characterisation of

a tunable Thomson source with reduced spectral bandwidth. This section discusses

the experimentally measured photon spectra, and compares them with results from

simulation and analytical predictions.

Section 10.1 introduces the simulation tools that were used to mimic the experiment,

while the measured spectra are presented and analysed in Sec. 10.2. In particular, the

spectral bandwidth contributions and the photon yield of the spectra are highlighted.

Section 10.3 concludes with a discussion of possibilities for future X-ray source

optimisation. The question of what can be done to reduce the spectral bandwidth

even further and increase the photon yield will be addressed.

10.1 simulation tools

To comprehend, study, and optimise an experiment, it is useful to compare it to

existing theory or simulations. While the theoretical foundations presented in Sec. 8

are helpful for understanding the dependencies and scaling laws of various effects,

several assumptions must be made. For example, the laser strength parameter and

beam divergence are not constants and vary according to the specific setup. Attempts

have previously been made to describe these parameters using effective quantities

[165]. In general, the fundamental theory fails to predict the precise spectral shape of

the produced X-ray beam. Therefore, numerical simulations are essential in order to

interpret experimental results.

A start-to-end simulation pipeline on the basis of Wakefield particle Tracker (Wake-T)

[187], Fourier-Bessel Particle-In-Cell (FBPIC) [49, 50], and synchrad [188] was devel-

oped [189] and benchmarked against previously used simulation codes [40, 163]. The

main advantages in this pipeline over the previously used codes are its flexibility and

decreased computing times. It is divided into three parts. The electron bunch is first

generated and transported to the interaction plane via the APL. The scattering laser

beam’s interaction with the electron bunch is then simulated. In the final step, the

generated radiation is computed from the electron trajectories in the electric field of

the laser pulse. The simulation pipeline and the inputs used are further described

below.

143
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10.1.1 Electron Bunch Propagation

The simulation starts with electron bunch generation and propagation to the in-

teraction plane using Wake-T. Wake-T is a tracking code for laser- and beam-driven

plasma wakefield accelerators that provides a fast, simplified alternative to Particle-

in-cell (PIC) simulations. Furthermore, conventional beam optics and the APL are

implemented in order to simulate complex beamlines [187].

The simulation uses the measured electron beam characteristics described in Sec.

7.2. A total bunch charge of 4.5pC is distributed in 50000 macroparticles according

to the reconstructed electron energy spectrum (see Sec. 7.2.1). However, because the

Thomson interaction’s effective electron energy spread limits the required charge

distribution, only a range of ±20% around the focused energy is simulated. The initial

beam size and emittance in the horizontal plane are set to the fitted parameters from

Sec. 7.2.2, and the electron beam is assumed to be matched, i.e. 〈xx ′〉 = 0µm mrad.

The average energy slice has a beam size is about 2.9µm and a normalised emittance of

about 0.4mm mrad. Due to the increased electron beam divergence in the polarisation

plane of the laser beam, an increased emittance along that axis, i.e. along the vertical,

is expected. To consider that in the simulation, the vertical emittance was doubled

compared to the horizontal emittance while keeping the same source beam size. The

electron beam travels 7.4 cm in free drift before being focused by an APL with a length

of 4 cm and a radius of 1mm to image the central electron energy. The output of the

simulation is the particle distribution at the interaction plane 23 cm after the APL exit.

10.1.2 The Electron-Laser Interaction

The next step is to calculate the electron trajectories in the electric field of the scattering

laser beam. The interaction and the laser beam profile is simulated in FBPIC [49, 50].

FBPIC is a PIC code that is used to study plasma-based acceleration by simulating the

interaction of charged particles and electromagnetic fields. As in Wake-T, the charged

particles are represented by macroparticles, but the fields are calculated on a grid. A

set of 2D radial grids is used to represent the azimuthal modes of the 3D problem.

This makes the code fast, but it is only applicable in situations with close-to-cylindrical

symmetry. Discrete time steps are used to simulate the time evolution. The following

calculations are carried out within a single time step [190]:

• The values from the electric and magnetic fields are gathered from the grid onto

the macroparticles.
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• The particles are pushed by one time step determined by their velocity.

• The macroparticles’ charge and current are deposited on the grid.

• The electric and magnetic fields are recalculated using the updated grid.

The measured properties of the scattering laser beam are described in Sec. 9.1.

FBPIC provides numerous options for realising a custom laser pulse. In this case, a

transverse and temporal profile are defined separately. The total laser pulse energy is

distributed over the entire laser profile to obtain the required laser strength parameter.

The temporal profile is assumed to be described by a Gaussian pulse with a FWHM

pulse duration of 32.2 fs. However, in the code, the spectral bandwidth is given by

the Fourier-limited bandwidth. By introducing a chirp of 176.5 fs2 for a Gaussian

pulse with a pulse duration of 19 fs, a temporal profile with 32 fs pulse duration and a

spectral bandwidth of 8.8% was obtained. The central wavelength was set to 800nm.

A simple description using Gaussian profiles is not possible for the transverse laser

profile. As presented in Sec. 9.1, the focal spot is asymmetric. While the peak laser

strength parameter was measured to be a0 = 0.81, there is additional intensity outside

of the main peak that reaches a0 = 0.3. To describe the entire intensity distribution,

the measured transverse profile was decomposed into its Hermite Gaussian (HG)

modes, as previously done in [191]. A single HG mode in the transverse axis x is

defined by [71]

un(x) =

√ √
2/π

2n n!w0
Hn

(√
2x

w0

)
exp

(
−
x2

w20

)
, (10.1)

with n describing the order of the mode and w0 being the laser beam waist. The

Hermite polynomial of degree n is defined by

Hn(x) = (−1)nex
2 dn

dxn
e−x

2

. (10.2)

Then the normalised transverse electric field is given by the product of the waveforms

in both axes, i.e. un,m(x,y) = un(x) · um(y). The total order of HG modes is defined

by N = m+n. Figure 10.1 depicts the intensity profile for the first nine HG profiles.

Modal decomposition requires calculating the coefficients cn,m by projecting each HG

mode un,m onto the measured laser field profile [192]. The superposition of the HG

modes

ũNmax(x,y) =
Nmax∑
n=0

Nmax−n∑
m=0

cn,m · un(x)um(y) (10.3)

results in the reconstruction of the initial profile, where Nmax specifies the maximum

number of HG modes with N = 0, 1, 2, ...,Nmax. A theoretically perfect reconstruction
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Figure 10.1: Intensity profiles for the first nine HG profiles. The calculation of the intensity

assumes a wavelength of 800nm, a pulse energy of 50.8mJ, a pulse duration of

32 fs and a focal waist of w0 = 10µm.

of any arbitrary distribution is obtained for Nmax −→∞. For Nmax = 0 is n = m = 0

and the profile is described by a two dimensional Gaussian distribution. Figure

10.2a depicts this scenario, in which the measured intensity profile is described by

simple Gaussian distributions. The residual intensity to the initial profile is shown

in Fig. 10.2b, indicating that Gaussian distributions do not adequately describe the

initial profile. As the number of available modes Nmax increases, the initial profile

is reconstructed with more details, and the residual intensity decreases. Figures

10.2c-10.2h illustrate the reconstructed profiles for Nmax ∈ {5, 10, 30}.

To assess the significance of single modes, Fig. 10.3a depicts the share for a pair of

(n,m)−modes to the total reconstruction in the case of Nmax = 30. The mode with

n = m = 0 contributes the most to the description of the intensity profile, while

higher modes are used to describe deviations. As the number of modes increases, the
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Figure 10.2: Reconstruction of the Thomson laser intensity profile at focus using a superposi-

tion of HG modes up to Nmax. The reconstructed intensity according to Eq. 10.3

forNmax ∈ {0, 5, 10, 30} is shown in (a), (c), (e) and (g), respectively. A comparison

with the initial profile yields in the residual intensity shown in (b), (d), (f) and

(h).
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Figure 10.3: Individual HG mode contributions to the reconstruction of the Thomson laser

intensity profile in focus with an Nmax = 30 (a) and evaluation of residual

intensities compared a simple Gaussian reconstruction (b).

importance of each mode decreases. To quantify the intensity profile reconstruction

for different Nmax, the Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) is defined as

RSS =
∑

i
(Iinit,i − Ireco,i)

2, (10.4)

with Iinit being the initial intensity profile and Ireco being the reconstructed profile for

a specified Nmax. The sum is evaluated over all camera bins i. Figure 10.3b illustrates

the relative RSS-value when comparing the reconstruction to a simple Gaussian

description (Nmax = 0). In general, as Nmax = 0 increases, the reconstruction improves.

A Nmax = 30 was used for the measured laser beam profile, which improves the RSS-

value by a factor of about 100 when compared to a simple Gaussian model. Including

more orders does not impact the simulation significantly but it does increase the

computing time. The reconstructed intensity profile is shown in Fig. 10.2g and the

field construction by HG modes was imported to FBPIC. In the simulation, the peak

laser strength parameter was fixed to a0 = 0.81.

Since the Thomson laser beam collided with the electron beam at an angle of 10◦,

the electron beam axis was rotated relative to the laser beam propagation axis. The

electrons interact with the fields of the scattering laser beam, resulting in modulated

trajectories and thus photon emission. This simulation step calculates the electron

trajectories in the laser field.

10.1.3 Radiation Calculations

The final simulation step is to calculate the emitted radiation using the electron

trajectories. This is accomplished using the open source code synchrad [188]. This

tool processes the 3D trajectories of charged point-like particles and computes the
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Figure 10.4: Simulated X-ray spectra for various electron energies in focus. The APL current

was tuned in the simulation to vary the electron energy Efocus in focus.

energy density of synchrotron radiation in the 3D spectral domain using Fourier

transformed Lienard-Wiechert potentials [193]. The X-ray spectrum that reaches the

HEXITEC detector is simulated by limiting the opening radiation cone to 2.61mrad. A

set of simulated X-ray spectra is shown in Fig. 10.4. The various spectra result from

assuming different focusing strengths in the APL in order to have a different electron

energy Efocus in focus. The simulated and measured X-ray spectra are analysed and

compared in Sec. 10.2.

10.2 tunable x-ray source

After the Thomson source was set up and optimised using the procedures described in

Sec. 9.5, the HEXITEC detector was used to measure X-ray spectra. The measurement of

various Thomson spectra is covered in Sec. 10.2.1. Section 10.2.2 studies the individual

contributions to the total spectral bandwidth by comparing the spectra to numerical

simulations and the analytical model. Finally, Sec. 10.2.3 discusses the measured and

expected photon yield.
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Figure 10.5: Electron energy focal scan to tune the energies of the produced Thomson photons.

The APL current IAPL is changed (b) in order to vary the electron energy in focus

EFocus (c), influencing the electron beam properties in the Thomson interaction.

500 consecutive shots are displayed for each setting. The total bunch charge

Qbunch and the pulse energy in the Thomson laser beam EThomson are shown

in (a) and (b), respectively. The average value of each setting is depicted by

the horizontal red line, while the standard deviation is represented by the red

transparent area. The average total bunch charge is (4.5± 3.0)pC and the average

laser pulse energy is (50.8± 2.2)mJ.
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10.2.1 Thomson Spectrum Measurement

The purpose of the realised Thomson source is to provide a proof-of-principle experi-

ment demonstrating a reduced spectral bandwidth and easy tuning the mean X-ray

energy. Tuning was accomplished by varying the APL current in order to change the

electron energy in focus. Figure 10.5b depicts the APL current of 500 consecutive shots

for each setting, whereas Fig. 10.5c depicts the calculated focused electron energy for

each shot. During the measurement, the APL current was decreased stepwise, and

each setting resulted in a single measurement of a summed X-ray spectrum. The total

electron beam charge during the Thomson interaction is shown in Fig. 10.5a. It results

in an average beam charge of (4.5± 3.0)pC. In addition, Fig. 10.5d shows the laser

pulse energy of the Thomson scattering laser beam, yielding an average energy of

(50.8± 2.2)mJ.

Due to low photon yield and low efficiency in detecting X-ray photons with the

HEXITEC detector, each spectrum is the combined signal of a 5min measurement with

a repetition rate of 2.1Hz, yielding a total shot number of 630. Figure 10.6 depicts

the measured X-ray spectra for five different focused electron energies EFocus. The

photon spectra shown in Fig. 10.6 are not corrected for X-ray beam attenuation or the

HEXITEC detector’s quantum efficiency. The TS interaction was turned off by blocking

the scattering laser beam in order to record the background radiation generated by

electron beam propagation. This was done for four different electron energies in focus,

with no visible change in shape. The background spectrum depicted is the average of

these measurements.

Figure 10.7 depicts the measured X-ray spectra after background subtraction for

focused electron energies ranging from 40MeV to 62MeV. The photon counts are

corrected for X-ray beam attenuation and the quantum efficiency of the HEXITEC

detector, as described in Sec. 9.4.3. Section 10.2.2 compares the recorded spectra to

simulation results and their underlying theory.

10.2.2 Composition of Spectral Bandwidth

To interpret the measured spectra, it is necessary to compare the experimental data to

simulations and existing theory. The mean X-ray energy and the FWHM spectral band-

width are the focus of this investigation. Background subtraction was performed on

the uncorrected spectra in Fig. 10.6. Following that, the fitting routine and corrections

described in Sec. 9.4.3 were used to analyse these spectra, yielding the mean energy

and FWHM bandwidth of each spectrum. Analogue to the experimental measurements,
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Figure 10.6: Experimentally measured X-ray spectra with background radiation. For five

different electron energies focused into the Thomson interaction plane, the un-

corrected X-ray spectra are recorded using the HEXITEC detector. The background

radiation (red line) was measured for a blocked scattering laser beam, thus, no

TS interaction occurred but the electron beam propagated in the same way.

the simulated spectra in Fig. 10.4 are analysed using the same routine. No correction

for X-ray beam attenuation and the quantum efficiency of the HEXITEC detector are

needed for the simulated X-ray spectra. Figure 10.8 depicts the measurement and

simulation results as a function of the electron energy in focus.

Furthermore, the analytical model with the effective quantities of the scattering

process presented in Sec. 8.2 is used to study the individual broadening contributions.

Equation 8.9 was used to calculate the mean X-ray beam energy in Fig. 10.8a. In the TS

process, the electron energy in focus was used as the defining electron energy, whereas

the scattering laser has a wavelength of 800nm. When considering the interaction

volume of the electron beam and laser beam, effective values for the laser strength

parameter and beam divergence must be used (see Sec. 8.2.4). Because the electron

beam size is greater than the laser beam size, the laser strength parameter yields

an effective quantity of about a0,eff ≈ 0.48. Likewise, the electron beam divergence

is effectively reduced to about σθ,eff,rms ≈ 0.3mrad. Electron beam imaging with

the APL contributes to the total reduction of the beam divergence. Furthermore, the

interaction angle between the electron and laser beams is 10◦. As can be seen in Fig.

10.8a, the simulation and analytical model results agree with the measurement within
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Figure 10.7: X-ray spectra measured after background subtraction and correction for X-ray

beam attenuation, as well as the quantum efficiency of the HEXITEC detector. The

electron energy focused into the TS interaction plane was set to values between

40MeV and 62MeV by varying the focusing strength of the APL. The focused

electron energy for each spectrum is represented by the line colour that appears

in the colour bar. Each spectrum is the accumulation of photon counts from

operating the TS source with a repetition rate of 2.1Hz for 5min.

the error bars. This is because the scattered electron energy primarily determines the

average photon energy with a quadratic dependency. Conversely, this means that the

calculated focused electron energy is correct as it matches the X-ray spectra generated.

The achievable X-ray energy is mainly limited by the electron energy and needs

to be tuned with the APL for a specific X-ray radiation application. Nevertheless,

many applications have additional maximum X-ray bandwidth limits in order to

function. Figures 10.8b and 10.8c depict the absolute and relative FWHM bandwidths,

respectively. The weighted mean of all X-ray bandwidths measured is (25.6± 2.5)%.

Within this error range, the bandwidths of the simulated spectra agree with the

measurement. For a bandwidth examination, all individual contributions must be

understood. The broadening effects that occur in the case of the realised Thomson

source are listed in Tab. 10.1, along with their contribution to the relative bandwidth

according to Eqs. 8.14 and 8.15. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the total bandwidth

is the root sum square of all individual bandwidth contributions shown.

The two main causes of spectral broadening determined by electron beams are

beam divergence and electron energy spread. Both are reduced by chromatically
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Figure 10.8: Characteristics from measured X-ray spectra for various electron energies in

focus. In addition, the characteristics obtained from simulations (red) and an

analytical model (black) are shown. The X-ray spectra are characterised by their

mean energy (a), absolute FWHM bandwidth (b), and relative FWHM bandwidth

(c). Furthermore, the weighted mean (blue line) and weighted standard deviation

(blue area) of the measurement are depicted in the case of the relative bandwidth.
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Table 10.1: Individual FWHM bandwidth contributions from the measured X-ray spectra. The

total bandwidth of the generated X-ray spectrum is calculated as the root sum

square of the individual contributions, as done in Eqs. 8.14 and 8.15. It should be

noted that spectral broadening due to electron beam divergence, electron energy

spread, and X-ray beam collimation are all affected by electron energy. However,

this dependency has only a minor impact on the broadening contribution due to

beam divergence in the experiment.

spectral broadening due to contribution to fwhm bandwidth

Effective electron beam divergence
(
∆ω
ω

)
σθ,eff

≈ 1%

Effective electron energy spread

(energy-dependent)
7.5% .

(
∆ω
ω

)
γe

. 11.5%

Laser bandwidth
(
∆ω
ω

)
ωLaser

≈ 8.8%

Effective laser strength
(
∆ω
ω

)
a0,eff

≈ 19.5%

Confined detection collimation

(energy-dependent)
1% .

(
∆ω
ω

)
coll . 4%

imaging the electron beam into the TS interaction plane. The effective electron energy

spread describes the electron energies that participate in the TS interaction after

chromatic filtering. It can be estimated using the model of a head-on collision between

an electron beam and a Gaussian laser pulse described in Sec. 9.2. It increases linearly

with the electron energy in focus and contributes 7.5% - 11.5% to the bandwidth

of the X-ray spectra (see Fig. 9.4) in the range of the measurement. As mentioned

above, the electron beam divergence is effectively reduced to about 0.3mrad due to

the effective TS interaction volume with a focused electron beam. This amounts to a

bandwidth contribution of approximately 1%. However, because of electron beam

pointing jitter, this effect may be underestimated. When the electron beam angle

varies, the interaction angle of the scattering process and the observation angle for

a fixed position of the X-ray detector change. For summing numerous X-ray beams

to measure a spectrum, these effects can be described as an increased effective beam

divergence.

The laser beam significantly contributes to the total bandwidth. On the one hand,

the laser’s bandwidth of 8.8% contributes directly to the generated X-ray spectrum.

On the other hand, the higher the laser intensity of the scattering laser, the more

broadening from the laser strength parameter there is. Even though the laser strength

parameter is effectively reduced to a0,eff ≈ 0.48, the bandwidth contribution is

approximately 19.5%. One consequence of this effect can be seen in Fig. 10.4, where
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an additional shoulder formed on the low-energy side of each X-ray spectrum is

visible. In addition, as explained in Sec. 9.1, the X-ray spectrum generated broadens

due to non-negligible intensity outside of the scattering laser focal spot.

TS simulations comparing transverse laser profiles described by an ideal Gaussian

distribution and the experimentally measured distribution revealed that the non-

uniform intensity distribution increases the FWHM bandwidth on average by about

1.6%. The simulations include full start-to-end simulations, as described in Sec. 10.1.

The normalised vector potential peak and pulse duration were kept constant when the

transverse intensity profile was changed, and the Gaussian distribution was described

by the fitted focal spot size. It should be noted that this bandwidth contribution is

directly added to the total bandwidth.

The spectral broadening effects discussed so far describe the on-axis bandwidth.

However, both the photon energy and the photon number decrease with larger

observation angle. In the case of the 1.61mrad opening angle of the HEXITEC detector,

the bandwidth increases up to 4% for a focused electron energy of about 62MeV. As

can be seen in Eq. 8.15, this contribution varies with electron energy and decreases as

electron energy decreases.

Figures 10.1b and 10.1c depict the total bandwidth of the X-ray spectra predicted

by the analytical model. It differs by up to 2% from the simulation results and rather

underestimates the total bandwidth. Underestimation can be caused by uncertainties

in effective scattering quantities, assumptions in Gaussian distributions and head-on

collisions, or the fact that broadening effects are asymmetrical in reality. Further to

that, the electron beam pointing jitter was not taken into account, and that can result

in an increased effective beam divergence.

The laser effects contribute the most to the total bandwidth of the generated X-ray

spectrum, accounting for 19.5% from the laser strength parameter and 8.8% from

the laser bandwidth. The effective electron energy spread is the next most significant

component. This contribution increases for higher focused electron energies in an

energy-tuned X-ray source and is the primary cause of the bandwidth increase in

the analytical model shown in Fig. 10.8c. In this setup, it contributes up to 11.5%.

Due to scattering off an electron beam focus and the focusing geometry used, the

electron beam divergence has only a minor contribution of 1%. Both electron beam

effects are heavily influenced by the initial electron beam parameters and electron

beam focusing geometry, which will be discussed in greater detail in Sec. 10.3.1.
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Figure 10.9: Photon production and brilliance of the simulated X-ray spectra. The simulated

X-ray spectra shown in Fig. 10.4 are used in this evaluation. The total number

of photons per shot and within a spectral bandwidth of 15% are calculated for

various electron energies in focus during the TS interaction (a). (b) depicts the

brilliance of an X-ray source defined as photon flux per mrad2 and mm2 within

a 0.1% bandwidth for a repetition rate of 2.1Hz. In addition, the peak brilliance

in the case of a 40 fs long X-ray beam is shown.

10.2.3 Photon Yield

Typical X-ray radiation applications often require a certain photon flux in addition

to a maximum spectral bandwidth limit. While the design bandwidth must be met

in each shot, the photon number does not necessarily have to be. In other words, a

lower photon yield can be compensated for by more shots per second or measuring

for longer periods of time. The HEXITEC detector is well suited to measuring X-ray

spectra with energies up to 200keV and a resolution of < 1keV. However, because the

detector operated close to saturation, an unknown fraction of the total photon yield

was registered. The X-ray spectra in Fig. 10.7 are made up of 630 individual shots. This

means that the detector recorded between 5 and 20 photons per shot. The following

analysis is based on the results of the TS simulations presented in Sec. 10.1. The laser

beam and electron beam parameters measured during the experiment are used to

obtain information about absolute photon numbers. A separate diagnostic, such as

one based on a CsI(Tl) scintillator array, would be required for a direct measurement

of photon yield [77, 194–196].

In the simulation, the HEXITEC detector area is represented by an opening cone

with a radius of 1.61mrad. Based on the Thomson simulations, Fig. 10.9a depicts the

total number of photons per shot and within a spectral bandwidth of 15% for various

electron energies in focus. Depending on the electron energy imaged, the entire X-ray
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spectrum consists of about 400 to 1000 photons. On the other hand, within a 15%

bandwidth, there are approximately 200 to 600 photons. Because the effective electron

energy spread increases linearly with the electron energy in focus, the number of

electrons participating in the TS interaction increases. Therefore as the imaged electron

energies increase, so does the photon yield. The TS interaction involves about 5% of

the total number of electrons in the bunch. To quantify the interaction itself and as

potential optimisation parameter, the effective photon production µeff can be used. It

is defined as the number of photons emitted per electron into a confined cone with

a fixed bandwidth [40]. Averaged over the simulated tuning range, (3.6± 0.6) · 10−4

photons per electron are emitted into a cone of ±1.61mrad and a FWHM bandwidth

of 15%.

One of the key parameters used to compare different X-ray radiation sources is the

source’s brilliance. It is defined as

photon flux
mrad2 ·mm2 · 0.1 % bandwidth

(10.5)

and describes the photon flux of a specific wavelength per unit of solid angle concen-

trated on a spot. The term ’mrad2’ describes the angular divergence of the photons,

’mm2’ gives the cross-sectional area of the X-ray beam, and ’0.1 % bandwidth’ includes

the photons within a bandwidth of 0.1% of a central energy. The photon flux is calcu-

lated by multiplying the determined photon number by the source’s repetition rate of

2.1Hz. Since this photon flux is contained within an opening cone with a radius of

1.61mrad, the angular divergence term is given by π · (1.61mrad)2. The source area

is defined by the scattering laser’s FWHM focal spot size, which was determined to be

approximately 10µm. Figure 10.9b shows the calculated brilliance and peak brilliance

of the simulated Thomson spectra. The peak brilliance is given by

photons per shot
mrad2 ·mm2 · 0.1 % bandwidth · pulse duration

. (10.6)

In contrast to average brilliance, the peak brilliance considers the number of pho-

tons generated per shot per X-ray pulse duration rather than the photon flux.

The duration of the electron beam mainly determines the X-ray pulse duration

of the X-ray beam generated. It is assumed to be 10 fs. The peak brilliance of the

simulated X-ray source averaged over the entire tuning range is approximately

1.6 · 1018 photons/mrad2/mm2/0.1 % bandwidth/s.
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10.3 considerations for source optimisation

The realised proof-of-principle Thomson X-ray source has an average FWHM band-

width of (25.6± 2.5)% at a repetition rate of 2.1Hz, with simulations predicting a

production of 200− 500 photons within 15% bandwidth per shot within ±1.61mrad.

Because X-ray applications often have stricter requirements for spectral bandwidth

and photon yield, additional optimisation may be required. In the case of XFI with

GNPs as tracers, an incident X-ray energy of 90 keV is required, with a relative FWHM

spectral bandwidth of less than 15%. Furthermore, an X-ray flux of approximately

109 photons per second within a ±0.5mrad opening cone is required [14, 15]. For

a specific application, the question of what properties should be optimised for an

X-ray source must be answered. The majority of modifications to the setup affect

both the spectral bandwidth and the photon production. As a result, a light source’s

spectral bandwidth, total photon yield, or photon yield within a given bandwidth can

all be optimised and necessitate different approaches. The TS simulations revealed

an average effective photon production of 3.6 · 10−4 photons emitted per electron

in a ±1.61mrad opening cone and a FWHM bandwidth of 15%. A design study of

a comparable Thomson source predicted an effective photon production of up to

7.2 · 10−3 photons emitted per electron within a ±0.5mrad opening cone and a FWHM

bandwidth of 15% [40]. This demonstrates that optimising the X-ray source can result

in a twentyfold increase in effective photon production, even in an about tenfold

smaller cross section. In the following sections, the main individual mechanisms that

can be used to reduce bandwidth or increase photon flux XFI with GNPs are discussed.

The electron energy in focus is assumed to be 65MeV to generate X-ray photons with

a mean energy of about 90 keV required for GNPs, which can be easily achieved by

adjusting the APL’s focusing strength accordingly.

10.3.1 Bandwidth Reduction

The FWHM bandwidth for XFI with GNPs should be less than 15%. All individual

contributions to the bandwidth of the produced X-ray spectra were examined in Sec.

10.2.2 and must be investigated separately. However, treating broadening effects sepa-

rately can lead to incorrect conclusions because effects can affect various contributions.

The following general modifications are based on the electron beams and laser system

that were available in the experimental environment. Further advancements can be

accomplished, for example, by employing an imaging system for the electron beam

that consists of several beam imaging devices.
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X-Ray Beam Opening Cone

The X-ray spectrum measurements were carried out on the HEXITEC detector, which

has a chip area of 2 cm by 2 cm, resulting in an opening cone of about 1.61mrad.

However, XFI with GNPs necessitates the use of pencil X-ray beams of about 1mm for

scanning. Thus, X-ray beam collimation is needed. The actual collimation angle is

determined by how far the X-ray beam is collimated from the X-ray source. Equation

8.15 indicates that for a collimation angle of 1.61mrad and an electron energy of

65MeV, beam collimation contributes 4% to the spectral bandwidth. When the X-ray

beam is collimated to 0.5mrad or 0.1mrad, the bandwidth contribution drops to

about 0.4% and 0.02%, respectively. However, this comes at the expense of drastically

reducing the usable photon yield.

Scattering Laser Pulse

The scattering laser pulse has a direct impact on three aspects that broadens the

generated X-ray spectrum. (i) The X-ray spectrum inherits the initial bandwidth of

the laser beam. (ii) The laser strength parameter quadratically increases the X-ray

bandwidth. (iii) The laser beam’s focal waist size affects the broadening contribution

due to effective electron energy spread. Furthermore, the relative spatial overlap of the

electron beam and laser beam influences the effective quantities of the laser strength

parameter and the electron beam divergence (see Sec. 8.2.4).

The effect of the laser beam’s relative spatial overlap with the electron beam is

independent of the other effects. In general, as the laser beam waist size differs from

the electron beam focal spot size, the bandwidth contributions from effective laser

strength and beam divergence are reduced. While it reduces spectral broadening, it

also reduces the total photon yield because fewer electrons are included in the scatter-

ing process of mismatched beam sizes. In the experimental setup, the spatial overlap

between the electron beam and laser beam can reduce the bandwidth contribution by

up to 4% when compared to its maximum contribution. This relationship is explained

further below using the electron beam size relative to a fixed laser focal spot.

The optimisation of the scattering laser beam’s focal spot is one improvement

that should reduce the total FWHM bandwidth. The excessive laser intensity outside

the main focal point is currently contributing to the scattering process with 1.6%

(compare Sec. 9.1).

As shown in Tab. 10.1, the constant bandwidth contributions due to the laser

bandwidth and laser strength are among the largest. Because the laser system is based

on Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA), the laser beam has a few percent bandwidth.
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Figure 10.10: Spectral broadening contribution due to effective electron energy spread for

various laser beam waists in the case fixed laser strength parameter, pulse

duration, and pulse energy. During the Thomson scattering interaction, the laser

beam waist relative to the electron focal spot size influences the effective electron

energy spread and thus its spectral broadening contribution. A 0.43mm mrad

normalised emittance, a 3.3µm initial beam size, and a focused electron energy

of 65MeV were used in the calculation. As a result, the RMS electron beam focal

spot size is about 8.7µm. The vertical dashed line represents the laser beam

waist that was used in the experiment.

This contribution can be reduced by using a separate laser system with smaller

spectral bandwidth or spectral filtering at the expense of laser intensity. Furthermore,

depending on the electron-laser overlap, stretching the laser pulse via a longitudinal

chirp can result in a reduced effective laser bandwidth ∆ωeff < ∆ω [40, 171, 172].

The scattering laser beam has a laser strength parameter of a0 = 0.81, resulting in

the largest bandwidth contribution of this Thomson X-ray source with about 19.5%.

In general, moderate values of a0 < 0.5 are recommended to avoid non-linear effects

in the scattering process that cause broadening. Photon production, on the other hand,

is reduced for smaller laser strength parameters. The reduction of a0 is accomplished

by lowering the laser intensity at the focus. For example, a different focusing optic

can be used to increase the laser beam’s focal spot size, or attenuation can be used

to lower the laser pulse energy. Furthermore, the laser intensity can also be reduced

by temporally stretching the laser pulse. This can be accomplished, for example, by

introducing a longitudinal chirp using chirped mirrors.

The electrons involved in the TS interaction which define the effective electron

energy spread are affected by the relative size of the laser beam waist and the electron

focal spot size, among other things. In the experimental setup, this results in a
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bandwidth broadening of about 12% for an electron beam with a focused energy of

65MeV. This contribution is depicted in Fig. 10.10 as a function of the laser beam

waist for a fixed laser strength parameter, pulse duration, and pulse energy. For a

larger laser beam waist, more off-focus electrons with energies different from the

focused energy are involved in the scattering process, thereby increasing the effective

electron energy spread. However, the chromatic dispersion introduced by the APL

primarily determines the effective electron energy spread and, even when the laser

beam waist size is reduced in the experiment, it only leads to a minor improvement

on the X-ray bandwidth. To reduce this contribution, the electron parameters or the

electron beam focusing geometry must be changed.

Electron Beam Focusing Geometry

One advantage of focusing the electron beam with an APL is that the electron beam

parameters in the TS interaction can be controlled independently of the scattering laser

beam. The focusing geometry determines the electron beam size, beam divergence,

and chromatic filtering in focus. Optionally, the electron beam source would have to

be modified to meet the requirements of the scattering process, but his is considerably

less flexible. Broadening caused by effective energy spread increases for higher focused

electron energies, while broadening caused by beam divergence decreases, and vice

versa. Therefore, an optimisation is performed for a specific electron energy that

might not be valid for the entire electron energy range. The optimisation is performed

here for an electron energy of 65MeV, as required for XFI with GNPs.

In the experiment, electron beam imaging into focus magnifies the electron beam

size by a factor of 2.6 and reduces the beam divergence by about 62%. As a result,

spectral broadening caused by beam divergence is reduced to a contribution of about

1%. While shot-to-shot fluctuations in the electron beam direction can result in an

increased effective beam divergence when examining X-ray spectra from multiple

shots, this effect has no consequences on the bandwidth of the individual X-ray shots.

This is beneficial for a scanning modality such as XFI, where individual X-ray beams

must meet a minimum bandwidth of 15% rather than the X-ray spectrum of multiple

shots.

The electrons involved in the TS process determine the effective electron energy

spread, and thus its contribution to spectral broadening. It depends on the overlap

between of the laser beam and the electron beam, as shown in Fig. 10.10. For a

broad electron energy spectrum, chromatic imaging with an APL reduces the effective

electron energy spread in the Thomson interaction. There are two main approaches

to reducing the effective electron energy spread even further. On the one hand, the
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chromaticity introduced by the APL can be increased, leading to a greater chromatic

dependence of electron beam size during the scattering process. However, this implies

that there are more electrons that do not partake in the scattering process. On the other

hand, a lower initial electron beam energy spread than that obtained from imaging

chromaticity results in a lower effective electron energy spread without reducing the

electron charge participating in the scattering. LPA with more localised injection can

result in electron beams with a narrower spectral width. Examples of schemes with

localised injection are self-truncated ionisation injection [61, 62], shock-front injection

[35, 63, 64], or injection using multiple laser pulses [59, 60]. However, because the

electron beam has a limited energy spread, the tunability of the mean X-ray beam

energy based on changing the imaged electron energy would also be limited if the

mean electron energy could not be controlled at the same time [28]. Furthermore, more

control over the scattering interaction could be gained by imaging the electron beam

with multiple APLs. Multiple APLs allow for controlling the bunch properties separately

in the scattering interaction. For example, the beam imaging can be adjusted to further

reduce the effective energy spread without increasing the beam divergence in focus,

and vice versa. Another advantage is that the scattering interaction plane can be fixed

in this case, meaning that the effective bunch characteristics can be changed without

moving the focal plane of the scattering laser beam. Because the objective of this

optimisation is to improve the Thomson source based on the existing electron source,

changes in the electron beam focusing geometry using a single APL are discussed.

The scattering characteristics of the electron beam can be adjusted by varying the

drift lengths from the electron source to the APL and from the APL to the Thomson

interaction plane. Three effects that are dependent on the beam focusing geometry

influence the bandwidth of the resulting X-ray beam: (i) the chromatic imaging and

the focal spot size of the electron beam change the effective electron energy spread, (ii)

the electron beam divergence at the focal position changes, and (iii) the relative spatial

overlap between the electron beam and laser beam determines the contribution of the

effective laser strength parameter (and of the effective beam divergence). However,

the third effect is the least problematic and can, in principle, be decoupled from the

electron bunch properties. As discussed above, the scattering laser properties can

be independently adjusted to accomplish this. Figure 10.11 depicts the X-ray beam

bandwidth contributions for various drift lengths before and after the APL. The laser

is assumed to be defined by a pulse energy of 50.8mJ, a pulse duration of 32 fs and a

laser strength parameter of 0.81. Furthermore, an electron beam with a normalised

emittance of 0.43mm mrad and an initial beam size of 3.3µm has an energy of 65MeV
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Figure 10.11: Spectral broadening due to effective electron energy spread, effective beam

divergence, and effective laser strength, depending on the focusing geometry

used to image the electron beam. An APL focuses an electron beam with a

normalised emittance of 0.43mm mrad, an initial beam size of 3.3µm and

a central energy of 65MeV into the TS interaction plane. The laser beam is

defined by a pulse energy of 50.8mJ, a pulse duration of 32 fs and a laser

strength parameter of 0.81. The drift lengths before and after the electron

beam imaging device influence the electron parameters at focus, such as beam

size and beam divergence. According to these parameters, the bandwidth

contribution from effective electron energy spread
(
∆ω
ω

)
γe

(a), effective beam

divergence
(
∆ω
ω

)
σθ,eff

(b), and effective laser strength
(
∆ω
ω

)
a0,eff

(c) varies.

Spectral broadening due to a0,eff is determined by the electron beam size σe
relative to the laser beam size σL. The red dot marks an initial drift length of

7.4 cm to the APL and a 23 cm long drift length from APL to the electron focus,

as used in the experiment.
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focused into the Thomson interaction point. As the various broadening effects must

be balanced in an optimisation, the individual effects are explained further below.

In the case of fixed initial electron beam parameters and a fixed scattering laser

beam, electron beam imaging determines the effective electron energy spread. This

holds true only when the initial energy spread is larger than the effective energy

spread caused by chromaticity. Figure 10.11a depicts the contribution of electron

energy spread to the FWHM bandwidth of generated X-ray beams. The red dot marks

an initial drift length of 7.4 cm to the APL and a 23 cm long drift length from APL to

the electron focus, as used in the experiment. A theoretical bandwidth contribution of

12% is present there. The effective energy spread can be reduced by increasing the

drift length from the electron source to the APL. The main cause of this decrease is the

imaging chromaticity introduced by the APL. As described in Sec. 6.2.2, the chromatic

amplitude growth in a thin lens can be approximated as

∆Wx =
x2rms
εxf

, (10.7)

where xrms is the electron beam size in the APL, εx is the geometrical beam emittance

and f is the focal length of the APL. The chromatic amplitude growth increases

quadratically with the electron beam size at the imaging device, and the larger the

initial drift length, the larger the beam size will be. Therefore, a larger drift to the APL

produces a more chromatic focal spot of the electron beam, thus reducing the effective

electron energy spread in the TS interaction. However, when only the drift length from

the APL to the Thomson interaction point is changed, the effective electron energy

spread remains approximately constant. Only drift lengths of < 0.1m in this setup

increase the energy spread on a sub-percentage scale because the imaged electron

beam size becomes smaller than the scattering laser beam focal spot. To summarise,

increasing the imaging chromaticity is necessary to effectively reduce the electron

energy spread in a setup consisting of a single imaging device. The most practical

way to accomplish this is to increase the electron beam size at the APL. It might be

necessary to increase the APL aperture to prevent charge loss and the production of

additional bremsstrahlung. Furthermore, in order to compensate for a larger focal

length and a larger APL radius, the APL focusing strength must be increased, either

through higher discharge currents or by increasing the capillary length.

In the experiment, X-ray spectrum broadening caused by effective energy spread

was more severe than broadening caused by beam divergence, accounting for about

1% of the total FWHM bandwidth. When decreasing the effective energy spread

by changing the electron beam focusing geometry, it is necessary to prevent the

effective beam divergence at the Thomson interaction point from dominating the
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Thomson bandwidth. Figure 10.11b depicts the spectral bandwidth contribution

due to effective electron beam divergence for various focusing geometries. The red

dot again represents the electron beam imaging used in the experiment, at which

the beam divergence is reduced by approximately 62%. In contrast to the effect of

electron energy spread, spectral broadening caused by beam divergence worsens as

the drift length from the electron source to the APL increases. The broadening owing

to beam divergence becomes more severe as the beam divergence increases. The

change in beam divergence can be assessed in terms of imaging magnification1 M. A

magnification of M > 1 results in a reduction in beam divergence, whereas M < 1

results in an increase in beam divergence. The factor 1/M can be used to estimate

the change in beam divergence. As a result, for larger drift lengths to the APL, the

broadening due to beam divergence increases as the beam divergence in the focus

increases. On the other hand, larger drift lengths between the APL and the Thomson

interaction point reduce beam divergence and thus the broadening effect.

The third effect that the electron beam focusing geometry indirectly influences

is the effective laser strength parameter and should only be considered when no

independent control over the scattering laser beam is available. It depends on the

interaction volume of the scattering laser beam and the electron beam, which is

primarily determined by their relative transverse beam sizes. The contribution to

the bandwidth of the X-ray beam due to the effective laser strength is shown in

Fig. 10.11c. When compared to beam broadening caused by beam divergence and

beam energy spread, the variations are less consequential. The size of the electron

focal spot is determined by the beam imaging, whereas the laser beam waist remains

constant. When both transverse beam sizes are comparable (σe ≈ σL), the bandwidth

contribution for a laser strength parameter of a0 = 0.81 is approximately 22%. A

mismatch in the sizes of both beams effectively reduces the broadening. When the size

of the electron beam is smaller than that of the laser beam (σe � σL), the contribution

drops to about 21%, while for σe � σL it can drop to about 18%. To further reduce

this broadening effect, the laser strength parameter must be reduced, as should be

done in general.

1 Using the thin lens model, imaging magnification is defined as M = d2/d1, where d1 is the drift length

from the source to the imaging device and d2 is the drift length from the imaging device to the focal

position.
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Estimation of the Minimum Bandwidth

The minimum spectral bandwidth of the generated X-ray beams are estimated using

the analytical calculations from Eqs. 8.14 and 8.15 are used. Because of the complexity

and asymmetries of the various effects in the scattering process, numerical simula-

tions are indispensable for a detailed optimisation. This section demonstrates how

to optimise and uncover the limits of the setup used by employing fundamental

analytical relations. The estimate presented is based on the electron beams produced

and the existing scattering laser setup.

The scattering laser beam has a focal waist of 8.5µm and a pulse duration of

32 fs. Then, to obtain a laser strength parameter of 0.5, the laser pulse energy can

be reduced or the laser beam can be stretched in time to match its Rayleigh length

for an additional increase in photon production. The scattering laser’s bandwidth

is kept constant, accounting for 8.8% of the total X-ray beam bandwidth. With a

contribution of about 4%, the detection collimation angle is still taken into account.

The total spectral bandwidth of the X-ray beam
(
∆ω
ω

)
total is then given by including

the broadening contributions from the effective electron energy spread and effective

beam divergence.

Figure 10.12 depicts the total FWHM bandwidth for various beam imaging geome-

tries. The areas with the greatest bandwidth contribution from effective electron

energy spread and effective electron beam divergence are highlighted, respectively.

A red contour line represents the limit for the minimum FWHM bandwidth of 15%

required by XFI with GNPs. To meet the bandwidth limit, an imaging geometry behind

this line must be used. In general, a drift length of > 15 cm between the electron

source and the APL is required to suppress the broadening caused by electron energy

spread. Furthermore, the drift length from the APL to the Thomson interaction point

must be greater than 0.4 cm to decrease contribution of the beam divergence. Increas-

ing both drift lengths further improves the overall bandwidth of the X-ray beam. For

an initial drift length of about 0.3 cm to the APL followed by a drift length of about

1m to the interaction point, the combined broadening from electron energy spread

and beam divergence is less than 1%.

In principle, the maximum drift length from the APL to the Thomson interaction

point is only limited by the available space in the LPA chamber. It is possible to use

a drift length of about 0.4 cm, but this may require rearranging the scattering laser

arm. On the other hand, a drift length of > 15 cm before the APL is more challenging.

The total electron beam size at the plasma lens entry will be larger than the capillary

diameter. This causes charge loss in the beam optic as well as on-axis bremsstrahlung,

which must be avoided. It is advantageous to reduce the electron beam pointing
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Figure 10.12: Total FWHM spectral bandwidth of the generated Thomson spectra depending

on the electron beam imaging geometry. The total broadening is the result

from the quadratic sum of all individual contributions based on Eqs. 8.14 and

8.15, which includes the following origins: effective electron beam divergence,

effective electron energy spread, scattering laser bandwidth, effective laser

strength and the confined detection angle. The calculations are based on an

electron beam with a normalised emittance of 0.43mm mrad, an initial beam

size of 3.3µm that has a focused energy of 65MeV to interact with a laser beam.

The laser beam is defined by a beam waist of 8.5µm, a pulse duration of 32 fs

and a laser strength parameter of 0.5. In contrast to previous assumptions,

the laser pulse energy is reduced in order to achieve the lower a0. When the

focusing geometry is changed, the contributions from the effective electron

energy spread
(
∆ω
ω

)
γe

and the effective electron beam divergence
(
∆ω
ω

)
σθ,eff

are those primarily influenced. Magenta and green regions highlight the areas

where these effects are most prominent. The red contour denotes the location

at which the total X-ray beam bandwidth is 15%.
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jitter for this purpose. However, in order to capture the entire beam charge, the

aperture of the APL must be enlarged. A larger APL diameter of about 4mm may

require additional testing to ensure stable operation. Furthermore, a larger diameter

reduces the focusing strength quadratically and increases the gas load into vacuum,

which must be compensated for. Because rather moderate APL discharge currents

were used in the experiment, the focusing strength can be increased by increasing the

APL current. If the APL current cannot be increased any further, the APL length must

be increased.

So far, ways to reduce the bandwidth contributions from electron energy spread

and beam divergence have been discussed. The scattering laser beam was assumed

to have a laser strength parameter of 0.5. Neglecting the variation in the broadening

caused by the laser strength, a constant bandwidth contribution due to effective laser

strength, laser bandwidth and detection collimation emerges. These contributions,

which amount to about 12%, are almost independent of the geometry of the electron

beam focusing. They contribute the most to the total X-ray bandwidth. Lower X-ray

bandwidth can be achieved by further reducing the laser strength parameter by

decreasing the pulse energy, increasing the focal waist, or increasing the pulse dura-

tion. Increased laser pulse duration, in particular, has the advantage of not reducing

photon production as much as described below. In addition, a lower bandwidth of

the scattering laser is advantageous to the spectral width of the generated X-ray beam.

The laser bandwidth can be effectively reduced, for example, by stretching the laser

pulse via a longitudinal chirp, so that ∆ωeff < ∆ω [40, 171, 172].

10.3.2 Enhanced Photon Yield

The Thomson source presented has the advantage of reducing the spectral bandwidth

by chromatically filtering the electron energy with an APL. However, because fewer

electrons are involved in the scattering process, the total photon production rate also

decreases. In addition, because XFI requires pencil X-ray beams of approximately 1mm

in diameter, additional beam collimation is required, further reducing the number

of X-ray photons. More developments are required to achieve the ultimate goal of

producing quasi-monochromatic X-ray spectra at high fluxes. Only X-ray photons

within the bandwidth limit specified by the application can be used in applications.

Therefore, increased photon production without drastically increased bandwidth

is required. While a more intense scattering laser pulse increases the total number

of photons, it also broadens the X-ray spectrum more. This section discusses the

possibilities and future prospects for developing higher photon flux X-ray sources.
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Electron Bunch Charge

One method for increasing the photon yield per shot is to increase the spectral

charge density of the electron bunch. The number of X-ray photons increases in direct

proportion to the number of electrons involved in the interaction. However, to avoid

saturating the X-ray detector and allowing spectra to be measured, the total beam

charge was intentionally kept low in this experiment, at about 4.5pC. Additionally,

in a setup where the electron beam charge is filtered chromatically, the effective

electron energy spread, not the total bunch charge, limits the available electrons. The

effective energy spread can be increased by designing the electron beam imaging

correspondingly, but this results in increased spectral broadening.

The electron beam source based on LPA relied on the technique of ionisation

injection to trap electrons in the plasma wakefield. This is a reliable method in

which electrons are continuously injected, resulting in electron energy spectra that

are generally broad. Large energy spreads are advantageous for tuning the mean

X-ray energy because numerous electron energies can be focused into the Thomson

interaction point. However, in applications requiring X-ray photons with a specific

energy and photon number, electron beams with a low energy spread are preferable.

The X-ray beam energy tuning is then limited, but the scattering process has a higher

electron charge density. The use of a shock-front in the gas jet to inject electrons is

one method that could be implemented into the existing setup [35, 63, 64]. For this a

plasma density gradient with decreasing density in the laser propagation direction is

used to localise the charge injection process and produce low energy spread electron

beams. The density shock-front can be generated, for example, by inserting a knife

edge laterally into the gas jet. Using such a technique, stable electron beams with

spectral densities greater than 10pC/MeV can be generated [36]. Examples of other

methods with a localised injection are self-truncated ionisation injection [61, 62] or

injection using multiple laser pulses [59, 60]. Also, the mean energy of a narrowband

electron beam can be tuned, for example, by shifting the charge injection point in

localised injection methods or by using adjustable gas cells[25, 28, 197, 198]. This

allows for the mean X-ray beam energy to be tuned again.

Spatial Overlap

The APL enables control of electron beam parameters during scattering interactions.

These include the beam size, beam divergence, and effective electron energy spread.

The transversal overlap is particularly important for photon production. When the

electron and laser beams are matched in size and the spatial and temporal overlap is
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optimised, the most photons are produced. The electron beam imaging magnification

allows the electron beam size to be matched to the focal waist size of the scattering

laser. Alternatively, the laser’s focusing optic must be replaced to change the focal

waist size. To ensure that both beams are spatially overlapped, a reliable diagnostic

system for measuring the total photon number must be developed. Due to shot-to-shot

electron-beam fluctuations and the electron beam’s size being larger than the laser

beam’s size, the spatial overlap in this experiment could not be optimised well. In the

case of less background radiation from bremsstrahlung, the total photon yield could

be measured using a CsI(Tl) scintillator array [77, 194–196]. To accurately measure

photon flux from an X-ray source, silicon pin diodes could be used [199]. These

detectors are already in use at synchrotrons and in the hard X-ray regime [200].

Pulse Duration of the Scattering Laser

One advantage of an all-optical Thomson source is that the same laser system is used

for both the LPA driver laser beam and the TS laser beam, making synchronisation

easier. Because the electron source requires a laser pulse duration of about 30 fs, the

scattering laser pulse has a duration of the same order. By lengthening the scattering

interaction of the electron and laser beams, the total photon production increases.

Because the interaction length is determined by the pulse durations of both beams,

a longitudinally stretched scattering laser pulse will increase the number of X-ray

photons emitted. It should be noted that photon production scales quadratically with

laser strength (see Eq. 8.16), which is reduced by stretching the laser pulse. However,

the laser power parameter can be high in LPA-experiments, and a reduction may

be required for the scattering laser beam to fulfil particular minimum bandwidth

limitations. This is true for the experiment conducted to meet bandwidth requirements

for XFI with GNPs. An intense laser pulse can be stretched by passing it through a

dispersive medium, such as a glass block, or by utilising chirped mirrors [163].

Laser Repetition Rate

While the effects described so far can enhance the photon production per shot, the

X-ray source’s repetition rate can also be increased to boost total photon flux.Although

the available laser system can provide a repetition rate of up to 10Hz, the proof-of-

principle experiment was carried out at 2.1Hz. Additional testing is required to run

the X-ray source at the laser’s full repetition rate. The heating effects of the compressor

grating [97], as well as thermal lensing, can cause the laser focal spot to change over

time [201]. Beside that, the total gas load from the gas jet into vacuum increases, but

the differential pumping system has been tested and found to be capable of handling
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a gas load of up to 10Hz. Using the laser system’s maximum repetition rate increases

the photon flux by a factor of about 5. For a higher photon flux the laser system

would eventually need to evolve to a kHz-laser system, such as the KALDERA-laser,

which is currently under construction [202]. The photon flux would increase by a

factor of 400 as a result.
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11 S U M M A R Y A N D O U T LO O K

In this thesis, a new concept for a tunable Thomson source based on a laser-plasma

accelerator was demonstrated and characterised as part of a proof-of-principle ex-

periment. The realisation of this X-ray source was motivated by X-ray Fluorescence

Imaging (XFI) with gold nanoparticles (GNPs), which requires an X-ray source of

high quality and specific parameters, preferably in a compact design to allow future

implementation at medical facilities. The generated X-ray beam should be tuneable to

a mean X-ray energy of about 90 keV and have a Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)

spectral bandwidth of less than 15%. The designed Thomson X-ray source is the

result of combining Laser-Plasma Acceleration (LPA) to generate relativistic electron

beams and Thomson Scattering (TS) to generate the X-ray radiation. An Active Plasma

Lens (APL) is used to obtain independent control over the properties of the electron

bunch in the scattering process. By imaging the polychromatic electron beam from

the LPA stage, the beam divergence and energy spread, which contribute to the X-ray

beam bandwidth, are effectively reduced. Furthermore, the electron beam focal spot

can be matched to the scattering laser focal spot to enhance photon production within

the effective electron energy spread. The contents of this thesis can be divided into

three parts: (i) electron beam generation using LPA, (ii) design of an APL for beam char-

acterisation and the Thomson X-ray source, and (iii) construction and demonstration

of the X-ray source.

For electron beam generation, an LPA electron source based on ionisation injection

was set up and characterised. It was run at a repetition rate of 2.1Hz and produced

electron beams with beam charges of about 4.5pC, which was artificially limited by the

detection of the X-ray beams. Higher beam charges produce a larger Bremsstrahlung

background caused by electrons scattering at objects near the beam axis, and this

radiation background quickly saturates the X-ray detector. An APL was specifically

designed and successfully implemented to meet the requirements of the experiment.

It is capable of imaging the electron beam into the Thomson scattering point as well

as into the electron energy spectrometer. By imaging individual electron energies

into the electron spectrometer, the electron spectrum was piecewise reconstructed.

The technique of an imaging electron spectrometer provides a more thorough insight

into the spectral charge distribution since beam-divergence would otherwise result

175
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in broadening and averaging effects on the measured electron spectrum. Wiggles in

the electron energy spectrum were observed, which hint at a variable charge injection

during the LPA stage using ionisation injection, which were previously observed in

simulations [100] but could not be resolved without the improved diagnostic. The

electron beam has a mean energy of about 51MeV and an FWHM energy spread of

about 69MeV. The tunability of the radiated energies in the X-ray source scheme

presented is determined by the width of the electron energy spectrum.

Furthermore, electron beam foci dispersed in the electron spectrometer can be used

to reconstruct the initial phase-space of the electron beam in the dispersive axis of

the spectrometer, as first proposed by Weingartner et al. [107]. The electron bunch

parameters were determined in order to validate the experimental results of the TS

experiment and its optimisation. In the energy range of 42MeV to 85MeV, an average

normalised emittance of 0.43+0.12
−0.33mm mrad was measured, which is comparable but

about a factor of three lower than recently published results from ionisation injection

[155]. The average Root Mean Square (RMS) beam size at the electron source was

measured to be 2.92+0.28
−0.86 µm, and the average RMS beam divergence was determined

to be 1.16+0.32
−0.86mrad. The normalised slice emittance and the imaged beam charge

were observed to have a small correlation, with a higher charge density resulting

in a larger beam emittance. While it was determined that emittance growth due to

space charge effects is negligible, an indirect correlation can explain this behaviour. A

higher laser pulse energy, for example, causes more charge to be injected while also

resulting in a larger phase-space volume into which charge is injected, leading to an

increase in emittance. Fluctuations in the plasma density of the LPA stage can have

a similar effect. Higher plasma densities result in stronger plasma focusing, which

increases the ionised charge as well as the emittance of the beam.

An X-ray source based on TS was established by overlapping a scattering laser

beam and an electron beam focused using an APL with µm-precision in space and

fs-precision in time. The implementation of the APL to the setup enabled an unprece-

dented control over the final X-ray energy by scattering off various electron energies in

focus. X-ray beams with mean energies ranging from 34 keV to 81 keV were generated

and measured. Scattering on an electron beam with an energy spread of > 100%

results theoretically in a highly broadband X-ray beam [14, 92]. As a result of beam

imaging with the APL, the electron energy spread was effectively reduced to about 5%

(FWHM), while also reducing the initial beam divergence by a factor of approximately

2.6. The detected X-ray spectra have an average relative bandwidth of (25.6± 2.5)%,

an improvement over bandwidths previously achieved in the same laboratory with

no APL by a factor of approximately 4 [14, 92]. To validate and study the experimental
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results, they were compared to start-to-end simulations, which revealed excellent

agreement with the mean X-ray energies. Within their uncertainty, the bandwidths

of the simulated X-ray spectra agree with the average X-ray bandwidths from the

experiment.

For a comprehensive X-ray bandwidth investigation, the individual contributions

were studied in detail. This was accomplished through the use of an analytical

model that agrees with the measured average X-ray bandwidths within its error. The

contributions of spectral broadening due to effective electron beam divergence and

effective electron energy spread were estimated to be between 8% and 13% (FWHM),

depending on the focused electron energy. The scattering laser causes the most severe

broadening, with the laser bandwidth accounting for about 8.8% (FWHM) and the

effective laser strength accounting for about 19.5% (FWHM).

While chromatic imaging with the APL proved a reduction of spectral broadening

owing to beam divergence and beam energy spread is possible, the measured total

bandwidth is too large for the application of XFI. However, in the demonstrated setup,

the x-ray bandwidth is no longer dominated by parameters of the electron bunch,

and further improvement of the X-ray source necessary for use with XFI should be

concentrated on shaping parameters of the scattering laser pulse. It was shown that

adjusting the focusing geometry for the electron beam can significantly reduce the

bandwidth contributions from beam divergence and energy spread (down to about

1% (FWHM)). On the other hand, reducing the effective electron energy spread also

reduces the electron charge participating in the scattering process, thus lowering the

total photon yield. To further minimise the total X-ray bandwidth, the contributions

originating from the scattering laser must be reduced. A scattering laser with a laser

strength parameter of 0.81± 0.02 was used in the experiment. Since the contribution

of the laser intensity to the X-ray bandwidth is of a quadratic nature, it is advisable to

use moderate laser strength parameters of 0.5 or less. The laser strength parameter can

be reduced by decreasing the energy of the laser pulse, increasing the laser focal spot

size, or stretching the laser pulse in time. Particularly, the latter should be pursued

in order to maintain high photon production. When the laser strength parameter is

reduced to 0.5 and the electron beam focusing geometry is changed, the Thomson

X-ray source from the experiment can theoretically produce X-ray beams with FWHM

bandwidths of less than 15%. To suppress spectral broadening from electron energy

spread, the drift length from the electron source to the APL should be increased to

15 cm or more. The drift length from the APL to the electron beam focus needs to

be larger than 40 cm to suppress broadening from beam divergence. To compensate

for the increased electron beam size at the APL, a larger aperture may be required
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to prevent electron charge loss and the additional generation of bremsstrahlung. In

applications requiring X-ray spectra with smaller bandwidths, the laser strength

parameter must be reduced further, as must the broadening contribution from the

scattering laser’s bandwidth. Depending on the electron-laser overlap, stretching the

laser pulse via a longitudinal chirp can result in a reduced effective laser bandwidth

∆ωeff < ∆ω [40, 171, 172].

The total photon yield of the X-ray source could not be measured with the X-ray

detector used here. According to simulations, approximately 200 to 600 photons

were produced per shot within a 15% bandwidth. This results in a peak brilliance of

the X-ray source of approximately 1.6 · 1018 photons/mrad2/mm2/0.1 % bandwidth/s

for a repetition rate of 2.1Hz. The TS simulations also revealed an average effective

photon production of 3.6 · 10−4 photons emitted per electron in a ±1.61mrad opening

cone and a FWHM bandwidth of 15%. A design study of a comparable Thomson

source, specifically for XFI with GNP, predicted an effective photon production of up to

7.2 · 10−3 photons emitted per electron within a ±0.5mrad opening cone and a FWHM

bandwidth of 15% [40]. This demonstrates that optimising the X-ray source can result

in a twentyfold increase in effective photon production, even in an about tenfold

smaller cross section. In the future, a separate diagnostic device, such as one based on

a CsI(Tl) scintillator array, would be required for a direct measurement of the photon

production. The next steps towards a high-flux Thomson X-ray source are higher

laser repetition rates, increased electron charge density, and longer pulse duration

of the scattering laser. Because photon flux scales linearly with laser repetition rate,

switching to a kHz laser system increases flux by about three orders of magnitude,

reducing the measuring times of an application accordingly. Stretching the laser pulse

via a longitudinal chirp increases the interaction length of the scattering process, thus

maintaining a high number of photons while improving the bandwidth due to a

reduced laser strength parameter. When the decrease in the laser strength parameter

is compensated for, the number of photons produced per shot increases. Similarly,

as the electron beam’s spectral density increases, so does the number of scattered

electrons. LPA with a more localised injection scheme, such as shock-front injection,

can result in electron beams with a narrower energy spread and a higher charge

density. While this increases photon production, it decreases the tunability of the

X-ray source, which is determined by the spectral width of the electron beam. Ideally,

narrowband electron beams with adjustable mean energy are generated at the electron

source. This is possible in injection schemes that allow the charge injection point to

be shifted, such as shock-front injection or colliding pulse injection. Alternatively,

adjustable gas cells can be used. The combination of a narrowband electron beam
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source and an APL would be highly beneficial for a TS X-ray source. Then, both the

electron source and the APL support X-ray beam energy tuning, with the photon

source benefiting from increased stability and photon production by imaging with

the APL.

The X-ray source described in this thesis can generate X-ray beams with reduced

divergence and bandwidth as well as increased photon yield within the effective

electron energy spread. It was shown that after optimisation, the setup would be able

to fulfil the requirements for XFI with GNPs. If necessary, further optimisations may

result in even smaller spectral bandwidths and higher photon production. Future

advancements in high-power laser technologies may increase the source photon yield,

paving the way for a wide range of scientific and medical applications. Due to their

small spatial dimensions, these high brilliance, narrowband, tunable photon sources

have the potential to be installed in universities and medical facilities, promoting

X-ray radiation research and treatment.
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